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PREFACE.

When I commenced keeping cows I often wished for a

simple and practical book on cattle and their care and

treatment in India, and I have frequently heard the

same wish expressed by others. If I had had such a

book I would have been saved a great deal of needless

worry and loss.

There are many books on cattle and their care in

Europe ; but though these books are a great help to

people in Europe, they are of no practical use to us in

India. The climate and soil of India are different from

those of England and other European countries, and the

cattle here need different treatment. Some books have

been published on Indian cattle, but the best of these is

far from being complete.

I have for the past eighteen years kept my own cows
;

and for many years have myself undertaken their

medical treatment. I have also carefully read all the

books I could procure on cattle of all descriptions, both

Pmglish and Indian.
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The knowledge I have thus acquired may be of some

service to others, so I herein give my experience for

what it may be worth.

The method of treatment that I herein recommend,

for cows in health and sickness, is what I have most

successfully adopted for many years. I generally

adhere to homoeopathy, and in most cases it is the only

effectual method of treatment; but in many cases I

have found the native remedies very efficacious. I do

not hesitate to prescribe the most effective remedy, be it

homoeopathic or native medicine, or anything else.

As I have said, I have carefully read many books

on cattle, their diseases and treatment ; and in my notes

I have tried as much as possible to avoid even the

appearance of plagiarism. But it is impossible for any

two persons writing on one subject, and especially a

subject like this, to avoid often saying the same thing,

and sometimes saying it in the same words.

Amongst the first things I learned when I commenced

life were: 1st, if I wished to succeed in anything, I

must do the work myself and not trust another person

to do it for me; 2nd, I must attend to every detail with

equal fidelity. As with other matters in life so with the

keeping of cows, personal care and supervision, and the

strictest attention to details, are absolutely essential to

success. The least negligence or delay will cause much

and disappointment. If a person has not the
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inclination or time to look after his pets and live stock,

he should not attempt to keep any.

The busiest people need regular recreation from their

regular work. Without it, it is impossible to maintain

good health or mental equilibrium. The greatest minds

have experienced this, and it is hazardous to ignore this

rule of health. Some persons choose gardening or

carpentry as a recreation, others, again, riding or some

game of sport. But keeping cows is a very healthful

and, at the same time, profitable pastime.

I have often thought, if more European and well-to-do

native families in India were to keep cows there would

be less disease, and less annoyance about procuring pure

milk, butter, and ghee, and there would also be a great

improvement in the breed of cattle. Keeping cows does

not take much time or money, if one knows how to do

it properly. But this knowledge is not acquired without

careful study and some experience.

I am convinced that very few persons in India know

how to properly care for cattle when in health, or treat

them when sick. Most people trust the care of their

cattle entirely to their servants, and believe every word

the stupid and dishonest gowallah says. I have seen

many splendid cows utterly spoiled, and a number die

from sheer neglect or mismanagement.

There are a number of good Veterinary Surgeons and

gentlemen practising medicine in every town, and it
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would be more economical in the end to consult the best

of them than to trust the stupid native servants.

ISA TWEED.

1890.

PREFACE TO SECOND EDITION.

It is gratifying to know this book has been well received

by the public, and has been a help to a large number of

persons. In this the second edition I have made only

such corrections and additions as I find after fuither

experience to be necessary. I trust this book will con-

tinue to do its good work.

ISA TWEED.

1899.
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COW-KEEPING m INDIA.

CHAPTEE I.

THE ADVANTAGES OF KEEPING COWS.

Some persons keep cows for pleasure, some from

necessity, and others as a matter of business.

Whatever the object may be, cow-keeping can be

made profitable.

Pure Milk.—The first advantage derived from keeping

one's own cows is, you get pure milk. Pure milk is

very essential to health ; some persons do not drink

milk, but they eat butter and ghee. If the milk be

impure the butter and ghee made from it must also be

impure. If people do not think of their own health, and

are wilting to poison themselves by drinking impure milk

and eating infected butter and ghee, they should at

least have some thought for the health of their families

and friends, who may not be quite so anxious to suffer

and die.
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Too much stress cannot be put upon the necessity for

having pure milk ; but it is impossible to procure such

an article from the gowallahs or low caste natives.

If people only knew what milk obtained from most of

the gowallahs contained, I am sure they would never

more drink such stuff. Many gowallahs are not at all

scrupulous about the quality of water they put into the

milk. I have seen them dip their dirty clothes into

stagnant filthy pools and wring the water out into the

milk they are carrying to their customers ; I have also

seen them wash their hands in the milk. Many of them

adulterate their milk with chalk and water, finely-sifted

flour and water, yellow sugar, hatasha and water, and

innumerable other things that only the gowallah's

ingenious mind could suggest. I have known some

enterprising spirits among them to dilute Swiss tinned-

milk with water, and adulterate their milk with it.

Some add water to buffalo's milk to bring it to the

consistency of cow's milk, and mix this with the latter.

Buffalo's milk being very thick, a lot of water has to be

added to it to make it as thin as cow's milk. Mashed

plantain is largely used for mixing with butter.

These admixtures cannot but prove extremely

injurious to the health of the consumer. It is

exceedingly difficult for Europeans to guard against

these dangers, especially when their servants are leagued

together with the gowallahs.
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Cheapness.—The second advantage gained by keeping

cows is, cheapness. The daily cost of feeding and

keeping a cow should not exceed three-fourths the price

of the milk she gives. If she gives six seers of milk per

day, and the price of milk be one anna per seer, her

food and keep should not cost more than four and a half

annas per day. In some places fodder and grain are

very dear, but milk is also proportionately dear in these

places. For instance, in Calcutta the price of good

milk is one rupee for six seers ; so if a cow gives

only six seers a day in Calcutta, it is not too much to

spend from six to eight annas a day on her food and keep.

A large cow, properly fed and giving from nine to twelve

seers of milk, should never cost more than eight annas

a day for her food and keep even in Calcutta.

It is always more profitable to keep a cow giving a

large quantity of milk, than one that gives only a small

quantity. A good large cow will give from ten to twelve

seers a day, and the cost of her keep and food will

not exceed from a fourth to a third of the value of

her milk. The surplus milk can be sold, or made into

butter and ghee for home use or for sale. Milk, butter,

and ghee will always find a ready sale. Thus there need

not be the least waste.

Calf.—Besides the profit from the milk, there is the

calf. If the calf be of a good breed, at eight or ten

months of age it will sell for from ten to twenty rupees.
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Other Produce.—Then, again, there is the dung. The

natives make a great deal of profit from this article.

The dung should be gathered every day, and preserved

for either fuel or manure. It should be made into cakes

or rolls, and dried and sold as fuel, or else, a pit should

be dug and the dung and urine thrown into it every

day. Cow-dung and urine make splendid manure. The

dung of one cow should fetch from eight annas to one

rupee a month.

There is money even in the hide, horns, and bones of

the cow when she dies.

If the cow be left to the care and mercy of native

servants, she will soon become a troublesome and ex-

pensive thing, whereas the wicked servants will reap the

profit from her.

Keeping Cows is a Pleasure and a Saving.—By having

my own cows I have good milk and butter, and for less

than I would have to pay for inferior milk and butter

bought from the gowallah.

The wife of a military officer who has lived many years

in India, writes :
" A twenty years' experience, during

which I have kept a record of every cow bought and

sold, and every calf born, enables me to assert that cows

properly looked after are an economy. A cow purchased

is, if well managed, so much capital ; a calf born is so

much increase on your capital, and the cost of the

mother's feed and keep is more than balanced by the
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milk and butter she supplies. I have kept cows in the

hills and in the plains, and I have also been without

cows, and my account books show that I have paid more

for milk and butter when I bought them, than I

expended in the food and keep of my cows when I had

them, and that in the latter case there was always plenty

of dairy produce and to spare, whereas when I had to

purchase, milk and butter had to be obtained sparingly

and expended carefully. This is a great consideration in

a large family, where, for the sake of the young people,

milk and butter should be generously given out."

—

Cows

in India.
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CHAPTEE II.

BEEEDS OF CATTLE.

There are several distinct breeds of cattle in India. To

ensure success in the dairy and farm, it is of the utmost

importance that the best milking breeds of cattle be

selected.

Some people are penny-wise and pound-foolish, and

will buy cows of no breed whatever and of very inferior

milking qualities, rather than pay a decent price for a

thoroughbred and good cow. An inferior cow can be

bought for a few rupees, but she will give little or no

milk, and her food and keep will cost more than her

milk is worth. Besides, her calf will sell for hardly

anything. This is a great loss. It is always more

profitable to keep a good large cow that will give the

required amount of milk, than to keep three or four

inferior ones that will in the- aggregate give that

quantity. Four inferior cows will cost more to feed and

keep than one or two good ones will. And the one or

two good ones can be given better care and attention

than it is possible to give the three or four inferior
7
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ones ; and without proper care and treatment no cow

will give much milk.

I will now endeavour to describe the principal breeds

of cattle in India.

Hansi or Hissar.—Hissar and Hansi are neighbouring

districts in the North-West Provinces. The breed, of

cattle found in these districts is thought a great deal of.

They stand from 56 to 64 inches high ; their heads are

broad, necks short, humps high, hips broad, and hind

quarters square ; they carry their heads erect, and have

long curved horns inclined backward, and thin long

tails ; they are of great substance and have long bodies,

deep wide chests, and massive and rather short legs

fairly apart to support the carcase. The bullocks are

very large and strong, and draw great weights and

heavy ploughs, but are not so fast as bullocks of some

other breeds. They are generally of a nice white colour,

but sometimes red, black, brown or piebald ones are

found. These cattle are exceedingly handsome.

In their own districts the cows give from ten to

sixteen seers of milk in twenty-four hours, but when

removed from the fine pasturage of Hissar their milk

somewhat decreases. The milk is of the best quality,

generally of a creamy white colour.

In their own districts these cows sell from Es. 40 to

Es. 80 each, and the bullocks from Es. 60 to Es. 150 each.

In Calcutta they will sell for double the above prices.
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Nagourie.—The Nagourie cattle are said to be natives

of Nagpore, in the Central Provinces. In former days

they were largely bred at Delhi, but now they are seen

all over the North-West and Central Provinces.

The cows are very gentle, and give from ten to six-

teen seers of milk a day, but the milk is not very rich.

Nagourie cattle are of the well-known trotting breed
;

the bullocks are much prized, and used by native gentle-

men for their carriages. Nearly half a century ago they

were extensively used in the large cities by rich native

gentlemen, and in those days were carefully bred for the

purpose, but now they are not so well preserved, and good

cattle are scarce.

These cattle are very tall and narrow ; some of them

measure 64 inches in height. They have long curved

horns, long and narrow heads, and a round bump stands out

between their horns ; their humps are high and narrow

;

their hind quarters are narrow ; their tails are long and

thin, with a thick and long bunch of black silky hair on

the end. Their hoofs and pasterns are long, and this

enables them to trot so well. They are not very fleshy,

lacking the great substance of the Hissar breed. The

pace of these bullocks is nearly equal to that of a good

trotting horse, but they are not able to draw heavy

burdens ; their carriages are much like light ekkas, with

two wheels, and pole tilted up to prevent any weight

falling on the back of the bullocks.
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They are of a bluish white colour, and are the most

delicate cattle in India.

Good cows of the pure breed sell from Es. 60 to

Es. 100 each, and good trotting bullocks from Es. 200

to Es. 400 each.

Like the Hansi, they are not very prolific, but milk

for a long time.

Nellore.—Nellore is in the Madras Presidency. This

breed has long been celebrated for the milking qualities

of the cows, and the great strength and spirit of

endurance of the bullocks, on account of which they

fetch large prices.

A good specimen of the Nellore breed is a huge

animal standing from 60 to 64 inches in height, with a

noble look, and very gentle and slow in its movements.

It is readily recognised by its form and horns. The

horns are hardly ever longer than from three to six

inches, and are inclined outward, tapering to a blunt

point ; the animal has a dull countenance and large,

prominent, and heavy-looking eyes ; its face is short and

its forehead and muzzle broad; its ears are large and

lopping ; its eyes, hoof, and tail tuft are black ; it

carries its head erect, and has a short stout neck rising

over the withers into a huge hump, which frequently

inclines to one side ; its back is short and straight ; its

chest is fairly deep and wide, and its carcase compact

and solid-looking, with a heavy dewlap; its legs are
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clean and massive, straight and fairly apart to support

the body ; its skin is fine and covered with soft short

hair. The prevailing colour is white.

The cattle of this breed generally are heavy-looking

creatures, but there is a tendency in some of them to

grow tall and leggy. The bullocks draw (a pair of

them) thirty maunds in a cart, and are excellent for the

plough.

The price of a pair of bullocks ranges from Es. 150

to Es. 350. The cows give from ten to fourteen seers

of milk a day. The milk is very rich
;
good cows sell

for from Es. 100 to Es. 300 each.

Guzerati or Surati—sometimes called Kuttywari.

G-uzerat and Surat are in the Bombay Presidency.

This breed of cattle is somewhat similar to the Hissar in

height, form, and substance, and the cows are very good

milkers. They have smaller horns and larger ears than

the Hansi, and most of those I have seen have not such

large humps.

The bullocks are large, strong, and heavy, and do well

in the plough, and draw heavy burdens. These cattle

sell for from Es. 60 to Es. 200 each.

Goorgaira, in the Mooltan district, produces another

good breed of cattle. The cows have all the good

qualities of the Hissar, but are not so large or so deli-

cate as they are. They are middle-sized and handsome,

broad and well-knit, and of a dark colour. Some of the
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best have black points. They are hardy and healthy,

and beautiful milkers. Their horns are not very long.

A cow gives from eight to ten seers of milk a day,

and fetches from Es. 30 to Es. 60 in her own district.

Sind.—I have seen some very fine cows from this

part of the country. In size and form they are very

much like the Goorgaira. Those I have seen were a

pretty fawn with white points. Some of them are very

good milkers.

Mysore Bullocks.— Besides the above - mentioned

principal breeds of milk and draught cattle, the Amrit

Mahal breed of Mysore are very excellent bullocks : but

the cows are no good as milkers, they rarely give more

than two seers of milk a day.

These bullocks are noted for their great strength and

powers of endurance. They rarely exceed 60 inches in

height, and generally are only about 48 inches; but in

proportion to their size they are remarkably deep and

wide in the chest, long and broad in the back, round in

the barrel, well ribbed up, and strong in the shoulders

and limbs.

They are active and fiery, and some of them walk

faster than the troops; they generally have straight

horns from two to three feet in length, tapering and

sharp-pointed, inclining forward, and slightly approach-

ing each other at the top ; their countenance is sprightly
;

their eyes are large, black, and prominent, expressive
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and full of fire ; they have long and moderately narrow

faces ; their muzzles and hoofs are black ; they carry

their heads erect on a moderately-sized and well-formed

neck ; they have fair-sized humps and small dewlaps.

The cows are generally white, but the bulls are grey

;

some are dark coloured.

A good bullock will fetch from Es. 100 to Es. 150

in its own district.

Bengali Cattle.—In Bengal there is no special breed

of cattle. The best specimen is a cross-bred between a

cow of the district and a bull of one of the above-

mentioned breeds.

A few years ago, some Hissar bulls were brought to

Burdwan in order to improve the cattle. Also at Soori

and Bankipore, some Europeans of the districts took

great interest in the improvement of cattle, and im-

ported some fine Hansi and English bulls. But not

many of the ryots appreciated this, and when the bulls

died, no efforts were made to import new ones.

In different parts of the country some rich Zemindars

have imported a few Hansi or half-bred bulls and let

them loose as Brahmini bulls. The animals roam about

all over the place, and the ryots are allowed their

services ; but even in such cases, very few persons take

any pains to improve their cattle. Nevertheless, as the

result of these crosses, some of the best cattle in Bengal

are found in the Burdwan, Soori, and Bankipore districts.
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The Government should take up this matter, and

import good Hissar bulls into all the districts of Bengal.

Every village or group of villages should be induced to

purchase and keep a bull, and the people should be

encouraged to improve their cattle, by offering them

prizes for the best specimens, and having cattle shows.

The villagers should be made to pay something

towards the purchase and keep of the bull, then they

will take a greater interest in the animal, and will take

some care of him. The bull should be put in the care

of the headman of the village, and he should be respon-

sible to the magistrate for its proper treatment. If this

plan were adopted throughout Bengal, in five years there

would be a very marked improvement in the cattle.

In Calcutta, there are very few thoroughbred bulls,

but a number of half-bred ones are kept for breeding

purposes.

The best bullocks for the plough and cart in Bengal

are the cross-bred—between the half-bred country cows

and thoroughbred Hansi or Nellore bulls—that is, of

the second crossing.

Cattle deteriorate very much in the hands of the

ryots of Bengal. The thoroughbred large cattle are too

delicate, and need much more care than the ordinary

Bengali villager is able or inclined to give them. But

the cross-breds are very strong and hardy, and the

people prefer them.
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Cross-breds are found all over India, especially in the

North-West Provinces. Some of them are excellent

milkers, and are more hardy than the pure breed. They

sell for from half to three-fourths of the price of cows of

pure blood.

A half-bred Bengali cow will give from four to six

pueea seers of milk a day, and will sell for from Es. 20

to Es. 60. A half-bred bullock will stand about 48

inches high, and will sell for from Es. 8 to Es. 150 per

pair.

The ordinary Bengali cattle are very small and weak,

measuring from 32 to 42 inches in height, and sell for

from Es. 6 to Es. 12 each. The bullocks cannot do

much in the cart or at the plough, and the cows give

from a quarter of a seer to two seers of milk a day.

Darjeeling Cows.—There is a breed of cattle I have

seen at Darjeeling ; I am not able to say if it is an in-

digenous breed, or if it is a cross between the cows of

the district and English bulls. Some of the cattle look

very much like English ones; others again look like

wild cattle. They are large, about the size of English

cows, and have long hair and horns ; some have

moderately large humps, others again have none. They

are generally black, or red, or piebald; some of them

are exceedingly handsome. The bullocks are very strong,

and the cows give about six seers of milk a day. I

doubt if these cattle would live in the plains.
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English Cattle are not a success in India. They

suffer much from the heat, and the milk greatly

decreases ; not many are able to give them the care and

attention they need. Nevertheless, some people prefer

them to Indian cows. If a person has a large cool

house and a few biggahs of land with many trees and a

tank on it, and can afford an attendant for each cow,

then he may keep them successfully.

They do not suffer so much in the hills. Some cows

have done well on the plains for a year or two, and

then suddenly sickened and died ; others have died in

the first year.

They must be fed on the same kind of food they have

been accustomed to in their native land. Any sudden

change in food may prove injurious. Mustard-seed oil-

cake should never be given to them. They should

have plenty of green food. I always look upon

English cows in India as a very troublesome and costly

luxury.

The cross-bred cows do better, but the bullocks

cannot stand the heat. Cross-bred English cows are

found all over India, especially in Madras, parts of

Bombay, and the North-West Provinces and the Punjab.

English cows should be crossed by Hissar, Nagourie,

Guzerati, and Nellore bulls ; and Hissar, Nagourie,

Guzerati, and Nellore cows should be crossed by short-

horn bulls. I have always found crosses between the
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above - mentioned bulls of India and English cows

better than those obtained from English bulls and

Indian cows.

The Durham shorthorn cows are the best, and the

Suffolk cows the next best for dairy purposes. The

Ayrshire and Jersey cows are also very excellent. The

Devon and Jersey produce the best cream and butter.

Other Breeds.—The Bhagalpoori cattle are not thought

much of. The bullocks generally are too long-legged

and weedy, and the cows do not give more than five

seers of milk a day.

The Gainee is a very pretty miniature breed of cattle
;

they are kept as fancy pets. They are too small for

work, and the cows give very little milk. They are

not larger than a large-sized goat. There is as much

difference between a full-sized Gainee and a Hansi bull,

as there is between a toy terrier and a mastiff.

The Breed to get.—If a person wishes to keep cows

for the use of his own family, he should purchase one,

two, or three (or as many as he requires) thoroughbred

cows of the Hissar, Nellore, Guzerati or Goorgaira breed

;

or else, good cross-breds of the second crossing between

the cows of the country and bulls of pure blood. No

cow giving less than 1500 pucca seers of milk in the

year is worth the trouble and expense of keeping.

Some cows will give from 2000 to 3000 seers of milk

from the time they calve to the time they run dry. I
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have been told of a Hansi that milked for twelve months,

and gave more than 4000 seers of milk in that time.

If a person wishes to keep a dairy-farm, he must

keep cows that give the largest quantity of milk, and

will have to pick them from all breeds.





Fig. 16.

—

Suffolk Cow.

Fig. 17.

—

Ayrshire Cow.







CHAPTEE III.

BUYING COWS.

Quantity of Milk required.—Before buying cows, a

person should first consider how much milk he will

require daily. Then he will know exactly how many

cows he needs to buy.

If a cow in full milk gives ten seers of milk a day,

she will average seven seers per day for nine months,

and will remain dry for four or five, and sometimes six

months. A good cow, with proper care, should give a

calf every fifteen or sixteen months. Calculate accord-

ingly, and see how many cows you need to keep you

regularly supplied with the required quantity of milk.

If wanted for the use of the family, and if no cow

has yet been purchased, I would advise the adoption of

the following plan. To begin with, buy only one cow

in full milk ; five months later buy another one, and a

third one another five months later. By doing this, a

full supply of milk will be secured regularly throughout

the year for years. When the first cow is half through

her time of milking, the second one will come in ; by
35
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the time the first one stops milking the third one will

come in, and by the time the second one stops and the

third one is half through her time, the first will calve

again ; and when the third one stops and the first is

half through, the second will calve again, and so on.

But this presupposes proper care and management,

otherwise all three cows may stop milking together.

If a very large supply of milk be wanted, and a large

number of cows has to be kept, and it is not practicable

to keep them when they run dry, then cows in full milk

should be bought, and before they run quite dry they

should be sold and replaced by others that have newly

calved. This plan may suit some dairymen, whose only

object is to make as much money in as short a time as

possible, but is not the wisest or best plan for the family

to pursue. For the family, as well as good dairy-farmers,

the first plan is the cheapest and safest.

Good cows are not easily procured, and when a person

has one, he ought to keep her. She will amply repay

him ; besides, it is not only a great pity, but a decided

loss to the country, and very wrong to sell good cows to

butchers.

If anyone has really good cows in calf that they wish

to sell, they ought to advertise them. Many European

and native gentlemen would be only too glad to buy

them, and would pay better prices than the butchers

usually give,
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Servants Tricks.—Now, the next thing to do before

purchasing the cow is, not to allow your servants to

have a hand in the purchasing. All servants, from

the sirdar bearer down to the mehter, will conspire to

prevent their master from profiting by the possession

of cows. The khansama would much rather that milk

and butter be bought, as he not only takes a percentage

—

dustoori—on all bills, but also levies a fee upon the

milkman for his khansamaship's patronage. The bearer

must have his commission from the man who sells the

cow to his master, and the man who will give the

largest commission is sure to get the preference ; and

though the cow be an inferior or diseased one, he will

pronounce it perfectly good, and persuade his master to

buy it, and will prevent other and better cows being

brought to his master. Thus, the oftener cows have to

be sold and new ones bought, the greater is his gain.

The cook also prefers to buy the butter and ghee for

the use of the kitchen, and put down six chittacks in his

account when he has only used four. A careful house-

keeper will measure the milk and butter, and thus make

herself disagreeable in more ways than one ; so, as a

rule, all table servants and cooks set themselves against

their masters keeping cows, and if they have a hand in

the matter they will do all they can to make the cows

failures. If the bearer or any other servant is allowed

a hand in the purchase of the cows or in their feed and
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keep, he will be sure to make them at least an expensive

luxury.

On account of servants' tricks it is almost impossible

to get any article of food in India in its original purity.

In order to give dustoori the sellers are obliged to

adulterate the things, otherwise where would be their

gain ? One reason why gowallahs water their milk, and

otherwise adulterate it is, they have to make up for the

heavy commissions they have to pay. If a milkman is

honest and will not adulterate his milk, and refuses to

pay dustoori, he soon finds his milk is condemned and

rejected, and he loses his customer. The servants can

so easily spoil the milk and blame the milkman for

giving bad milk, that it is impossible for any milkman

to be honest so long as the servants are allowed to

meddle with him and the milk. I blame the masters

and mistresses for the continuance of this evil practice.

I never allow my servants to take dustoori from any

person, consequently I am not troubled much by

them.

Native gentlemen suffer very much from the dis-

honesty of their servants, dependants, and even relatives.

Before a man can sell anything to a Eaja or Baboo, he

has to bribe the servants and hangers-on, from the son-

in-law down to the piak or syce. In order to do this

the seller has to increase the price of his goods; thus

the Baboo has to pay his dishonest relatives and
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servants for the privilege of buying even a cow or a

donkey.

In keeping cows, comfort to the family must be

combined with profit to the purse.

Buying a Cow with a Calf.—If a cow that has calved

be purchased, she should be brought to the buyer's

house immediately after calving, and kept under proper

treatment until the calf is three weeks old. Bad

management at such a time will permanently spoil a

cow. A cow is not in full milk until the twenty-first

day after calving, and during this period she is liable to

many ailments.

Buying a Cow in Calf.—If a dry cow be purchased,

she should be bought at least a fortnight before her time

for calving, so that she might get used to her new house

and attendant. If the cow be one that the intending

purchaser knows, or if she be recommended by a trust-

worthy person who really knows something about cows,

then it is well to buy her before she has calved, other-

wise the risk of being cheated is great.

There are many advantages in buying dry cows (see

Chapter XII.), but one has to be careful.

If the intending purchaser be not a good judge of

cattle, he ought to get the help of someone who is, even

if he has to pay him for his services.



CHAPTEE IV.

POINTS IN A GOOD COW.

Outward Appearance.—A good cow is loose-limbed and

has a large body ; her head is small and her forehead

broad ; her coat is soft and silky, and her tail thin and

flexible, with a rich and glossy (often wavy) bunch of

hair at the end ; her horns point backward, not forward,

though occasionally a good cow with horns pointing for-

ward is met with ; she has short legs, wide hips, and a

deep, broad chest, and is long barrelled ; her hams are

wide apart, as if nature had intended her to have a large

udder when in milk. In a heifer the milk-vein is not

visible, but when a cow is about to calve, if she is going

to be a good milker, it will be very apparent, and will

have the appearance of a cord stretching along the lower

part of her stomach ; her teats will be well developed

and large.

The limbs of a good cow are loose and large, and the

flesh on them rather hangs downwards. A fat, sleek

cow is probably a gross feeder, and what she eats runs

into fat.

40
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Neatly built heifers, with nicely rounded limbs and a

tendency to fat rumps (not hams), usually do not prove to

be good cows.

Temper.—A good cow is slow and lazy in her move-

ments, and "looks motherly. Brisk, frisky cows are

seldom good milkers, and very often are vicious and

troublesome at milking time. A good milker is of a

dull, quiet temperament, and only becomes excited when

her calf is frightened or touched by a stranger. Some

are so good-tempered that they will allow even strangers

to touch them and their calves, without getting in the

least excited. A cow with her first calf is more excitable

than an older one.

Colour.—Black, dark brown, and red cows are generally

healthy and strong. The milk of a red cow is the

sweetest. Bed cows, generally, have good digestions.

A greyish white is a very common colour in India ; a

cow of this colour at some seasons will be quite white,

and at others a dark grey. This colour is not confined

to any special breed, but as a rule such cows are not good

milkers. When the grey takes the form of piebald the

cow will probably prove a very good one. A creamy

white denotes richness of blood, and if at the same time

the inside of the ears and the hoofs be a bright yellow,

the milk will be very rich and produce a large quantity

of butter ; and if the hair be also fine, the cow will, in all

probability, prove a large milker" as well as a rich one.
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The milk of a pearly or bluish white cow, with little or

no yellow in her skin, will be poor and bluish.

Quality of Milk.—" Every cow gives milk of a different

quality and colour. When selecting a cow, the quality

and colour (as well as the quantity) of her milk must be

taken into consideration. If the cow is in milk, take a

little of her milk in a clear wineglass and examine it.

If the milk be of a bluish hue it is poor. There is

generally a good deal of serum in the milk of cows that

are very large milkers, and such milk does not produce

much cream or butter, but it is exceedingly good for

young children. The yellower the milk the better

;

therefore a cow giving yellow milk is more valuable than

one giving bluish milk. Many cows that give rich

yellow milk make up in quality what they lack in

quantity. Cows giving a very large quantity of milk

are exceedingly delicate, as all their strength runs into

milk, and sometimes they leave off calving earlier than

they should. A cow that gives from eight to ten seers of

milk a day is a first-rate one for all practical purposes."

— Coivs in India.

Blind Nipples.—Some cows of the best milking breeds

have this blemish. Blind nipples show a tendency to

gathering in the udder, which is very troublesome, and

often renders a cow quite useless. Cows with blind

nipples should be avoided. The four nipples should be

of the same length and at equal distances apart.
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Scarred Cows.—Because a cow happens to be scarred

about the face, neck, or shoulders, it is no reason that she

must be rejected. Natives fire and brand their cows for

some of the simplest ailments, and these scars may be

the results of severe treatment of some such disease.

But a cow should always be thoroughly examined to see

if she is suffering from any disease.

Age.—When buying a cow it is best to select a young

one, although an older cow will give more and richer

milk. A young cow will always sell well after she has

milked for six or eight years, while an old cow may soon

fail to calve or suddenly stop her milk, and thus become

worthless. Again, an old cow is subject to many

difficulties in calving from which the younger one is

exempt. A cow about to have her second calf is a good

one to choose, as she has got over the difficulties of her

first calving, and will give her full supply of milk.

" It costs more to make milk from old cows than it

does from young ones having the same milk-producing

capacity. The period of profitable milking does not

terminate at the same age with all cows alike. Some

hold out longer than others, but as a rule the best efforts

do not reach beyond the eighth year of the cow's age.

The quantity of milk given generally keeps up until a

cow is ten years old, and sometimes considerably longer

;

but after a cow has reached her eighth year, her milk is

produced at a greater cost of feed, and after that age it
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costs more to fatten her, while her flesh depreciates in

quality."

—

American Farmer.

Number of Calves a Cow has had.—" The value of a cow-

depends so much on the number of calves she has had,

that no reliance can be placed on the statement of sellers

on this point, and the buyer must trust to his own

judgment.

" The best way of judging is by the figure. The hips

become more prominent, the belly lower, the skinny

parts of the body lengthen and hang, and the udder

becomes more raggy after each calf. A cow carrying

her first calf shows her condition but little, but an old

one decidedly so ; with a little experience it is not

difficult to determine about how many times a cow has

calved.

" It is impossible to tell how often a cow will calve

;

some have been known to produce as many as twenty,

and some have not given more than five. Eight is the

average number ; after the eighth calf a cow is supposed

to be of no market value, although she may have two or

three more calves."

—

Cows in India.

A Good Milker.—If the cow brought for sale be in milk,

have her milked in your presence. Even if she be nearly

dry, it will be easy to judge by the breadth of the stream

whether she is a good milker or not. A broad stream

shows a good milker, and a thin, poor stream a scanty

milker. When a good milker is milked, the milk will
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rattle against the vessel with a steady rush ; anyone who

has seen cows milked will easily recognise this particular

sound ; when the supply is scanty the milk passages are

crude and small, and the milk cannot flow freely.

A good milker will give all her milk at one drawing,

but a poor milker will need to have the calf mouth her

two or three times before all the milk can be extracted.

A Sliriker.—If a cow has once slipped her calf, she is

very liable to do it again, and it is not safe to buy her

when in calf. Slinking very often is hereditary.

If a cow has calved much before her full time it is

liable to affect the quantity of her milk.

If the calf has died after its birth, the mother's milk

will rapidly decrease.

Calves.
—"When purchasing a cow be particular that

the calf is as well-bred as its mother. The calf's breed

will affect the mother's supply of milk as well as its own

value. (See Chapter XTV.)



CHAPTEE V.

FOOD.

Proper Care and Treatment of Milking Cows.-—Cows are

delicate creatures, and their supply of milk greatly

depends upon the management and care they receive.

Naturally this supply is only sufficient to feed the calf,

but under proper care and management it largely exceeds

this amount. As a highly cultivated plant, when

neglected, returns to its wild state, so cattle, if not

properly cared for, will soon deteriorate, and the milk of

the cow will greatly diminish and sometimes altogether

stop. Proper care and treatment are essential to keep

up the unnaturally large supply of milk.

It is very easy to spoil a cow, and if owners do not

exercise unremitting vigilance it will be impossible to

keep their cows in full milk, and their bulls and

bullocks in working order. In addition to vigilance,

they must know something about the treatment of

cattle both in health and sickness, when in milk or

when dry.

Food.—The cow's food is one of the things that needs
46
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the most careful attention. Cows are clean and

fastidious feeders, and every cow will not eat the same

kind of food. The feeding utensils must be kept per-

fectly clean and free from any disagreeable smell, or

else the cow will not eat her food. If anything offen-

sive have chanced to get into the food the cow will

refuse the whole of it ; sometimes it happens that a

little piece of dung will get into the straw or bhoosa,

or iu the oilcake, and the whole of the food will be

wasted. The water that the food is mixed with must

be perfectly clean. Bad food or water will seriously affect

the milk.

Some food should always be given to the cow

immediately before she is milked, as the rush of milk

on an empty stomach tries her strength. If half a seer

of bran is sprinkled over the food that remains in

the feeding-trough in the morning it is all that is

necessary.

After the cow has been milked in the morning she

should be let out to graze until eight o'clock, then she

must be brought in and given her regular morning

meal.

It is not wise to keep the cow tied up in her stall all

through the day and night. If she is not allowed suffi-

cient exercise she will not keep in good health. The

cow should be sent out to graze at all seasons (except

when it rains heavily) for two or three hours in the
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morning. At eight o'clock she should be given her food

and kept tied up for the rest of the day; cows

like to be left alone quiet, with their food to eat at

pleasure. She must be well supplied with good drinking

water.

She should have her evening food at six o'clock.

Sometimes it is best to give the food in three or four

meals instead of two. Some cows will waste a great

deal of food if much be given at one time, as the food

begins to smell sour in a few hours.

Eegularity in feeding must be strictly observed.

The Kinds of Grain that are Good for Cows.—Kullie

or woorid, barley, and wheat, are the only kinds of grain

that should be given to milk-cows ; all other grains are

more or. less injurious. Eice is good for sick cattle,

but has not much nutriment. Indian corn fattens, but

does not increase milk. Indian corn bran is better.

Khassari should never be given to cattle, goats or sheep,

It is very heating and dries up the milk, and is also

very indigestible and stunts the growth. It often pro-

duces paralysis. Gram should be given to only weak

cows, and then not more than half a seer a day.

Quantity of Food.—The following should be divided

into two or more meals in twenty-four hours, and is suffi-

cient for a milk-cow of ordinary size giving eight seers

of milk, but in the case of a large cow or a large milker

the quantity should be proportionately increased. Small
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kinds of grain mentioned above as being the only ones

that should be given to cows, kullie (woorid) is the best

for milk-cows, as it produces milk as well as strengthens.

But it is best to mix kullie, barley, and wheat in equal

parts, as kullie is cooling, and some cows suffer a great

deal from cold in the winter. G-ram is the best for

calves, bulls, and bullocks.

If the cow is not strong and is out of condition,

the quantity of grain should be increased. Grain is

nourishing.

If the cow's digestion is not good, the grain should be -

decreased and the wheat-bran increased.

If she is a small eater, the chaff and straw should be

lessened, otherwise she will lose much of her food.

Green grass gives colour and richness to the milk and

butter.

Grain increases the quantity and improves the quality

of milk, and strengthens the cow.

Cotton-seed produces rich butter, but more than half

a seer a day should never be given to any cow, as it

is very heating and difficult to digest, and often causes

inflammation of the udder.

Oilcake helps to produce milk and butter.

Bran helps digestion and produces milk.

Salt and sulphur are purifiers, and keep the bowels

in proper condition, acting as preventives against many

diseases.
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There is no nourishment in pacldy-straw ; wheat,

barley, and kullie bhoosa are much better.

All oilcakes are not good for milk-cows. The best

are those made from till or ulsee, the teesi (linseed), and

the cocoanut. Other kinds of oilcake are very heating,

and therefore injurious to cows. The oilcake made

from the mustard- or rye-seed is good for bullocks and

bulls.

The till khully is sweet in flavour ; it has an oily

smell, and is of a chocolate colour, and if old is hard

and dry. This is certainly the best for cows, but is

rather difficult to procure ; even if it costs more than

the other kinds, it should be used in preference to any

other. Next to the till and teesi in point of excellence

is the cocoanut oilcake ; cows generally do not like it

at first, and it should be given fresh and in small

quantities until they become accustomed to it. The

mustard oilcake is the most common, and generally

used by the natives ; but is not suitable for milk-cows

and young calves.

All these oilcakes form good nourishing food, and are

invaluable for the formation of the various tissues that

enter into the formation of the animal structure, to

enrich the blood and promote secretion of milk. Great

care should be taken that the oilcake is fresh and has

no worms in it. The till oilcake, especially, soon goes

bad and gets full of worms.
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Preparation of Food.—The grain should always be

ground and well boiled, and allowed to cool. Four or

five seers of water should be added to every seer of grain,

and then boiled; or else it should be allowed to soak

for twelve hours after it has been well ground. Kullie

should never be boiled; it should be ground fine and

soaked for twelve hours. When kullie is boiled it seems

to disagree with cattle.

The bran should be dry.

The cotton-seed should be thoroughly broken, and

soaked until it gets quite soft.

The oilcake should be broken up into small pieces,

and soaked for four hours, or else pounded up finely.

The chaff, grass, hay, or straw should be chopped fine

—into pieces one inch in length.

The salt and sulphur should be ground and added to

the grain when cool.

The whole should be well mixed up with a sufficient

quantity of water or rice-kanji to make it sloppy.

Great care must be taken that the grain is not given

whole and uncooked or unsoaked, and that the food is

not given dry.

N.B.—Cows giving milk should never be allowed to

grow very fat. When the food goes into fat the milk

will decrease, and the cow become barren. In such

cases the grain should be stopped in part or whole.

But the cow must always be kept in good condition.
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Cost of Food.—The cost of food varies in different

parts of the country, and at different seasons of the

year, but the food should never cost more than from

half to three-fourths the value of the milk the cow

gives.

Green Food.—Cows should never be deprived of green

food ; if they are, they will not keep in good health

;

besides, the milk will not be good.

The common villagers never think of giving their

cattle any special food. The poor animals are let loose

in the morning and tied up in the evening, and all the

food they are allowed is what they manage to pick up in

grazing, with the addition of perhaps a handful of dry

paddy-straw at night.

Booh is the best grass for cattle. Young wheat,

barley, kullie, peas, Indian corn stalks, and paddy, in

their green and tender state, and green tender leaves

of fruit trees, are excellent for cattle. The long juicy

grass that grows among the Indian corn, wheat, and

other crops makes splendid cattle fodder. Carrots

chopped up, and sugar-cane and beetroot and, occasionally,

cabbages, are very wholesome and good food.

Three and a half biggahs or one acre of land is what

one cow needs to keep her supplied with green food

throughout the year.

Straw.—Especial care should be exercised in the

selection of the straw given to the cow. Wheat and
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barley straw are certainly the best that can be given to

cattle. Wheat and barley straw are broken up and

sold as bhoosa chaff. See that it is clean and sweet.

Frequently it will be found full of mud, dung, leaves,

and thorns, or be musty and rotten.

Paddy - straw has very little nourishment, but in

Bengal it is the chief article of food for cattle. In

selecting paddy-straw, be careful that it is not of paddy

grown in swamps or low lands. Often such straw will

make the cow sick. The straw of the finer quality of

paddy grown on high lands is most suitable. Such

straw will be nice and fine, of a clean light yellow

colour, and will smell sweet and clean, but will be

slightly saltish in taste.

Hay.— Cattle are not particularly fond of hay.

G-ood, sweet, soft hay may be given in small quantities.

Filthy Food.—" In some parts of India cattle are

fed on dreadful filth, horse-dung and stable litter,

particularly that from artillery and cavalry stables,

horse marts and other well-fed studs, where the animals

receive much grain ; not only this, but on night-soil

also. The natives say it gives the milk a rich creamy

look, and in no way affects the flavour. The poor cows

are made to eat all this abomination by cruelty and

starvation. And it has to be prepared and made palat-

able before they will touch it, but they soon learn to pick

up all this stuff of their own accord."

—

Cows in India.
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Some cows die from the effects of bad feeding, and it

is a wonder that more people do not die from drinking

the milk of cows fed on filthy food.

Well-fed and properly cared -for cows will not eat

anything filthy, and can be sent out to graze and

exercise without the least fear of their picking up

anything harmful to themselves or to their milk.

Salt.—If a cow does not get sufficient salt and a little

sulphur in her food, she will pick up dry bones or lick

earth.

Drink.— The cow's drinking - water must also be

attended to. Pure water and a good supply of it is as

absolutely necessary as good and sufficient food. Cows

are very thirsty creatures, and if they do not get pure

water they will drink whatever comes in their way

" In these days a great deal is said about village milk

from badly fed cows producing typhoid fever ; it is also

asserted that dirty water is often mixed with bazaar

milk ; but if more attention were paid to the water cows

drink I think the doctors would be nearer the mark.

We all know to what filthy uses natives put jheels and

ponds, and water from such places must be unfit for

cows to drink, and will affect the milk just as much as

filthy food."

—

Ceivs in India.

But what when such water is added to the milk ?
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CHAPTER VI.

HOUSE AND UTENSILS.

The cow-house is a very important consideration. Cattle

must be properly housed at nights, and sheltered from

the midday sun, and from rain and storms.

In the cold weather their house must be free from

draughts. In the rains it must be kept perfectly

dry. In the hot weather it must be kept open and

cool, and at all seasons it must be thoroughly venti-

lated.

It is not at all difficult to build a suitable house for

cattle in India. A pucca house is preferable to a kutcha

one, but a very nice one can be built of wooden posts

or mud pillars and thatched roof, at a very small cost.

Be the house kutcha or pucca, the floor must be of brick

and cement. Mud floors soon wear into holes and

become very offensive. Floors made of planks are very

dangerous, as cattle slip on them, and are sometimes

seriously injured. The best way to make the iioor is to

put down a lot of broken bricks (Jchoa) and lime, and

beat down well ; then over this put first-class bricks on
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edge, well pointed with cement. This flooring will last

for years.

The level of the floor should be a foot and a half to

two feet higher than the surrounding ground.

There are of course many ways of making a cow-

house. If only one or two cows are kept, a room or

Model English Dairy.

Fio. 22.—A, storerooms ; P., food-preparing room : C, milk room ; I>,

water cistern ; E, reservoir ; F, feeding passages ;
( !, stalls for calves

;

H, stalls for calving and newly calved cows ; I, stalls for milk-cows
;

K, stalls for dry cows and bull ; L, drains,

two in the outhouses may be appropriated for them,

or a stall or two in the stables be given up for their

accommodation, but if many cows be kept, a regular

cow-house must be built. Whatever the number of
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the cows, particular attention must be paid to the floor

and ventilation.

I here give a plan of the kind of house I like best

for cattle. Fig 21.

This is a very simple construction, and can be made

as small or as large as necessary. It is divided into

three compartments or houses : one for the cows to

calve in, one for the calves when away from theiv
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the trough. The feeding trough to be made of brick

and cement running the whole length of the room. The

inside of the trough should be from 18 to 21 inches

wide, and 12 to 15 inches deep, but the bottom should

be raised at least 12 inches from the level of the

floor, making it in all from 24 to 27 inches high.

The floor of the house should slope off from south to

north—that is, from the head of the cow to her hind

quarters. The slope should not exceed 3 inches—just

sufficient to carry off all the urine. Eight against the

north wall there should be a drain to receive and carry

off all the droppings. This drain should be 6 or 9

inches wide, and 3 inches deep, made of bricks and

cement. Outside the cow-house, 8 feet from it to the

north, there should be a reservoir 4 feet by 4 feet

and 2 feet deep to receive all the urine and water, and

the drain of the cow - house should connect with this

reservoir.

The roof on the south should be supported by pillars

made of either brick, mud, or wood. If made of bricks,

each pillar should be 24 inches by 15 inches, if of

mud, it should be 36 inches by 18 inches, and the

opening or doorway between each pillar should not be

less than 6 feet wide.

The calving or calves' rooms or houses should be the

same as the cows' house, only, for the calves the feeding

trough should be not more than a foot wide, and 6 to
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9 inches deep inside ; the whole of the trough should

not be more than 15 inches high.

Ventilation in this house will be perfect, and it will

not be at all difficult to keep the floor perfectly clean

and dry at all seasons. During the warm weather, the

doors and windows should be kept entirely open during

the day and at night ; in the cold weather and in rain-

storms, the north windows should be kept closed day

and night, but the doors should be open during the day,

and closed at night. The top part of the doors should

have ventilators large enough to admit of sufficient ven-

tilation when the doors are closed.

The doors and windows can be made of mats or wood

;

the latter is preferable. Purdahs of good stout canvas

or tarpaulin also answer well.

The height of the house or room should not be less

than 1 feet from floor to ceiling ; the doorways should

be 8 feet high. If the house be thatched or tiled, the

sides should be at least 8 feet, and the centre 12 feet

high.

Space.—Cattle should never be crowded up together.

Ample room should be given them to not only stand,

but also to sit and lie down comfortably. Xo cow will

keep in good health unless she has 40 feet of standing

ground—10 feet by 4 feet. If the cows be large ones,

it will be well to allow them each 60 feet of ground

—

10 feet by 6 feet. For a single cow a room at least
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10 feet by 8 feet is necessary, giving her sufficient

room to comfortably turn round.

Keeping the Moor Clean and dry is an indispensable

necessity. It must not only be swept clean every

morning and evening, but must be thoroughly scrubbed

and washed every morning, and swept every time it is

soiled. The droppings must not be allowed to remain

on the floor or in the drain any length of time. The

house must be kept clean and sweet and perfectly dry.

Phenyle and water or carbolic powder should be

sprinkled on the floor every day. Throwing sand on

the floor, or putting clown some straw, will prevent the

cattle from slipping on the pucca floor. The cows

should be allowed some dry straw to lie on in the cold

weather and rains. Especial attention must be given

to the calves' house and the calving house.

The best time to wash the house is when the cows

are let out into the yard in the morning.

Drains.— The drain of the cow - house must be

connected with the public underground street sewer,

or else with the reservoir behind the house, already

spoken of. This reservoir must be emptied and washed

every day, and the contents either buried deep under-

ground, or else removed far from the cow-house. The

dung should be gathered and kept in a bin at the back

of the cow-shed until it is removed in the morning.

Utensils.—If only one or two cows be kept, zinc or
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galvanised tubs (not iron) can be used for them. I do

not recommend wooden or earthen tubs, as they never

can be kept clean, whereas the zinc or galvanised ones

can be thoroughly scrubbed and washed every morning

and evening. If these, tubs cannot be got, then earthen

(jumlalis (nads) should be put down as the natives do

them; but great care is needed to prevent them from

smelling offensively, and they should be frequently

changed for new ones.

If a number of cattle be kept, the pucca cemented

trough is the best to have. It will be a great saving in

labour. It will take a man nearly half a clay to clean a

dozen tubs, whereas the trough for the same number of

cows can be properly cleaned in half an hour. Besides,

cattle eat with more comfort out of a raised trough than

they do out of tubs.

When milk-cows and dry cows and bullocks are kept

in the same room, the trough should be divided into two

or three divisions, for the same food will not be given

to all. If possible, dry cows and bullocks should be kept

in separate rooms or houses from milk-cows.

The tubs and trough must be thoroughly scrubbed and

washed every morning and evening.

Cistern.—There should always be a cistern in every

cow-house. The best position for it is immediately out-

side of the shed on the south in the yard (see sketch of

cow-house). This cistern should always be kept filled

5
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with pure drinking-water. It should be properly cleaned

and refilled every morning. When the cows are let out

into the yard, they can have a good refreshing drink.

Cattle should be watered at least twice a day.

Mode of Tying.—If only one or two cows be kept, they

should be tied to separate pegs far apart, that they may

not reach each other ; but when a number are feeding at

the trough, they must be so tied that they will not reach

one another. The best mode of tying them is this : put

down thick iron rods as posts 4 feet apart all along the

trough ; to these posts tie good stout pieces of rope.

Each rope is 6 feet long, and is tied by the two ends to

two posts, one on either side ; to the centre of this rope

another rope about 4 feet long is attached, which goes

round the cow's neck, and so secures her that she cannot

reach her neighbour to the right or left, but at the same

time she has ample freedom to stand erect and to sit or lie

down with comfort. The ropes should be tied to the top

of the posts on a level with the top of the trough. A
better plan would be to have iron rings round the posts,

and tie the ropes to the rings. This would enable the

animal to sit or rise with greater ease, as the ring will

slide up or down the post as necessary.

Bullocks and large calves should be tied in the same

manner as the cows, but bulls must be tied far apart

with very strong ropes or chains, as they will do much

damage if they happen to break loose.
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The Yard.— Every eow-house should have a yard

attached to it, in which milk-cows can be let loose for

a couple of hours in the morning. This freedom and

exercise are very necessary, and will be very beneficial to

the animal's health. The yard should be in front of the

cow-house. Each animal should have at least 400 feet of

ground—40 feet by 10 feet—in the yard, but the more

given the better. Dry cows, bullocks, and calves should be

sent out to graze or kept loose in the yard during the day.

Other Houses.—The servants' houses and the storehouse

should be detached from the cow-house, at least 50 feet

from it, or else on the west of the house in the same

line. There should also be a little room for keeping the

milk utensils and receiving and measuring the milk. If

possible, the bull's house should be detached from the

main building, and should have a separate yard (as in

Fig. 20 and 21).

A good study of the ground plan of the cow-sheds

herein given, will clearly show the reader what is

necessary in such an establishment.

Fig. 24.

—

Cow-shed.



CHAPTEK VII.

ATTENDANTS.

In order to keep cows with any degree of success, it is

necessary to have proper servants. A great many

people buy cows, and engage gowallahs, and leave the

poor animals to the tender mercies of these men, and are

exceedingly surprised when they find in a few months

that the cows are spoiled, or the calves have died.

Others, again, put the cows in the care of the bearer or

khansama, and cannot understand why the animals give

so little milk, or why their food costs so much. So they

conclude that keeping cows is a- failure, and that Indian

cows do not give much milk, and the calves never live.

People must always remember that there is a right and

a wrong way of doing a thing, and if a person goes the

wrong way about it, he must expect failure. If one

desires to derive any pleasure and profit from keeping

cows, he must attend to them himself, having them

under his immediate supervision. If the servants or any

other person be entrusted with their sole management,

the enterprise will end in failure and disappointment.
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of some other servant can well look after her, if she is

paid one or two rupees a month. But if a number of

cows be kept, it will be necessary to have servants

specially for them. One man cannot take care of more

than six cows, but it is best for him to have only four

;

if more be given him they will not be properly cared for.

The Servant's Disposition of Mind.—The temper of the

cowherd has a great deal to do with the health and

temper of the animals under his care. He must not

only be clean and active, but must also have a love, or

at least a liking, for the cows, and be kind and gentle

to them. If he is harsh and rough, and drives them

about, they will become excited and cross, will not eat

their food properly, and will give trouble at milking.

Cattle get thin and sickly under harsh treatment. A
bad-tempered servant should never be kept under any

consideration.

Servants' Fidelity.—Then again, the cowherd must be

faithful, and not only an eye-server. True, such a man

among Indian servants would be a prodigy, but the

servants must be taught to be faithful to the animals

under their care ; otherwise, when the master and mistress

happen to be away from home, or sick for a clay or two,
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the cattle will suffer. It need never be expected that

the servants will give the animals the same care and

attention as the master or mistress will give, but they

can be made to understand what is expected of them,

and that they must do the work properly if they want to

serve. It takes a long time, sometimes months, to get

this idea properly instilled into their minds. If the

servants see that the master and mistress are careful and

watchful, it will make them more attentive.

Native servants imagine they know more about cattle

than their masters do. In some cases, it is true, owners

of cattle are more ignorant than their stupid servants.

The prejudice and ignorance of the natives are hard to

overcome. They are unwilling to do anything their

grandfathers and great-grandfathers did not do. The

custom of the country is law with them.

The Caste of the Servants.—I do not like the gowallahs.

They are generally very troublesome, and I very seldom

employ them. Among Hindoos, the gowallah is of all

men the most cruel to cattle. He will neglect and

starve them if allowed to. He imagines he has a divine

right to the cow and all that belongs to her, and resents

any interference with his ways and doings. Any other

caste man, even a Mohammedan, will do for a cowherd.

The Aheer is a good man to have as a cowman. He

makes a good servant when properly trained.



CHAPTER VIII.

WASHING, GROOMING, AND EXERCISE.

Washing.—Cattle should be kept perfectly clean.

When in health they should be regularly washed,

bathed once or twice a week in the hot weather, once a

week or once a fortnight in the rains, and once a month

in the cold season. A bright sunny day should be

selected for washing. The animals must be thoroughly

dried and let loose after the bath. Great care must be

taken to prevent them from taking a chill. Milk-cows

are very liable to chills. Calves under six months old

should not be bathed.

Grooming.—Cattle should be properly groomed every

day. The same kind of brush as used for the horse

should be used for the cow. Proper and regular groom-

ing will keep cattle in good condition, and will prevent

their having lice and ticks. Little calves ought to be

brushed and the ticks, etc., picked off every second day

or so.

Exercise.—Cows need regular exercise; working bullocks

have enough of it, but milch-cows and calves should be
71
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let out to graze and exercise for a few hours every day.

It is a great mistake to keep them tied up all the time.

Close confinement causes disease.

Dry cows, heifers, and large calves should be let out

to graze the whole day. Bulls need lots of exercise too

;

they should be tied with a long stout rope—40 feet long

—in the yard, or if there be an enclosed yard, let loose

in it.

Protection.—Cattle need protection from the midday

sun and heavy rains. If there are no large trees on the

grounds, under the shade of which the cattle can stand,

then they should be taken into the shed during the

hottest hours of the day, and when it rains heavily, or

when the winds are cold and damp.



CHAPTER IX.

BREEDING.

Breeding one's own cows is the surest method of attain-

ing success in the dairy. When a cow is bought you

are not at all sure of her blood ; she herself may be a

large and rich milker, and may milk for a long time,

but you are not sure of her producing the same qualities

in her progeny. Her parents may not have been of a

good milking strain, and though she herself is a good

cow, her calves may not be half so good. It sometimes

happens that inferior mothers produce very superior

daughters, but this does not occur very often. The

general rule is, that like produces like. An inferior cow

should never be bred from. And I personally would not

breed from a cow whose mother and father as well as

grandparents were not as superior as herself. Very

often cows as well as other animals throw back—that

is, the young ones do not take after the mother and

father, but after the grandparents.

Breeding one's own cows is very often cheaper than

buying them. If one has extensive grass-lands, he will
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find ib more economical to breed than to buy. But it

will not pay in cities, where one has to pay heavily for

every morsel the cows eat. Then again, in breeding

one's own cattle one avoids contagion. Disease is often

brought into a dairy through cows that have been

purchased.

It is Cheaper to Breed one's own Cows.—The calf has to

be kept ten months, or as long as the cow gives milk.

If properly cared for and managed, the heifer will take

the bull when she is two years and three months old,

and yield her first calf when she is three years old. So

one has to keep the animal for two years and two months

after her mother stops milking and before she has her

first calf. The cost of her keep and food for these

twenty-six months will not exceed from Es. 50 to Es. 70.

This is exactly half the value of a really good cow. If

the heifer, when she calves, gives ten seers of milk a day,

she will sell for at least Es. 120—just double what she

has cost for food and keep.

The art of breeding is governed by a few rules, which

are simple and easy to understand ; and these rules must

be faithfully observed if any degree of success is to be

gained.

The first and most important of these is, that " like

produces like," by which is meant that animals of certain

peculiarities of form, colour, disposition, habit, health,

and quality, when bred together, reproduce their own



characteristics in their progeny. This rule has been so

uniformly and constantly proved by practice, and is so

reasonable and natural, that it may be taken as a safe

guide in rearing cows. Every person may see it proved

by practice every day of his life. There is more or less

of family likeness in the lower animals as well as in

persons. The calf of a Hansi cow and Hansi bull is

always a Hansi, and the same is true of all other breeds.

Parents of rich milking strains produce calves that will

be good milkers, and bear a close resemblance to them-

selves in all valuable points.

Generally cow-calves take after their fathers, and in

breeding great care is needed in the selection of the bull.

The bull should always be superior to the cow, and must

be of a good milking strain. Both the bull and cow should

be the best specimen of their breed. (See Chapter X.)

1st. Never use an inferior bull.

2nd. Never breed from an inferior cow.

3rd. To improve the breed, the cow must be crossed

by a bull that is superior to her. If the bull be inferior

to the cow, the calf will be inferior to the mother ; but if

the bull be superior to the cow, the calf will be superior

to the mother.

4th. Never breed in— that is, never breed from a

father and daughter, or from a mother and son, neither

from brothers and sisters. If close relations be bred

from, the progeny will deteriorate.
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5th. To breed successfully, proper food and careful

management are necessary.

An experienced dairyman and large breeder writes

thus

—

" The calves are the means for the improvement of

the dairy. By a gradual course of breeding, rearing,

and development, the calves become the basis for all the

skill of the dairyman's work in improving his stock, and

in increasing their valuable product. Breed is made up

of food and the most skilful care ; and by judicious

management the calves are developed into more useful

and productive animals than their dams, until in course

of time the improvement becomes fixed, and is inherited

by the progeny. It is in this way that the improved

breeds have been made up.

" The feeding of a heifer should be liberal. She

should have regular rations of the food prepared and

given to the cows, and about half as much of it will be

eaten profitably. Liberal feeding of good food develops

the digestive functions, and the training of a heifer for

the dairy should be such as to encourage the healthful

disposal of as much food as possible. It does not matter

if the heifer should get fat, if the growth is not stunted

by it. The gradual development of the normal figure of

the model cow should be watched, and as long as this

development is going on satisfactorily the feeding may

be persevered in. Excessive fatness, however, is a bar to



usefulness in the dairy, and when heifers with this

tendency to fat come in, there is usually some defect

which spoils the animal for a cow.

" Breed is undoubtedly dependent upon food. Feed-

ing and training have given the value to the breed, and

this value must be kept up by feeding and training.

The mistake is often made of getting a pure-bred animal,

and subjecting it to all the careless management which

is given' to the common stock, and expecting that this

animal, by virtue of its parents' character, can lift up

the common herd, and double or treble its value in a

few years. Such a hope is doomed to disappointment

from the outset. When a pure animal is brought into a

herd, its care should be at least equal to that which it

has been used to, and the very same system of feeding

and general management should be followed with the

whole herd. If this practice is followed, success will be

sure, and the desired end will be reached.

" The training of heifers for their duties in the dairy

should be a constant care of the dairyman. Vicious

animals, which kick, hold up their milk, suck themselves,

and practise the other usual vices of disorderly cows, are

all made so by want of, or misdirected, training. The

first lesson the calf learns should be affection for its

owner, fearlessness and docility. Having never been

maltreated it has no sense of fear, and accepts the

attention of its owner without alarm. Eeceivins
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nothing but kindness and its food from him, it is always

ready to meet him with eagerness, and soon learns to

come at his call. Its natural instincts are even readily

controllable, because its acquired docility accustoms it to

give way to the management of its owner, and it never

practises those vices which are intolerable in a dairy. It

becomes in every respect a domesticated animal ; and to

attain this result, with all the comfort and advantages it

involves, should be the constant care of the dairyman

whose crop of calves is being harvested. Kindliness and

gentleness in the owner are indispensable to these virtues

in his cattle."

—

H. Stetcart.

I shall say more upon this head in the chapter upon

Calves and their Management.



CHAPTEE X.

BULLS.

The Necessity for a Bull.—When there are a number of

cows in the dairy, it will be necessary also to keep a good

bull to breed from. If there are only one or two cows,

and there is a good bull in the neighbourhood, the cows

can be sent out when they come into season. The

charge will not be much. In Northern India there

are Government bulls at different stations kept for the

benefit of the public, and anyone can have their services

for the asking. But if there is no good bull in the

neighbourhood, one must be got without delay ; for it

will never do to have good cows served by inferior

bulls.

Every dairy-farm shoujd have one or two first-class

bulls. Unless the cows are put to the bull at the

proper time, they will be spoiled for all future dairy

use.

It is a great loss to have a cow served by an inferior

bull. If a cow is served by a good bull, her milk will
79
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increase, but it will be sure to decrease if served by an

inferior one. Some good cows are thus spoiled. Then

again, the calf from an inferior bull will be inferior, and

will sell for little or nothing.

Whatever breed is selected, great care must be taken

that he is of the best type of that breed. The thorough-

bred Hansi, Nellore, or Guzerati bulls are the best to

breed from.

Indian Bulls versus English Bulls.—It is a mistake to

cross Indian cows by English bulls ; the progeny rapidly

deteriorate. A cross between the best Indian bull and

a Shorthorn cow will prove more satisfactory. If

English blood is desired, I would advocate the follow-

ing plan. Cross a good Shorthorn, Suffolk, or Jersey cow

with a first-class bull of the best milking strain of one

of the following breeds :—Hissar, Nellore, or Guzerati.

I prefer the Hissar. Select a good bull-calf from this

cross, and when he is three years old, use him for

covering the Hissar cows or the cows of the breed his

father was. This method will produce large strong

calves that will prove superior milkers. The half-

bred English and Hissar heifer should be covered by

a pure-bred Hissar bull.

Points in a Good Bull.—The height of the bull will

depend on his breed. But the larger he is the better.

He must be deep and wide in the chest, long and broad

in the back, and round in the barrel, well ribbed up and
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strong in the shoulders and limbs, and have massive but

not very long legs ; large joints, and legs fairly apart to

support the body ; compact and solid-looking carcases

;

short face, with large, prominent eyes, set far apart, and

broad forehead and muzzle. His neck must be short

and stout, rising well over the withers into a large

hump. The head should be carried erect. The dew-

lap should be long, but the ears should not be very

long.

Age.— It is a very serious mistake to use an immature

bull for breeding purposes. The progeny of such a

bull will be weak and very hard to rear, and very often

the mother's milk will decrease very perceptibly. A bull

should never be used before he is three years old, and

after he is eight years old. Some bulls are used when

they are only two years of age, but this is a very bad

practice. Very often very young or inferior bulls

prove unproductive.

Care and Attention.—A bull needs proper care and

attention. Some people let him loose to wander about

at pleasure, and pick up what he can iu the way of food,

and never think of giving him any shelter or special

attention. If the bull is not looked after he will be

spoiled. He must be sheltered at nights and from the

midday sun and heavy rains, and must have good

wholesome food regularly.

Food.—Feed him twice a day, once at 8 a.m. and
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again at sunset. The following is sufficient for two

meals for a large Hansi bull :

—

Oilcake (khully) .... .2 seers

Bran {bhoosi) . .... 2 seei's

Green grass i seers

Chaff {bhoosa) . .... 4 seers

Salt 1 chittack

Sulphur £ chittack

Besides this, 20 bundles of straw, or 15 bundles of hay,

or 20 seers of green grass, must be given him in every

twenty-four hours. Wherever it is possible, the bull

should be tied out to graze. When this is done, and if

there be sufficient grass on the land, the straw, hay, or

extra green grass need not be given him.

Utensils, House and Grooming.—The feeding utensils

and the house should be kept scrupulously clean, and

the animal regularly groomed and washed, and allowed

plenty of exercise. It is not at all a bad plan to give

him some light work every day, such as drawing water

or working the cart to remove the refuse, but he must

not be in the least tired out. This will keep him docile.

Fat.—A bull should never be allowed to become very

fat, but should always be in good condition.

Keeping him Separate.—Some people allow the bull to

run with the cows in the herd. If the bull be a large

one and very quiet, this may be done without harm,

but most bulls are best kept apart, and should be
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allowed the company of the cow only when she needs

his services.

Serving.—When a cow is in heat she should be tied

up and the bull put to her. One or two servings are

enough. This will conserve the bull's strength, which is

wasted when he is allowed to run after the cow, or the

cow is allowed to jump about.

Over-serving.—Bulls are generally spoiled by over-

serving. A bull should not be allowed to serve more

than two cows a week. An occasional deviation from

this rule will not hurt him if he is allowed to serve each

cow only once or twice. If a bull be used too much, he

will become barren, or else the calves from him will be

weak, and die early. This is one of the chief defects in

bazaar bulls and Government bulls kept for serving the

cows of the public.

Jail Dairies.—Most of the jails have fairly good cows,

but very inferior bulls. Instead of keeping superior

Hissar, Nellore, or Guzerati bulls, they have third-rate

cross-breds or miserable deteriorated English ones. The

miserable specimens of bulls I see in some of the jails

in India will ruin the cows covered by them. If these

jail dairies had first-class Hissar cows and bulls they

could help a great deal in distributing good young bulls

over the country, and thus greatly improve the country

cattle. If the jail authorities would follow the methods

I have suggested they would soon improve their dairies
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and would find a ready sale for all the bull-calves they

could produce. The natives will willingly pay from

Es. 20 to Es. 40 for a good eight to ten months old

bull-calf of the Hissar breed, and Es. 100 or more for

one between one and two years old.



CHAPTEE XL

BULLOCKS.

Bullocks ami Buffaloes are the only animals used in

the plough in India. They are also very largely used

in the cart and carriage. Very often, keeping one's own

bullocks and cart is a great saving and convenience.

The points in a good bullock are the same as those in

a good bull, only, bullocks are not so heavy as bulls, and

are much more active and fiery, and walk faster. When

their tails or hips are touched they run.

• The creamy white are considered to be generally not

very strong, but I have had a creamy white bull that

was perfect in every respect. Very large dewlaps and

very much loose skin under the stomach of bullocks are

considered signs of weakness.

When a bull is castrated his form undergoes some-

what of a change, and he sometim.es looks like a cow.

Food. — Working bullocks should have the same

quality of food as bulls, but half as much in quantity.

Instead of two meals, three should be given : one at day-

break, the second at 1 p.m., and the last at sunset, when
~5
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they are tied up for the night. They should never be

fed immediately before or after hard work. An interval

of two hours should be allowed between the meals and

work.

Grooming and Cleaning.—Bullocks need to be properly

groomed every day and kept perfectly clean, and their

utensils and house should be kept as clean as those of

cows. Bullocks should not be exposed to the midday

sun and heavy rains and cold sharp winds.

Water.—Bullocks and bulls should have plenty of

clean drinking-water.

Bearing Bullocks.—When a calf is reared for the

plough and, especially, the cart, he should be allowed

the whole or the greater portion of his mother's milk,

and, in addition, a liberal supply of good wholesome

prepared food. The beautiful animals we sometimes see

in carriages up-country were never deprived of any

portion of their mothers' milk, and were well cared for

and fed from the beginning.
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DRY COWS.

Selling Dry Cows.—Some persons think dry cows a

great trouble and expense to keep, and as soon as their

cows run dry they sell them. Unless a cow is an

inferior one, or has been spoiled, is diseased, or has

become barren, she should not be sold because she has

run dry. As has been said, a good cow will amply

repay her owner.

Keeping dry cows that are in calf is not a great

expense. Dry ones sell for from a quarter to half the

price of cows in milk. The cost of keeping a dry cow

until she calves will not exceed the difference in price

between a dry one and one in full milk, and the owner

will be fully repaid by the improved quality and

quantity of the milk, due to proper care and manage-

ment.

A good cow giving from ten to twelve seers of milk

will cost, in Calcutta, about Es. 150. She will milk for

300 days, and average 14 lbs. of milk a day. The

yield for 300 days will be 4200 lbs. The value of
87
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this at 12 lbs. per rupee is Es. 350. The cost of food

and keep for the period will be Es. 200. Now if the

cow is properly managed she will yield the following

profit. If sold when dry—

Dr.

Purchase of cow .
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fatten cows for the butcher. Every cow he has to sell

is so much loss, and every cow he is able to keep and

breed from is so much gain.

Advantage.—" It is advantageous to buy a cow before

she calves, as you then get the whole of her milk
;
you

have also the management of her before and after

calving, and if she be in skilful hands she will give more

milk than she would do if mismanaged.

" It is also well to get her accustomed to her

attendants and her stall before she calves, as any

change- of quarters afterwards will make her fret, and

this will at once tell on her milk. If the calf is not

very young, any check of this kind will lessen her milk

permanently. So it often happens that the purchaser

of a cow in milk complains that the cow does not give

as much milk as he was led to suppose she did, the reason

being that the milk has been lessened by the fretting of

the cow on changing hands. The rest and care will

make the cow the better milker when she calves."

—

Cows

in India.

Food.—" It is difficult to decide when to reduce a

cow's feed from full feed to the spare diet of a dry

cow. When a cow is in calf, and is going off her

milk, and you have no other cow giving milk, or

need her milk for butter, continue to feed her up

;

but if you have sufficient milk from other cows, or

if the quantity she gives is not worth the expense of
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feeding her, it is better to put her on spare diet

and leave her calf loose to drink what she gives. It

will strengthen the calf and do the cow good."

—

Cows

in India.

Dry cows must not have grain or any kind of food

that fattens much. Fat in a cow is a serious defect

;

it makes her liable to slipping her calf, and also

becoming barren.

A dry cow should have plenty of grazing during the

day, and some cut grass, hay, or bJwosa, with half a seer

of bran, and half a chittack of salt, to munch during the

night ; but on no account give her any mustard khully or

other heating food. She should be rather thin to within

a few weeks of her time of calving, when she will pick

up of herself, if she gets a sufficient quantity of

grass. If, on the other hand, the cow is starved, and

allowed to get into bad condition, the calf will be weak

and sickly.

Over-feeding.—" Over-feeding when a cow is not in

milk makes the food run to fat, and if a cow's food

once begins to do this, it will continue to do so

when she is fed up after calving, and in a short

time she will be fit only for the butcher ; though

she may have a fat udder and a large belly her milk

will be scanty. But if the good food comes at calving

with the fresh milk, all the food goes to milk, as

the system has become accustomed to spare diet,
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and being healthy her muscles will improve, but

she will not put on fat. If she is allowed to get

fat before calving, her calf will be born puny."

—

Cows

in India.

Care.—Cows in calf should have plenty of exercise

;

but great care should be taken that they do not fight

with other cows or meet with any accident. They

must not be allowed to jump or run, and they must

not be driven fast or jerked. They should be groomed

and washed gently, and kept clean and dry ; cows

during pregnancy are very delicate, and if neglected

or hurt will become ill or slip the calf.

Cleanliness about their food, water, utensils, and house

is just as essential as when they are milking.

Time of Pregnancy.— The time a cow is in calf is about

290 days ; age and condition of health make a slight

difference. The calf quickens between the fourth and

fifth month.

Exercise.—Cows that are in calf must not be kept

tied up all the day. They should be allowed to graze

in the compound or fields near the house, or else they

should be tied out in some open place with ropes at

least 40 feet long. Exercise is absolutely necessary

for cows that are in calf. If they do not get it they

will suffer at the time of calving.

The reason why so many calves are still-born, or die

soon after birth, is that the cows are allowed to become
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too fat. Over-feeding and want of exercise will cause a

cow to grow fat. Heating food, such as oilcake and

certain grains, will cause the cow to throw off and wish

to go to the bull again. Sometimes a cow will, without

throwing off, get into heat and take the bull ; this will

injure the calf and cause miscarriage.

The calf of a fat, over-fed cow will be small and weak

or deformed, and not live long.

Young bulls and barren cows, and also cows that are

in heat, will worry cows that are in calf and injure

them.



CHAPTEE XIII.

MANAGEMENT OF COWS WHEN CALVING.

Little needs to be done for a cow before the time

of calving, beyond attending to her food, rest, and

exercise.

Signs of the Time.—When a cow is within a few

days of calviug, her shape will undergo a change ; she

will become hollow just beneath the hip bones, and her

stomach will appear as if sunk down towards the

chest ; in the case of an old cow it is very evident that

a great change has taken place in the position of the

calf. Some animals evince uneasiness and irritation of

the bowels and bladder by the constant motion of the

tail, and by the ineffectual attempts made to dung ; the

vagina becomes loosened and increased in size, and a

white or pale straw-coloured glairy discharge exudes

from it some two or three weeks before the time. As

soon as this change is observed the cow must not be

sent out to graze, but must be kept at home in order

that the event may not be unduly hurried from any

unforeseen cause. If a cow calves away from home she
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runs the risk of catching a chill. Some cows calve

very quickly, even the very day the change is observed,

while others may not do so for a week or more.

Keeping them quiet has a very beneficial effect upon

them. About ten or fifteen days before calving the

udder increases, and sometimes becomes full of milk,

and the milk-vein is distended. A cow in this

state is very liable to take a chill ; she should be

kept dry and away from draughts, and should not

be bathed.

If the udder is very much enlarged and the milk-

vein distended, it should be emptied every morning

and evening. Unless this is done inflammation of the

udder may set in, and the cow get milk-fever, and both

cow and calf suffer much. I once lost a very fine cow

and calf from neglecting to do this. If the cow is once

milked she must be milked regularly every day, and

every drop extracted. After milking, rub some mustard

oil on the udder.

Labour Approaching.—" An hour or two before the

event, the face of the cow will bear an anxious look
;

the eyes will, be bright and staring and hollow,

indicative of pain. As soon as the cow shows these

signs, she should be taken into her house and kept

quiet ; some straw should be spread on the floor, and

she should be given a good supply of soft green grass

to amuse herself and keep her from fretting. Her
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keeper should remain close at hand, but be careful not

to disturb her unnecessarily, nor sit and watch her from

where she can see him. She will eat a little at times

when out of pain. When she begins to sit down and get

up, as if uneasy, the man should stay with her until the

calf is born, and afterwards he should prevent her from

getting up until the calf is quite clear of its mother."-

—

Govjs in India.

Progress of Labour.—" The actual progress of labour

becomes evident by the protrusion of the membranes,

or bag of water as it is termed, which breaks ; the

animal lies down, and, after a while, turns flat on her

side, generally the left. The fore feet of the calf may

now be seen protruding through the vulva; and, as

labour advances, the head comes forth closely applied

over the fore feet, with the chin resting on the knees,

and the back of the calf parallel to that of the cow.

After the head makes its appearance there is a short

respite of some two or three minutes, and the trunk and

hind extremities, stretched at full length, are pushed

out by the expulsive efforts of the uterus, assisted

by the diaphragm and' abdominal muscles. A few

seconds after the birth of the calf the cow sits up, and

then, rising on her legs, commences to lick her calf,

which she does incessantly for some time, the calf the

while lying still, stretched out and gasping. Gradually

it raises its head, draws its fore feet under it, and begins
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to make ineffectual efforts to get on its legs, which

it eventually succeeds in doing. It then totters about,

by degrees attains firmness on its legs, and after a

short time is able to support its body steadily."

—

A

Manual of Indian Cattle and Sheep.

Assistance Needed.—In most cases no assistance what-

ever is needed, nature accomplishing her course with

perfect safety to mother and young. Occasionally a

cross-birth may occur, and surgical assistance be neces-

sary. In such cases a doctor should be called in at

once.

At the moment of calving most of the natives know

what to do, and are good nurses if the birth be a natural

one. Where they fail is in the management before and

after birth.

Treatment of the Cow after the Birth of the Calf—
When the cow and calf have been attended to, a quarter

of a seer of goor, a quarter of a seer of dried ginger, and

one chittack of huldi should be obtained. The ginger

and huldi should be well ground, and mixed with the

goor and some flour, and the cow should be given half

the mixture at once, as it helps to clear away the

after-birth, and reduce the after-pains, which trouble

and weaken some well-bred cows very much ; many of

the best milkers are very delicate, and suffer much at

the time of calving. The remainder of the mixture of

ginger and goor should be given about six hours after-
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wards ; no more should be given, as it will be hurtful as

soon as the milk flows. (See Book II., Chapter III.)

Great care is needed to prevent the cow's vagina and

the calf's navel from becoming sore and getting blown

by flies. They must be washed with warm water, and,

after drying them thoroughly with a clean soft cloth,

the following ointment must be applied :—Sweet oil or

mustard oil, 4 chittacks; camphor, 1 tola; spirits of

turpentine, 1 chittack. This must be done every

morning and evening for a week or ten days. *"*

Brink and Food.—" Care must be taken that the cow

has nothing to drink, and that she has a warm coat

thrown over ber, or she is very apt to catch cold during

the first hours succeeding the birth of the calf. If she

is doing well the less you disturb her the better ; but if

her eyes become glassy and of a steel colour when the

light is thrown on them, and the hollows above them

deepen, she is in pain, and about four hours after the

birth she should have a hot bran mash, rather sloppy,

which will fill and warm her inside, and quell the pain.

This should be continued for the first three days, as it

assists the milk to come, keeps her inside warm, and

opens her bowels. For the first day she should have no

water, and then warm water for a week ; this is a point

to be very careful about, as a draught of cold water

will chill her milk, and may produce swollen udder

and inflamed nipples— most troublesome complaints,

7
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resulting in the cow drying up— and she suffers so

much pain that she will not allow herself to be milked,

nor her calf to suck."

—

Cows in India. (See Book II.,

Chapter III.)

For the first week the cow must not have any other

food than plenty of soft green grass and one seer of

wheat bran with a chittack of salt, and one chittack of

pounded huldi (turmeric) added to it. This must be

given twice or three times a clay. For the first three

days no straw should be given, and for the first week no

rich food, as it may cause inflammation of the udder.

It must be remembered that cows that are large

milkers are unnatural cows ; they are like cultivated

plants, very delicate. A common cow that gives only

enough milk for her calf, may stand neglect, but a good

milker will go wrong in no time.

Illness.—Anything wrong with a cow at such a time

must be promptly attended to. (See Book II., Chapter

III.)

Falling of the Womb.— See Book II., Chapter III.

Milking.—About an hour or so after a cow has

calved she should be milked, and the calf set to suck.

The calf should be loose with the mother, and allowed

to suck her at pleasure ; the sucking will open the

milk-vessels, and bring the milking-machinery into play

;

the calf being hungry, will suck hard, and draw off pain

from the cow But the cow must be milked regularly
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three times a day for three days after calving, and

every drop of milk extracted each time. An hour

before she is milked the calf should be separated from

the mother. On the third day the real flow of milk

sets in, the udder increases, and the milk is quite fit to

use for puddings and butter ; the butter will be large in

quantity, and rich in colour and flavour. The milk

should not be given to babies until the calf is three

weeks old. After the seventh day, and until the end

of the first month after calving, the milk will not

produce much butter. When the calf is allowed to be

with the mother, great care is needed lest the cow

crush the calf. I allow the calf to suck for half an

hour or an hour, and then shut it up in its own.room

for an hour or two, when I let it out again for another

half an hour or so, and again put it away. I do this

throughout the day and night for the first fortnight.



CHAPTER XIV.

CALVES, THEIK VALUE, MANAGEMENT, AND HOUSE.

Value of Calves.—The value of a calf depends much

upon its breed, just as a thoroughbred colt is of greater

value than a common one. The price of a year-old

calf varies from Es. 3 to Es. 50, and of a two-year-old

one from Es. 6 to Es. 100. A heifer or bull from two

and a half to three years old will fetch from Es. 8 to

Es. 200, according to the breed and qualities of the

animal. The common village cattle are of very little

value.

A bull or bullock-calf will fetch more than a cow- calf

will. The price of a cow is highest after she has had her

first calf, and the price of a bull as well as a bullock is

highest when he is between three and four years of age.

Some calves are inferior and not worth the trouble and

expense of rearing ; such should be sold as soon as their

mothers stop milking and refuse to allow them to suck.

But if a calf is a good one, it should be kept to replenish

the stock. The cost of its keep and food will not exceed

its value.
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Food and Care.—It is no economy to starve or neglect

the calf. If it gets out of condition and becomes sickly,

its growth and development will be affected, and its

value materially lessened. Whereas if it dies, the

mother's supply of milk is sure to decrease and the cow

liable to be utterly spoiled. A calf should never be

deprived of its mother's milk. For the first month

after its birth the calf will not eat anything, and if not

allowed sufficient of its mother's milk it will be seriously

injured. The calf should not be separated from its

mother for more than three hours at a time until it is

twenty-one days old. After the twenty-first day the calf

should be kept apart from the mother until she is milked,

but should be allowed to suck for three hours after the

cow has been milked. This should be done until the

calf is two months old and can eat properly, then it

need remain with the mother for an hour in the morn-

ing and an hour in the evening only.

I do not advocate the English method of treating

calves. The Indian cow will not allow her calf to be

taken from her. If it is done, she will never milk as

well or for as long a period as she would if she were

allowed her calf. English cows have generations of

training at the back of them, and the separation from

their calves does not injure them. It will take genera-

tions of training to make the Indian cow do without her

calf. I do not advise anyone to try it. If properly
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treated the cow will give more milk with her calf than

she will do without it.

When a calf is ten days or a fortnight old, it should

be allowed some finely ground gram, wheat, or barley,

and green dodb grass every morning and evening. When

three weeks old some wheat, barley, or gram, ground and

soaked, mixed with some cut fresh dodb grass, should be

given to it three times a day. But on no account

give the little thing dry bran and straw, as so many

people do. Until the calf is two months old it should

be allowed plenty of ground gram, etc., and green grass.

For the first three weeks or month it will not eat much,

but if given food it will nibble at it and soon learn to

eat and like it.

As it grows bigger, increase the quantity of food and

add a little sweet linseed oilcake to it. Mustard-seed

oilcake is positively injurious to young calves. Salt and

sulphur should be given to the calf from the beginning.

Over-feeding is bad
; \ of a seer of grain, \ of a seer of

wheat bran, and \ of a seer of linseed oilcake every morning,

and the same in the evening, is sufficient for a calf until

it is between two and three months old, when gradually

increase the quantity, but a liberal supply of tender

green grass should be always allowed. Pure drinking-

water should be given ad libitum. When a calf is

between three and four months old, I reduce the quantity

of grain and increase the oilcake, until at six months of
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age it receives only oilcake. A calf six months old

should get 1 \ seer, and when a year old 2 seers of oilcake

a day.

The best time to feed the calves is after the cows

have been milked and the calves separated from them.

Eegularity in feeding is indispensable.

Tying up Calves.—Little calves should never be tied

up ; if tied they should not be kept so long. They

must be kept loose in a shed or room with an enclosure

where they may run about.

House.—The calves must be kept separate from the

other cattle, and their room kept clean, dry, and warm,

and properly ventilated. The flooring of the calves'

room must be pucca, and thoroughly scrubbed every

morning and evening. A calf needs at least 5 feet by

4 feet of room. Dry straw should be spread on the

floor for them.

Shelter from Sun and Rain.—Calves should not be

exposed to the midday sun, or rain, and should be

sheltered from the cold north and east winds. They

are very delicate creatures, and any neglect may prove

fatal.

On no account should calves be allowed to sit on wet

or damp ground or grass.

Ticks and Lice.—Calves must be kept absolutely free

from ticks and lice. Eegular brushing will keep them

free from vermin. Little calves should not be bathed.
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Older Calves.—When bull-calves are six months old

they should be tied up and fed. Heifers should be tied

up and fed when they are four or five months old, but

not kept tied all the day. Bull-calves should be very

liberally fed ; the quantity of their food should be con-

tinually increased, until at two years of age they receive

the same quantity of food as prescribed for bulls.

Careful Treatment.—A great deal of care is needed

in the management of calves. The temper and habits of

cows and bullocks depend a great deal upon the treat-

ment they have received when calves. If you want

good milch-cows, then observe the following, taken from

the American Farmer :

—

" Treat the Cows kindly.—Here is a bit of gospel

truth which should be heeded, especially by dairymen.

Animals, like human beings, will respond to kindness,

and on a dairy-farm this is one of the greatest essentials

to success. You cannot begin too early in training

your calves to come at your call, and to submit to

handling and petting. Accustom them to familiarity

with persons, but never permit them to be vexed or

irritated, if you do not want them to become ill-natured

cows. While good blood is of the greatest importance,

still if not properly trained the highest satisfaction will

not be attained. A good animal may be spoiled by bad

management. Good feed, good care, and petting will

naturally aid in securing good results."
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This is very true about heifers. I have seen cows that

would not allow themselves to be tied or touched, and

were as wild as jungly cattle. Though of good breeds,

they were fit only for the butcher. Their bad tricks

were attributable to nothing else but bad management

when calves.

Male calves that are intended for the plough or cart

should not be treated like the heifers. The less they are

tied up and petted and handled the better ; their backs or

tails should not be touched. Handling and petting bull-,

calves makes them very tame and slow in harness, and

considerably lessens their value.

Heifers need special attention ; very often they are

neglected and receive neither proper food nor shelter,

consequently they are small and deformed, and are unfit

for milking purposes. Then again, some heifers are so

highly fed that they become barren. I have known

cases in which all the efforts of the owners have failed to

make the animals productive. These heifers come into

season and take the bull, but never get into calf. They

have been spoiled by overheating and too much food.

Heifers should be kept in good condition, but never

allowed to grow very fat. They should be fed on the

same kind of food as milk-cows, but should not be

allowed so much oilcake or grain, and on no account

any cotton-seed. Good green grass and hay should

be given in abundance. The food should be piepared
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in the same way as food for milch-cows. Some salt and

an unlimited supply of pure drinking-water are essential

to the animal's health.

Why so many Calves die.—A large number of calves

die from sheer neglect and mismanagement. They are

deprived of their mothers' milk, and insufficient and

unwholesome food is given to them ; they are exposed

to sudden changes of weather, and not sheltered from

the cold and damp at night, or heat in the day ; they

are allowed to become covered with lice and ticks, and

their houses are kept unclean.

If the calves are cared for and properly reared it will

help the cow to give more milk and milk for a longer

time, and the calf will repay all that is spent on its

care and food.



CHAPTEE XV.

POINTS IN A GOOD CALF.

"A good bull-calf should have loose skin running from

his chin down his dewlap and round his chesfc and along

his belly ; his eyes should be far apart, and his forehead

broad ; his nose short and turned up ; his joints large

and looking swollen. The size of the joints is an

indication of his eventual growth, and the better bred he

is the more ungainly will his joints be. The shorter his

neck the greater will be his strength. His hair should

be soft, long, and rather curly. If he is in good health

his nose will be wet and shining. An ill-bred calf will

have a narrow head, very long ears, small eyes rather

close together, long neck, small joints, and legs tapering

away at the feet like a goat's."

—

Cows in India.

" A good cow-calf should have much the same points as

a bull-calf, but her head will not be so broad or her neck

so short; and instead of the long dewlap, she should

have, if of a good milking breed, lots of yellow wrinkled

skin between her legs where the udder will be in time to

come, and she will have well-developed teats, even when

only a few hours old ; and the best milkers will always

have silky hair."

—

Cows in India.
107



CHAPTEE XVI.

CASTRATING CALVES.

Castrating when Young.—In Europe, calves as a rule

are castrated between the first and third month after

birth. The advantage of the operation at this early age

consists in the improvement of the animal in form, size,

and the propensity to fatten, while it also renders him

docile and generally useful as a working bullock. The

natives of India, on the contrary, wait till the animal is

from two to five years old, that is, between the time

when it has from two to six permanent teeth.

Mode of Castration.—Natives generally castrate with-

out cutting the animal at all. The bull is thrown down

and its four legs are tied together ; then the scrotum is

drawn out and freely handled for a few minutes to relax

it ; after which stout wooden rollers about 1 5 inches

in length, and 1£ inch in diameter, are tied tightly at

one end, and passed between the scrotum containing the

gland and the body of the animal. One gland is next

pushed up towards the abdomen, and the other retained

in the scrotal sack ; the rollers are then drawn down and
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the free ends are tied together. A man sits in front and

presses the gland tightly against the rollers till it bursts

within its sack or the bag of the scrotum, when he

seizes the broken gland between the fingers of both his

hands, and kneads it well till it becomes broken up into

a soft pulp. The other gland is next drawn out between

the rollers and crushed in like manner, and a little cow-

dung or luddi (turmeric) is lastly smeared over the

scrotum. At the same time, the cartilage between the

nostrils is perforated with a sharp wooden or steel needle,

and a cord a quarter of an inch thick is put through as

a nose-string. This string is put through the nose and

over the head at the back of the horns, another string is

put round the neck as a collar, then an iron or brass ring

is put round the nose-string and the collar, and a string

is attached to the ring as a bridle. No further treat-

ment is ever necessary. The animal is well in ten days.

I certainly think well of this mode of operation, and have

had a number of my young bulls castrated in this way,

but many people prefer cutting.

Effect of this Process.—There is no wound or sub-

sequent discharge and inflammation, as is the case after

cutting. The scrotum swells, and in ten days or a

fortnight the whole gland becomes absorbed and only

the empty sack remains. This process of castrating is

never attended with any danger, nor is it so painful as

the cutting process. The animals further retain their
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masculine form to a certain extent. When a calf is cut,

it soon loses its masculine form, and as it grows larger,

it looks somewhat like a cow ; but when the glands are

crushed the change in form is not so great, though the

animal may not become as large as it would have if it

had been cut.

Proper Time to Castrate.—A calf should be cut when

it is between two and six months old, but a calf should

not be crushed before it is between eighteen months

and two years old.

Great Care in the Operation.—When the glands are

crushed great care must be taken that they are very

thoroughly crushed up, otherwise the animal will

occasionally prove troublesome among the cows. When

the calf is cut, care must be taken that the sore is not

fly-blown or allowed to fester.

The evil of late castration consists in the young bulls

being allowed to roam at large with the cows. The

native breeders never think of separating the bulls from

the cows. Even if there be a good bull in the herd,

he is over-reached by those young bulls, from their

lightness of carcase and activity in serving the cows.



OHAPTEE XVII.

TAKING THE BULL.

A very important Matter.—This is a critical moment

with owners of cows, because it is a matter of very

great importance, and any mistake at this time will

very seriously affect the profit to be derived from the

cow.

Before putting a cow to the bull, the owner must

be certain that she is not already in calf. If a cow in

calf be put to the bull, it will very seriously injure her

and will be certain to cause a miscarriage of the young

one. Many people think that a cow in calf will not

show any signs of being in heat, and the bull will not

cover her. This is a mistake. I have known cows

that have progressed as far as six or seven months in

pregnancy to worry other cows by riding them ; and I

have known bulls to follow and worry cows that have

far advanced in pregnancy. But such a mistake as

putting a cow in calf to the bull can be very effectually

prevented.

Early Months of Pregnancy.—In the early months
in
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of pregnancy it is difficult to decide if a cow is or i

not in calf. It is most necessary to know for certair

both to her lying fallow when she ought to be in cali

and also to prevent her being put to the bull when sb

is already in calf, and causing much mischief.

Signs of Pregnancy.—The most certain sign of a co\

carrying is a discharge from the vagina, however smal

In the absence of this, it is probable that she is not ii

calf. In the later months, a cow's condition is quit

evident from her size.

Between the fourth and fifth months of pregnane}

it can be ascertained with certainty that a cow is ii

calf. The calf may be felt by putting the points o

the fingers hard against the right flank of the cow

when a hard lump will bound against the abdomen am

be felt by the fingers; or when a bucket of cold wate

is drunk by the cow the calf kicks, and a convulsiv

motion may be observed in the flank by looking at i

from behind ; if the open hand is then laid upon th

space between the flank and the udder, this motion ma;

be distinctly felt.

When a Cow comes into Season.—A cow must not b

put to the bull until three months after the birth o

her last calf, as the womb during that period is in ,

relaxed state and incapable of retaining the seed, con

sequently she seldom conceives if she should take th

bull before this period has expired. Disregarding th
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call of the cow at this time will do her no harm. If

she c^lls give her some butter -milk (not sour) first

thing in the morning for a few days, and a cold bath

during the day. This will cool her down. But after

the third month from the birth of her calf, it is very

injurious to the cow to neglect the wants of nature. If

she calls for the bull and is neglected, she may become

barren, or slip her calf next time, which is a sign of

weakness.

Eich food and over-feeding have the effect of bringing

the cow into season before the proper time for it.

Some heifers take the bull when they are eighteen

months old. Others again do not come into season

until they are three years old. A heifer if properly

fed and eared for should take the bull when she is two

years and three months old.

Some cows come into season in three months from

the time they have last calved. These have a calf

every twelve or thirteen months. Others again milk

for six or eight months before they take the bull ; I

had a large Hansi that milked for twelve months before

she took the bull.

The Symptoms of coming into season are, abatement

of milk and restlessness. The cow will be frequently

dunging, staling, and bellowing. Her tail will be in

constant motion, and she will have no appetite. The

vagina will appear red and inflamed, and a transparent

8
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discharge will sometimes flow from it. If in the field,

the cow will be riding other cows ; if tied, she will stamp

with her feet and pull at her rope. Some become very

savage, and will butt. Others again show their state

but little, often doing no more than lowing gently

;

these latter are apt to be neglected, as their state is not

soon observed.

The time a Cow remains in Season.—These symptoms

last only a few hours, sometimes only an hour, and the

cow should be put to the bull immediately. Time is an

object. If the cow has taken the bull and not become

pregnant, the above-mentioned symptoms will return in

three weeks, and continue to do so until she does con-

ceive. A fat, over-fed cow will want to go out to the

bull time after time before she is in calf. Such a cow

must be somewhat reduced in condition before she will

become pregnant.

Troublesome Coivs.—If a cow remains more than a

year without getting into calf, she should be sent out

altogether to remain' with the other cattle in the field,

grazing and feeding with them. The company and

change of air and food may have the desired effect. If

a cow is troublesome about getting into calf, give her

a small quantity of the refuse liquor from a native

distillery ; it is the juice of the Mahowa (none other

should be given), and will often answer the purpose.

This stuff should never be given to a cow in milk, as it
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is of a very heating nature and will dry up the milk.

Nor should it be given to a cow in calf.

Barren cows are very troublesome. It is best to

keep them separate, as they often worry other cows

and spoil them. March and April are the months

when nearly all cows call for the bull. So a barren

cow should be carefully watched during these months,

for if she calves once she may turn over a new leaf and

take to calving again regularly. If a cow does not get

into calf a year from the time she stops milking, or two

years from the time she last calved, it is no use keeping

her any longer ; the probabilities are that she will never

calve again.

Very often when a cow loses her calf the gowallahs

resort to the practice of phooka to extract her milk

;

apart from its being a cruel and inhuman practice, a

cow that has once been subjected to it will never again

have a calf, her generative organs having been destroyed

or injured.

Great care should be taken to select a good bull to serve

the cow. A good bull of a good milking breed will

generally have good milking daughters. This is a

subject to which special attention should be paid. If

the cow is served by a good bull, it will not only insure

the production of a well-bred calf, but will also increase

the quantity of the cow's milk and improve the cow.

I do not advocate English bulls for Indian cows.
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The pure-bred Hissar, .Nellore, or Guzerat bull will

prove the best. A cross-bred bull between a short-

horn cow and a Hissar, Nellore, or Guzerat bull will

prove very satisfactory ; but a cross between the English

bull and Indian cow will not do well.

It is a great mistake to send cows out to inferior

bulls. The cowman, if not watched, will put the cow

to the first bull which is at hand, which may not be at

all a good animal. If a good and large cow be served

by a small and inferior bull, generally the serving proves

unproductive. On the other hand, if a cow has been

troublesome about getting into calf, if she be sent to a

large and good bull she generally conceives.

As a rule cow-calves take after their fathers, and

bull-calves after their mothers.

Putting the Cow to the Bull.—The most natural way

is to allow the bull and cow to please themselves, and

so leave them alone in an enclosure ; but when cows are

restless, I have found it best to tie them up to a tree

between two posts and secure them so as to prevent

them from jumping about, so that the bull may easily

serve them and not be tired out in attempting to do so.

When a cow or heifer has been served, she should be

bathed in cold water, dried and tied up and left

undisturbed ; she will generally sit down quietly and

not move for hours. It is best not to give her any-

thing but some green grass or straw and water that
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day. A little soaked Kutheela gum should be given

her.

Heifers are sometimes troublesome on account of

their timidity, and may not get into calf till long after

they are old enough, and have to be put to the bull

many times before he succeeds in covering them. They

should be tied up so as to enable the bull to serve

properly.

The Sex of the Calf determined.—It has been observed

that queen-bees lay female eggs first, and male eggs

afterwards. So with hens, the first laid eggs give

female and the last male products. Mares shown the

stallion late in their periods, drop colts rather than

fillies.

M. Thurz, professor in the Academy of Geneva, from

the consideration of these facts, formed this law for

stock-raisers :
" If you wish to produce females, give the

male at the first signs of heat."

A noted Swiss stock-grower, son of the President of

the Swiss Agricultural Society, Canton de Vaud, under

date of February 1867, certifies:
—"In the first place

on twenty-two successive occasions I desired to have

heifers. My cows were of Schurtz breed, and my bull

a pure Durham. I succeeded in these cases. Having

bought a pure Durham cow, it was very important for

me to have a new bull to supersede the one I had

bought at great expense, without leaving to chance the
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production of a male. So I followed accordingly the

prescription of. Professor Thnrz, and the success has

proved once more the truth of the law. I have obtained

from my Durham bull six more bulls (Schurtz-Durham)

for field work; and having chosen cows of the same

colour and height, I obtained perfect matches of oxen.

My herd amounted to forty cows of every age.

" In short, I have made in all twenty-nine experiments

after the new method, and in every one I succeeded

in the production of what I was looking for, male or

female. I had not one single failure ; all the experiments

have been made by myself, without any other person's

intervention ; consequently I do declare that I consider

as real and certainly perfect the method of Professor

Thurz."

The above plan had also been tried on farms of the

French Emperor with, it is asserted, the most unvarying

success.

The same plan may be adopted with animals of all

descriptions.



CHAPTEE XVIII.

BARREN COWS.

Because a cow has taken the bull and not become

pregnant it is no proof that she is barren. Some cows,

and especially the large well-bred ones, take the bull

several times before they get into calf. I had a Hansi

that was served five times without any satisfactory

results, but the sixth time she became pregnant. Some-

times cows give much trouble and annoyance and

cause much loss of time, but perseverance wins the

day.

If a cow has not got into calf within two years from

the time she had her last calf, she is barren, and in all

probability will never calve again. It is no use what-

ever keeping a barren cow ; she will fatten easily, and

it is best to fatten her up and sell her for what she will

fetch.

Causes of Sterility.—Over-feeding, or feeding on very

heating food, will cause barrenness. Forcing supplies of

milk by unnatural means is sure to make a cow barren.

Displacement of the womb, caused by bad delivery or
119
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slinking, will cause sterility. Some organic or constitu-

tional disease will prevent conception.

It is said, if a barren cow is allowed to remain in the

herd, others in that herd will soon become barren. The

disorder is infectious.

Remedy.—When a cow gives trouble about getting

into calf she should be reduced in condition ; she should

have only green grass, hay, or dry straw to eat. This

treatment alone may cure her ; she should be kept loose

and made to take lots of exercise. If she still continues

to give trouble, give her five to ten grains of borax every

day, for five or six days. If this does no good, give her

five grains of ergot of rye or sabina every day for two

days before and after she takes the bull. If she is not

incurable this will cure her. After the cow has been

served she should be kept away at a distance from the

bull.



OHAPTEE XIX.

AGE OF CATTLE AND NAMES AT DIFFERENT AGES.

Age,—The age of cattle is generally calculated by the

growth of the permanent teeth, and also by the rings

that form round the horns : but it is only after the third

year that the circle on the horns becomes defined ; so in

calculating age by the rings, allowance should be made

for three years ; when an animal has six rings it is eight

years old (see plates). Of the two systems, that of

judging by the teeth is by far the more reliable ; even

with this system, it is difficult to tell the age of a calf

before it sheds two of its central milk teeth ; and again

there is a difficulty when the animal completes teething

at the fifth year. At six years of age the eight per-

manent teeth are complete and attain a uniform level,

and the mouth is said to be complete, literally what the

natives call poora in Hindi, and pooro or poorno in Bengali,

when the animal has attained its prime. After this, the

animal is supposed to decline or approach the age when

its value decreases. After the sixth year all is guess-

work, and nothing can be affirmed decidedly. Those,
121
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however, who have extensive experience with cattle can

tell the age even after the sixth year with tolerable

correctness. Careful examination of the teeth and of

the extent to which they have been worn down, the

marks on the horns, and the general appearance of the

animal itself, frequently help to determine the question.

At; birth there are two central milk teeth, or incisors

in the lower jaw, the upper continuing bare. During

the second week after birth, four teeth make their

appearance ; in the third week, six ; and when the

mouth has been completed, eight milk teeth have been

established. Until the sixth month these teeth keep

clean and even, but after the sixth month they begin to

get discoloured and to wear down. The two central

incisors first begin to wear down at eight months ; four

at twelve months ; six at fifteen months ; the whole of

the eight teeth are well worn at two years, when also

two of the central incisors are shed and replaced by

permanent teeth, which are readily distinguished by

their size and form from the milk teeth. At three years,

four teeth, at four years, six, and at five years, the whole

eight permanent- teeth appear, and complete the mouth,

as stated above. At six years of age these in their turn

will begin to wear down. But the extent of the wear

of the teeth depends in a great measure on the kind of

food the animal has been having. Cattle—bulls, bullocks,
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the reproducing powers of bulls and cows are retained

for a long period.

The cow breeds when she is two years old, and continues

to do so until she is twenty years of age ; the bull is used

for breeding purposes when he is three years old, and

Sixth Vkar

Tenth Year

AOE BHOWB et RINOS

£OUND ON THE HORN.

renders his best services until he is eight years old.

After that lie should not be used for breeding from, but

ought to be put to the plough or carl, Sometimes he is

used before he is three years old, but this is ruinous
; if

lie be left until he is three years of age it will repay in

the offspring.
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Names of Cattle at different Ages.—The names given to

cattle are as follows :—A new-born animal is termed " a

calf," the male " a bull-calf," and the female " a quey,"

" cow-calf," or " heifer " ; a gelded animal is called a

" stot-calf." When a calf is a year old it is called " a

yearling." When a heifer bears a calf she is called " a

cow," which name she retains ever after. A bull when

castrated is called " a steer " until he is three years old,

when he is styled " an ox " or " bullock," which name is

never changed.

A heifer or cow that has received the bull is said to

have been served or covered. A cow that has not con-

ceived or that has miscarried her young is an " eill," and

one that has ceased milking is called a "yeld -cow."

When in milk a cow is termed a " milk " or " milch-

cow,"

Native Names.—A calf is called a " butchroo " in Hindi,

and a " bachoor " in Bengali. A bull-calf is a " shar-

butchroo " in Hindi, and " shar-bachoor " in Bengali. A
cow-calf is a " buckun " in Hindi, and a " bokkon " in

Bengali. A stot-calf is a " buddhia butchroo " in Hindi,

and a " bollod bachoor " in Bengali, and a steer a " bial

"

in Hindi, and a " bollod or damra " in Bengali. A cow

is a " gai," and a bull a " shar " (nasal sh) in both Hindi

and Bengali.



CHAPTEE XX.

PRICE OF CATTLE.

The prices of cattle vary a great deal in different parts

of the country, and at different seasons of the year.

Cattle in their own districts are cheap, but the farther

they are removed from home the greater their price.

In Bengal the ryots sell off their cattle after they have

finished their ploughing in the hot weather. From May

to the end of September the fields are all under cultiva-

tion, and there is no fodder for the cattle, consequently

during these months they die off in large numbers from

starvation and disease. Most of the ryots sell their cattle

at this season, and buy again in October and November.

The prices go up in October and continue good till the

end of February. Many ryots, again, sell their cattle

during the rains to enable them to pay their land rents.

From October to December they reap their crops and are

flush with cash, so they can again buy cattle.

Prices of Cows.—The prices of cows vary according to

their breed and the quantity and quality of the milk they

give. In Calcutta the standard price of a good cow in

127
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full milk, with a calf under a month old, is as follows. If

a large well-bred animal, at the rate of Es. 12 to Es. 13

per seer for every seer of milk she gives in twenty-

four hours. If a medium-sized well-bred cow, Es. 10

to Es. 11 per seer for every seer of milk she gives in

twenty-four hours ; and if a small cow, at the rate of from

Es. 8 to Es. 10 per seer. Thus a large cow giving ten

seers of milk a day will fetch Es. 120, and a small one

giving five seers a day Es. 40. I have known some

large cows to sell at the rate of Es. 16 per seer for the

milk they yielded in twenty-four hours. Sometimes

when people are leaving the place and cannot take their

cattle with them, they will sell them for far below the

standard price. Cows can also be got cheap at auction

sales, but the buyer has to take his chance.

In the Mofussil the prices of cows in milk are very

much below the prices of the same animals in cities and

towns. Cows are comparatively cheap in their own

districts. The cows that sell for Es. 120 in Calcutta,

can be bought for Es. 60 in Northern India. A cow

is at its best value when it is between three and five

years old, or with its second calf.

By large cows I mean cows of the Hansi, Nellore,

Nagouri, or Guzerati breed ; and by medium, good

cross-breds ; and by small, good common cows of the

district.

When cows run dry their value of course decreases

;
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they can be bought for from one-fourth to two-thirds the

price of cows in full milk.

Prices of Bulls.—The prices of good bulls are very high
;

one has to pay almost a fancy price for a fine well-bred

bull. A good large thoroughbred animal when three

years old will sell for from Es. 150 to Es. 300. I have

had to pay Es. 100 for a year-old Hansi bull that was

not the very best type of his breed. He was the only

bull to be had at the place.

Prices of Bullocks.—The prices of good bullocks are

also high. Good Bengali bullocks will fetch as much as

Es. 40 or Es. 60 per pair. The common ones sell for

from Es. 14 to Es. 30 per pair. Good cross-breds will

bring as much as Es. 80 to Es. 120 per pair. First-

class thoroughbreds will sell for as high as Es. 200

to Es. 400 per pair.

Breed, age, size, and strength make a great difference

in the value of the animal. A bullock is at his best value

when he is between three and six years old.

Prices of Calves, see Chapter XIV.



CHAPTER XXI.

MILK.

The quantity of milk obtainable varies considerably

according to tbe breed of tbe cow, the kind of food she

has, and the time after calving. A thoroughbred well-

cared-for cow will give much more milk than a common

one, or a badly-cared-for high caste one. Some cows

have given as much as eighteen pucca seers of milk a

day, but if a cow gives from ten to twelve seers, she is a

very good one. The season and frequency with which a

cow is milked also affects the quantity. When a cow is

milked twice a day the secretion is richer and contains

more butter than when milked oftener. Climate also

affects the yield of milk ; cold and damp are objectionable.

A rich, dry soil is very favourable.

Cows that are tied up and fed give more and nicer milk

than those that are allowed to be loose all the day.

A cow gives more and richer milk after her second calf

than she did with her first. When she is eight years old

her milk begins to decrease in quantity, but not always

in quality.
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Quality of Milk.—The milk of every cow differs in

body, quality, and colour. (1) There is the yellowish,

creamy milk, which contains a large proportion of fatty

substance necessary for butter. (2) Then there is the

thick heavy white milk, which contains a great deal of

casein suitable for cheese, junkets, curds, etc. (3) The

thin bluish milk is sweet and nice, but does not produce

much cream, butter, or curd. The last is the best for

children and invalids. In good milk there should be at

least four chittacks of curd, and one chittack of butter to

every seer.

While the calf is very young the milk will be thin,

but will get richer as the calf grows older. As a cow

goes out of milk, the butter obtained from her milk will

not lessen as rapidly as the milk itself does : the smaller

quantity of milk will on account of its richness give a

larger proportion of butter, and sometimes even when

nearly dry a respectable quantity of butter will be

yielded.

Milk from a cow when she is in season or near her

time for calving is not good for children.

The milk of a cow immediately after calving is not

fit for use. It is called calustrum. An hour after the

cow has calved she ought to be milked and the milk

thrown away ; after this the calf should be allowed to

suck the mother and drink all it can draw. Until the

third day the calf should be allowed to draw all it can,
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and the milk left must be drawn out and may be used

for butter, but should never be given to children. After

the third day the milk may be used for tea, coffee,

puddings, and butter, but is not fit for children to drink

until the twenty-second day from the birth of the calf.

The Lactometer cannot be relied upon as giving any

absolute standard of purity. The solids of milk are

heavier than water, but the fat (butter) is lighter, and

very rich milk may rank lower, as shown by the lacto-

meter test, than milk that is really poor in quality.

If you add sugar to watered milk the lactometer test

will show it as pure milk. Then again, by the lacto-

meter test the pure thin bluish milk will rank as

watered milk. The gowallahs know this, and are up to

the trick of making milk up to the lactometer test.

Duration of Milk.—Opinions differ as to the length

of time a cow gives milk ; some say, a cow should milk

up to a month of her next calving, but such a cow is

rarely met with. Cows are in full milk for four

months on an average : from the fourth to sixth

months they show signs of lessening by small degrees,

during the seventh month there will be a decided

decrease ; they go on milking for two, three, or four, and

even seven months longer, but by this time the milk

will have almost dried up.

Some cows calve every year or thirteen months, and

only milk for eight or nine months. Do not stop
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milking a cow until three or four months before the

time for her to calve again. A cow if allowed to go

dry early will do so again the next year, whether she

calves early or not. But it is a " penny-wise pound-

foolish " principle to keep on milking a cow until two

months of her time to calve again.

When a cow is going off her milk, any change of

food, quarters, attendants, time of milking, or the man

who milks her, will often accelerate the decrease, and

she will not recover herself, but the milk will stop

altogether.

When a cow seems to be going off her milk,

apparently without cause, it may be that she is out of

sorts, and that her digestion is out of order ; in such

a case an ounce of the condition powder made into a

ball, and given for a few days, will often restore her

appetite, and give her digestion the required tone. The

calf should be let loose for a day or two; its continual

sucking may bring back the milk which has been

checked.

Papeeta leaves and green fruit will often bring back a

flow of milk if it has stopped from any disorder in the

cow's health. The leaves and fruit should be pounded

together, and mixed with a little flour and treacle and

given in balls.

The Art of Milking.—A cow should always be fed

before she is milked. No native can milk a cow
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without first allowing the calf to mouth the teats, as

this opens the valves, and the cow seeing the calf near,

allows the milk to flow ; sometimes you will see both

udder and milk increase rapidly in the space of a few

minutes. The cow will then relieve herself as nature

dictates, and, when she has done so, her calf should be

tied to a peg near her head, or to her foreleg, where

she can lick and fondle it while she is being milked. A
kicking cow should be hobbled, but not a good-tempered

one, as it is a bad habit to get them into, and may

teach them to kick.

The cow should always be milked by the same man,

for a change of milkers may make her restive ; cows

like being milked if the operator has a gentle touch.

They are creatures of habit, loving peace and quiet

and regular routine; if they are always fed at the

same hour, and milked at the same hour, in the

same place, and by the same man, they will seldom

rebel.

If a cow is troublesome at milking, the milker

should be changed; a good man will always have his

cows quite docile, and though one may be ticklish and

difficult to milk when first put under his care, in a short

time he will have her quiet and patient.

Sometimes a cow's teats get chapped or inflamed, and

she kicks about to let her distress be known. Chapped

teats are most troublesome, and with some cows they
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are constitutional, but as a rule they are the result of

leaving the teats wet after milking, and allowing them

to dry in the open air. To avoid this, the cow's udder

should be well cared for, and, from the very first, butter

should be rubbed in, or a mixture of mustard-oil, wax,

and fat (equal parts) boiled together into a soft

ointment. It is well to rub some butter or ointment

over the teats for a month after calving, as then they

harden without chapping. Chapped teats are very

painful and may cause the cow's milk to dry up.

If the calf nips its mother with its teeth, it must not

be allowed to suck her too long at a time.

The Process of Milking.—The milking of a cow is a

very simple process, but to do it successfully and cor-

rectly, without pain or annoyance to the animal, is the

secret, and requires skill and experience. Milking may

be performed in two ways, by stripping or nievelling.

Stripping consists in seizing the teat at its base with the

fore-finger and the thumb, and drawing them down to

the end of the teat, pressing it lightly so as to bring

away the milk it contains. Nievelling, as it is called,

is effected by grasping the teat with the hand and com-

pressing it against the palm with the fingers to drive

the milk out, and then relaxing the hold to allow the

teat to refill, so that by a quick succession of contraction

and relaxation by the hands, the milk is soon exhausted

from the udder ; only large cows with large teats can be
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nievelled ; small cows can be milked only by stripping.

Every milkman prefers his own method of drawing, and

it is no unusual thing to see a man use both stripping

and nievelling on the same cow in the course of one

single operation ; habit has a great deal to do with the

practice. The milking should be done quickly; the

longer the milker takes in extracting the milk, the

more restless the cow becomes, and the quantity of milk

yielded is affected. A good milker will extract all the

milk in half the time that an inexperienced man will

take.

The milking utensil may be a mud, brass, or copper

lota, tin can, or enamelled pot. Whatever the utensil

may be made of, it must be kept absolutely clean.

When the calf dies there is great trouble in milking a

cow. As soon as the calf dies you should try to give

the cow another calf of the same age, colour, and looks

as her own calf. First see that the calf is quite healthy

and clean, and then take about half a seer of milk

newly drawn from the cow, and rub it over the head,

face, back, and upon the navel of the calf. The cow

will smell and lick the calf, and soon allow it to suck

her. Some cows will take to another calf, whereas

others will not. When she will not take to another,

her dead calf has to be skinned and stuffed and stuck

up before her for her to look at and lick while the

milking goes on. Unless this be done she will not let
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her milk down ; but even with this device her milk will

gradually lessen, as the native milker will not be able

to extract every drop. As soon as the calf dies, a

mochee or tanner should be sent for, the calf skinned,

and the skin cured and stuffed and dried in the sun.

If the calf has died of any contagious disease its skin

will carry the contagion, so it should not be kept.

Every drop of milk must be extracted from the cow

both morning and evening. After the milker has drawn

away all he can, the calf must be let loose and allowed

to suck, so that every drop may be extracted ; any milk

left in the udder tends to dry up the cow, as what is

left becomes absorbed, and the flow of milk is lessened.

The more you milk and the more the calf sucks,

especially during the first three weeks, the more milk

will be produced.

Great care must be taken not to in any way annoy

or startle the cow before or during milking ; any rough

treatment will make her restive, and she will not allow

herself to be milked. Servants need to be watched

carefully, for very few natives will obey in this

matter.

Forcing Supplies of Milk.—Some people give cows

large drinks of hot water with bran, flour, or sugar sifted

into it to make it tasty, so that they may drink largely

and give a large supply of milk. Others again give

large quantities of salt to the cows to produce thirst, so
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that they may drink water to excess. Some resort to

the diabolical practice of phooka, in order to extract

milk. The least that can be said about these unnatural

means, resorted to by some unprincipled people, is, that

they are highly injurious to the cow, and invariably

spoil the milk. Milk produced by such methods

becomes watery and is unwholesome, and causes disease

in the consumer. Again, this unnatural increase is

always followed by a reaction, and the supply of milk

lessens considerably. Besides all this, it is most injurious

to the cow. It affects her digestion, and causes much

internal distress, and destroys her reproductive powers,

so that she will never calve again.

t=&
Fig. 40.—Milk Tube.
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CKEAM.

Watered Milk.—Milk that has been watered always

looks bluish, which can be detected by looking at a

little in a wineglass ; it appears more transparent than

pure milk. But the best way of testing milk is to taste

it ; a little practice will enable one to detect watering.

Watered milk has a wholly different flavour and feel to

the tongue ; it is harsh and tasteless, while pure milk is

soft, sweet, and smooth. The glass bulb or lactometer

for testing milk is not to be relied on ; it shows the

bluish pure milk, described in Chapters IV. and XXI.,

to be half water, whereas in reality it is pure milk. The

milk of an old cow is shown to be purer than the milk of

a young cow. The different kinds of food given to cows

will affect the specific gravity of their milk.

Milk that has been watered will turn sour sooner than

pure milk ; so if milk turns sour sooner than it ought to

do, you may suspect its being watered. Another way to

test the milk is to let it stand for a short time ; if the

cream comes in a thick crust it is pure, if it breaks up
139
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on skimming and will not readily come off the milk, it

has been watered, and the skimmed milk will then be of

a blue colour, and look like white agate or opal. It is

difficult to skim watered milk, but pure milk is easily

skimmed, as the cream is thick and solid.

Cream that has been skimmed off milk that has been

properly boiled and allowed to stand sufficiently long

makes good butter. The natives make another kind of

cream which they call kheer or khoa. It is made by

simply boiling down the milk to a very thick con-

sistency. This cream will not make butter, but makes

good ghee.

Keeping Milk Good.—Milk will keep good if a few

points are carefully observed. China crockery retains

heat and turns milk soon. The best kind of vessels to

keep milk in are copper pans, from twelve to eighteen

inches in length, seven inches wide and one and a half

inch deep.

They should be well tinned, and before using should

be well rubbed with dry wood ashes until every particle

of grease is removed, then scalded with hot water and

put in the sun to dry.

These pans should be placed side by side on a shelf

and filled three-fourths with milk. The milk should be

kept in a quiet room which is not used as a passage, and

which can be shut up and kept cool. If people come in

and out of the room they will disturb the atmosphere,
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and prevent the cream from properly forming. When

the weather is warm the doors of the room should

be opened out at night. The atmosphere of the room

should be cool.

The cream vessel must not be moved or touched from

the time it has been set to the moment of skimming.

Cold is favourable to the forming of cream ; some

people place their milk vessels in wet sand.

Changes in the weather affect milk very much ; some-

times on a cloudy day the cream will be quite thin, and

a fall in the barometer will soon sour the milk ; milk

and cream will lessen when a westerly wind blows ; frost

will prevent cream forming ; a bright, clear, and calm day

is most favourable. The wind can be shut out by

closing the doors and windows. Should the milk turn

sour any day, do not be discouraged, as it may be a

storm is brewing, and the electricity in the air has

turned the milk, or else the pan is dirty ; when things

go wrong look for the cause, and if possible remove it.

Skimmed Milk that has stood not longer than twelve

hours is good, and may be used for all household

purposes. If reboiled, skimmed milk will keep good for

many hours ; when milk has stood for more than twelve

hours it should not be used for the table, but it will

make good curd, or may be given to ducks, fowls, dogs,

goats, and other animals. Skimmed milk, pure and

undiluted, contains a great deal of nourishment, and
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produces muscle, and, as it is cheaper than pure

unskimmed milk, should enter largely into man's daily

food.

Boiling Milk— In the hot weather and rains milk

will not keep good for any length of time unless it

is properly boiled. Boiled milk produces more cream

than unboiled milk does. Milk intended for cream

and butter should be boiled for a longer time than milk

used for tea, coffee, and for children.

Susceptibility of Milk.—Milk, cream, and butter all

take the flavour of any strong scent which may be near

or about them. Milk while it is being boiled is some-

times turned sour by bad smells.

Silver and plated vessels and spoons will turn milk

sour.

Iron turns it red and makes cream black, but does not

make them sour.

Copper vessels, unless well tinned, will also turn milk

sour ; brass turns it green, and gives it a nasty flavour.

When kept long in tin milk turns blue when put into

tea.

Fresh earthen pots give milk, cream, and butter a

strong and unpleasant earthy taste.

China is a retainer of heat, so that all milk jugs, cups,

and basins are unsuited for keeping milk in.

Zinc, tinned copper, bell metal, and wood make the

best milk vessels.
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Vanilla has a wonderful effect in keeping milk

sweet ; a drop of its essence is a great help to keeping

it good.

Milk carries infection ; if milk is bought from the

village or bazaar it should be well boiled before using,

or else you may make up your mind that you may be

infected with any disease prevailing in the bazaar or

village.
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BUTTER.

Boiled and unboiled Milk.—Until the thermometer rises

to 70° butter may be made from cream of unboiled milk.

Butter thus made has, as some think, a finer flavour

than butter made from cream of boiled milk ; but boiled

milk yields more cream and butter than unboiled milk

does, and the longer milk is boiled the more cream and

butter it yields.

If all the milk is used for butter, then set it for thirty-

six hours in the cold weather and twenty-four hours in

the warm weather; the cream then will collect into a

thick paste, leaving the milk below quite thin and poor,

unfit for household use, but good for fowls, ducks, goats,

dogs, etc.

If the milk is to be used for butter as well as

household purposes, it should not be allowed to stand

for more than from twelve to sixteen hours in the cold

weather, and an hour or two less in the hot weather.

It is more profitable to make butter of cream, and

to let the milk stand for only twelve hours, as then the
144
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whole of the milk can be used for the household, and

also a sufficient quantity of butter produced.

If the milk stands longer there will be more cream

and butter, but the milk will be useless.

If there be more milk than is needed, then the surplus

can be sold after it has been skimmed ; skimmed milk

will sell for from four to six pice a seer.

Collecting Cream.—When the cream is skimmed,

collect it all in a large mug or bowl, until there is

a large quantity. When two or three days' cream has

been collected the butter may be made. Butter made

from very fresh cream will often sour in a few hours.

But by keeping the cream from twenty-four to forty-

eight hours some chemical change takes place in it, by

which the acid portion is separated from the greasy

part, and the butter comes away more freely when

churned.

The process of Butter-making is exceedingly simple.

Butter made from cream must be made in an atmospheric

churn. These churns can be had at European hardware

shops.

Butter made from sour milk or tyer must be made in

the native churn, in the native way. It will not yield

much butter in an atmospheric churn.

The native Churn and mode of making butter are

both very simple. This method of making butter

produces a greater quantity of butter. The only
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objection is that all the milk is lost, as the whole of

the milk turns sour. This sour butter-milk cannot be

used for puddings, tea, etc., but, when fresh, it makes a

very refreshing and nice drink, and is very cooling in

the hot weather. It is much liked by natives and some

Europeans.

The milk is boiled well, after which it is put into a

large jar, and a teaspoonful of sour butter-milk or tyer is

added to it, and it is put aside for twenty-four hours,

when a quantity of cold water is added to it, and it is

churned. From one to one and a half chittaeh of butter

is produced from each seer of milk, if made by this

method.

The churning apparatus consists of a stake some four

feet long driven into the ground ; to this, two feet apart

from each other, are tied two rings made of cane or

bamboo lathe. The jar containing the milk is placed at

the foot of the stake under the rings, and the churn is

passed through the two rings into the jar. Then a

string is put round the churn between the two rings, and

the churn is drilled for twenty minutes.

The churn is simply a piece of thin, smooth bamboo,

five feet long, split into four at one end, and opened out

to the width of three or four inches, with small pieces of

bamboo placed crosswise to keep it open ; this end is

placed in the milk, and the churn is drilled.

The butter forms and floats in the jar, when it is
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collected and cleaned and salted. Nearly all cooks

and khansamas know how to make butter in this

way.

The butter-milk will sell for from one to four pice a

seer. Many people drink it, and also give it to their

pigs, ducks, fowls, and dogs.

Atmospheric Chum.—By making butter in the atmos-

pheric churn, you save nearly all the milk, though the

quantity of butter is not great ; by the native mode of

making butter you can get from one to one and a half

chittack of butter from every seer of milk ; by making

butter in the atmospheric churn with cream, you get

only from half to three-fourths of a chittack of butter

from the same quantity of milk, but the whole of the

milk is good for use.

All the cream should be put into the churn, and a

few mugs of cold water added. The water keeps the

cream cool during the churning, and also being a harder

fluid than milk, helps to beat up the butter. Com-

mence churning slowly; the more slowly the butter

comes the better it will be in both quality and

quantity.

The churn must be securely closed. Care should be

taken that the man does not hold the churn with his

feet, or it will make it warm, and make the butter oily.

As soon as the fluid becomes heavy and cloggy, the

churning should be done more slowly, and continued so
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until the churn runs easily again, and the sound of the

fluid rattling about inside be distinguished ; then the

churner should look in to see if grains of butter are

forming, and continue churning gently until the butter

forms a solid lump in the churn.

If the butter is turned out before it has formed a

solid lump a great deal is lost, as it is impossible to

collect all the frothy particles when it has once been

taken out of the churn. Servants, if not watched,

will always take it out too soon.

When the butter is ready, pour off the butter-milk,

and give it to the cows, calves, goats, dogs, and fowls.

Wash the butter with cold water which has been stand-

ing all night in an earthen sorie or ghurra; freshwater

from the well or tank or tap is sure to be warm, and

will make the butter soft. After washing it thoroughly,

it should be salted and made into pats, and put into an

earthen pot filled with cold water ; butter made in this

way will keep sweet and nice for many days ; it should

be rewashed and salted every morning until the next

churning day.

Butter should never be touched with the hand or left

in a warm place for even a few seconds. A wooden or

bamboo spoon and knife should be used. The churning

should always be done early in the morning.

After the thermometer reaches 70°, butter-making

becomes troublesome, as the heat makes it soft and oily.
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Pieces of ice should be dropped into the chum while

churning to harden the butter, and the churn should be

placed in a tub of cold water.

Cleanliness.—Want of perfect cleanliness is a great

obstacle to successful butter-making, especially so in the

hot weather ; and without the eye of the housekeeper

perfect cleanliness is not to be obtained in this country,

where most of the people do not know a clean thing

from a dirty one. The least dirt will spoil the whole

of the butter. The same spoon that has been used to

skim the morning's milk should not be used to skim the

evening's milk. All the vessels and implements should

be kept perfectly clean, and soaked in clean water until

the time they are needed for use. Deal and bamboo are

the only kinds of wood that should be used in butter-

making.

Preserving Butter.—After churning, wash and salt the

butter, and keep it in an earthen {mutti) vessel full of

cold water, in a cool place ; the water must be changed

morning and evening. The ice-box is a good place to

keep butter in.

Sweet or Sour Cream.—" Sweet cream is not the best

for making butter, as it yields less than cream that is

slightly sour. The best and most butter is made from

cream that is slightly sour, and which is taken from

milk set in shallow pans in a room not over sixty or

sixty-two degrees of temperature for thirty-six hours,
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then skimmed and kept twenty-four hours at the same

temperature before churning, and churned at this same

temperature. When cream is too sour or is too warm,

it will foam in the churn and give out a large quantity

of carbonic acid gas. This interferes with the making

of the butter. It will not do this otherwise. To bring

the cream, when thus disturbed, into proper condition, add

cold water to thin it, by which the gas evolved in the

churning escapes and the foaming is reduced. Then the

butter separates. This foaming is a common thing in

the summer, while in the winter, owing to the cold, the

cream granulates and appears to be sandy, and the butter

does not come. The remedy then is to add warm water

to the cream, as it is too cold, and the fine grains of

butter will not adhere together."

—

American Farmer.



CHAPTER XXIV.

GHEE.

Making Ghee.—Collect all your spare butter of the

last few days, and put it into a small deghchee on a clear

charcoal fire, not too hot, and let it boil gently. Always

have it done in your presence in some convenient spot.

At first it will froth up like whipped cream, then by

degrees it will curdle, and small white opaque particles

will be observed inside ; after a time the particles will

begin to adhere to the bottom of the deghchee, leaving

the ghee quite clear; when it is nearly ready it will

leave off frothing and will simmer quietly, rising in

round glossy bubbles ; now stir gently with a spoon, so

that the froth at the top may go down, but do not dis-

turb what has caked at the bottom, which after a time

will look like a poached egg ; while all above will look

like salad oil, clear and bright. It is now done. Take

it off the fire and pour it gently into an empty bottle with

a large mouth, and, when cool, cork down tightly and cover

the cork with bees-wax, sealing-wax, or bladder which has
151
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been soaked in bluestone and water, otherwise the ants

will eat off the cork and bladder.

As the ghee cools, it will look like good honey. If

carefully made it will keep good for years.

The great secret in making ghee is patience. It must

not be boiled on too hot a fire or it will burn, turn

brown, and smell nasty.

Home-made ghee when used for cooking is just as

nice and wholesome as butter, but the bazaar ghee is

nasty, adulterated stuff.

Clarifying Ghee.—If ghee has been kept any time, and

there is a doubt about its sweetness, or if ghee has been

bought from the bazaar or village, it should be turned

into a deghchee or saucepan, and reboiled. Put a cupful

of milk, a teaspoonful of salt, and a few cloves and

lemon leaves into it before putting it on the fire. It

will become as fresh and sweet and clear as newly made

ghee.
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CURD, CHEESE, AND TYER.

Curd is a very useful article of food, and makes many

delicious dishes for the table. It enters very largely

into the diet of the people of India, and in some places

sells as high as 1^ to 2 seers for the rupee.

Making Curd.—Curd is made from fresh milk or

skimmed milk. Sometimes skimmed milk turns in the

boiling of itself, if put on a quick fire ; but fresh rnilk

will not turn unless something is put into it.

Put the milk into a dcghchee or saucepan, and put it

over the fire ; let it boil up, then put a dessertspoonful

of butter into it and stir well, or put a cupful of whey,

or half a cupful of sour butter-milk or tyer, or a little

lemon juice, and keep stirring. In a little while the

curd will form and separate from the whey.

If you want fine, soft curd, drain off the whey while

it is hot and use the curd immediately.

But if large-grained hard curd is required, then let

it cool before draining off the whey
;
put it in a piece of

clean cloth, tie tightly, and hang it up and let the last
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drop of whey drain off. This will give you a nice cake

of curd. Unskimmed milk produces better curd than

skimmed milk does.

Cream Cheese.—Cream cheese is best when made from

curds of fresh unboiled milk. The process of making it

is very simple. Turn the milk, put the curds into a

clean cloth, and let the whey drain off. Open the cloth,

remove the curd, place it in a plate or dish, add salt to

taste and thoroughly mix ; then put into a clean cloth,

carefully fold the cloth over it, and place it on a piece

of board under a good weight till the remaining whey

is drained off. When this is done it is ready for use.

Cream cheese is very good when fresh, but it will not be

nearly as nice if kept long.

Tyer.—The native name for tyer is duhhee. It is

made thus :—Take a seer or two of pure, fresh milk, boil

on a slow fire until it is boiled down to half or two-

thirds of the quantity. Pour it into a large-mouthed

shallow dish ; an earthen (miitti) dish is preferable. Put

half a cupful of tyer into it, and place it in a quiet,

cool corner and let it stand for twelve hours, when it

will be ready for use.



CHAPTER XXVI.

LICE, TICKS, FLIES, ETC.

Lice.— Cattle must be kept perfectly free from all kinds

of vermin. When their coats are long, especially in the

winter, cattle are troubled much by lice of a bluish

colour, and very small. If these are not immediately

removed, the cow will get quite sickly from the great

irritation. The cure is simple : rub Phenyle and water

or Keating's insect powder well over the animal. The

insects are so small that they will escape detection

unless the coat is carefully examined. When you

observe a cow rubbing herself constantly, look for

parasites.

Calves often get them in large numbers, and if

neglected become very weak and die.

Dog-ticks also attack cows. Ticks must be carefully

picked off. They cling about the udder, and under the

elbows of the poor creatures, in places where they can

neither be scratched nor rubbed off, and a cow will

often put down her head and sigh with relief when

they are removed.
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After the ticks have been removed some Phenyle and

water should be rubbed over the animal ; one to twenty

parts of water should be used.

Flies trouble cattle very much. The gad-fly bites

very severely, also the common house-fly will get in

under the hair of the cow and worry her. If cattle

are properly groomed and kept thoroughly clean, and

occasionally washed with a weak solution of Phenyle,

they will not be troubled very much with flies.

Mosquitoes also plague cattle very much. The cattle-

house must be properly smoked every evening. Burn

some refuse straw and dried cow-dung at the door of

the house windward on a slow fire. This will drive the

mosquitoes away.

Throw a little incense or ground sulphur on the fire.

A good cure for lice, ticks, etc., is :

—

Mustard-oil 8 chittacks

Spirits of turpentine . . 4 chittacks

Gum camphor ... .2 chittacks

Ground sulphur..... 4 chittacks

Phenyle ... .1 chittack

well mixed and rubbed over the animal. Care must be

taken not to allow the stuff to get into the eye.



CHAPTEE XXVII.

THE SEASONS OF THE YEAK.

It may be said that in India the year is divided into

three seasons, the cold, the hot, and the rains.

The cold vxather lasts from the 15th of October to

the 1st of March. At this season cattle need more

nourishing food, and a greater quantity of it, than in the

hot weather. At night they should be always covered

with a blanket or a warm coat especially made for them.

Keeping cattle out of doors in the sun during the day,

except from 12 to 2, at this season, does them good,

but they must be protected from the sharp, cold winds

and rain, and always be placed in a warm house during

the night. The milk-cow feels the cold very much, and

her milk is affected by it.

There will be sufficient grass on properly managed

lands for the cattle at this season. From the end of

September to the beginning of March, a good stock of

hay, bhoosa (chaff), and straw must be stored up for the

cattle to feed on from the 1st of March to the 15 th of

July, when grass and straw will be scarce. If this is
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not done the cattle will suffer and become diseased.

From October to March you can get grain and chaff

cheap, and it is advisable to buy then and store away

for use during the year. In February, wheat, kullie, and

other chaff can be obtained in abundance.

The hoi weather begins from the 1st of March, and

ends the 15th of June to the 1st of July. At this

season cattle suffer much from want of food, and, if not

cared for, will die ; but they will keep in better condition

on the same quantity that they got in the cold weather.

The midday sun is injurious, but all cattle may be tied

out of doors at night with advantage. A close stall will

lessen the milk of a cow.

At this season there will not be much green food for

the cattle, and they must be given an abundant supply

of hay and bhoosa (chaff) during the day and at night.

Tender green leaves also are very good for them. It

is best to grow some special green food for the cattle at

this season.

The rains begin from the 15 th of June to the 1st of

July, and end by the 15 th of October.

At this season there is an abundant supply of grass

and other green food for the cattle.

Cattle will not suffer any ill from drizzles or light

showers of rain ; but great care must be taken that they

are not exposed to heavy rains and storms, or put into

their stalls at night while they are wet. Servants must
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be constantly watched, otherwise they will leave the

cow-house dirty and wet, and this will be very injurious

to the cattle.

Cattle should never be tied out at night during this

season, and should be carefully protected from all storms

and cold winds.

Cattle may be let out during the day at all seasons,

and they will not suffer any inconvenience, if only they

are protected from the midday sun, storms, heavy rains,

cold cutting winds, and damp. They must not be allowed

to graze on marshy grounds, or lands that are not properly

drained.

Great care must be exercised at all seasons to guard

the cattle against contagion. The farther they are kept

from the roads and the village cattle the better.



CHAPTEE XXVIII.

CATTLE-DUNG.

Cattle-Dung is largely used by natives as fuel, and for

plastering their houses ; some use it for manure. The

last-named is its legitimate use, and if the natives would

not burn it up, but use it for manuring their lands, they

would get better harvests, and would be able to afford

to burn wood and coal, which would be more conducive

to health. The commoner classes of natives who have

cows never buy wood or coal for fuel ; they make dung-

cakes or rolls, and dry them, and cook their food with

them. Often they have more than they need for their

own use, so they sell the surplus to those who have

none.

Profit.—The dung, when it is fresh, can be sold, or

made into cakes or rolls for fuel, or it can be turned into

manure and sold. A properly fed cow will produce at

least a pice worth of dung every day.

Manure-pits.—For making manure a pit four feet

square or larger, according to the number of cattle,

should be dug, and all the dung and refuse foods thrown
160
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into it every morning and evening. When the pit is

nearly full, a lot of water should be poured over the heap

to make the stuff moist, and then it should be covered

over with a foot and a half or two feet of dry earth. The

pit must be kept closed for six months; after that the

manure will be fit for use.

These pits should be a good distance away from the

dwelling-house, and not only far from but below the

water-level of the tank or well. Great care must be

taken to properly cover the pits ; any negligence in this

matter may cause much sickness and loss.



CHAPTER XXIX.

GRASS-LAND.

Providing Fodder for cattle in India is a subject

deserving the most serious and careful consideration

of all zemindars and the Government of India.

The ryots in India do not feel the necessity for

providing pasture-lands, and leave their cattle to die

for want of food. The cattle are left to browse on

the roadsides, or are tied near their house to only

gaze at the fields of paddy and wheat around them.

No special food is provided for them. The consequence

is that the cattle are only skin and bones, and so

weak and stunted that they are unable to do much

work. Besides, a great number die every year,

and the ryots are unable to cultivate their lands.

The result is, ryots are not able to pay their rents,

or have sufficient food for their families. Every

village should be compelled to have grass-lands for

its cattle.

There should be a law compelling the zemindars

and ryots to reserve land in every village for grazing
162
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cattle. One biggah per head of cattle should be the

minimum allowed. If there be 200 head of cattle

in a village, there should be 200 biggahs of grazing

land reserved in this village. Each cattle owner

should be compelled to reserve as many biggahs of

land for grazing as the number of cattle he has. The

zemindar should take a nominal rent for this land,

and the cattle owner should be punished if he cultivates

this land or uses it for any purpose other than grazing

cattle. The Magistrate of the district should select the

land to be thus reserved in each village. This he could

easily do personally, or through his assistants and

deputies when on tour.

Europeans and the richer class of natives buy

fodder for their cattle, and do not let them starve

or suffer. But buying grass and green food is very

expensive.

If you have a piece of land that you can set

apart for grass, you will do wisely if you cultivate

fodder. It will be cheaper than buying fodder, and

your cows will be sure to have green food all the year

round.

Amount of Land needed.—Three and a half biggahs or

one acre of land will be sufficient to provide green food

for one cow. For village cattle even one biggah per

head will suffice to keep them alive, but good cows

cannot thrive on less than three and a half biggahs. In
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dairy-farms, where the cows consume large quantities of

food, it will require two acres or seven biggahs to supply

a cow with all the food she needs. A biggah is 14,400

square feet, or 120 feet by 120 feet.

Some say it is best to grow grain on the land, and

stall-feed the cattle. Others, again, say it is more

profitable to grow only grass and hay, for then the

cattle will have a greater abundance of food and will

thrive better. My opinion is, that of the seven biggahs,

two and a half ought to be left in grass, and barley,

kullie, or wheat should be grown on the remaining five

biggahs. This will give the animal sufficient grass, grain,

chaff, and bran during the year.

Fertility of the Land.— Pasture-lands need proper

management. Many persons graze their cattle on

the land from January to December, or cut away the

grass, and never think of doing anything to improve the

lands. They think grass-lands need no care or manage-

ment. But this is a serious mistake. The very best

land could not long bear this strain upon its productive

powers.

There are two ways of retaining the fertility of land
;

either by the application of manure, or by frequent

stirring up of the soil. Proper and regular irrigation is

another plan for improving the grass-land. In some

parts of India there is to be found some water which

runs to waste, but could be turned to account during the
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hot weather, for the improvement of the grass-land, if

only a little ingenuity were exercised. But in most

places water is very scarce in the hot weather, and it

would be a great expense to irrigate the land. The

best and easiest method is to manure the land every

year.

The best time to manure the land is March, when the

land is almost bare ; the March showers will speedily wash

it down to the roots of the grass.

Preparation of Land.— Before the manure is put

down on the ground, all the jungle and coarse patches

of grass must be taken up by the roots. The enormous

strain made upon the land by all this jungle and coarse

grass renders their extermination necessary. After this,

the land should be well ploughed and harrowed, then the

manure should be put over the land, and the plough and

harrow drawn over it again, and the stones picked up.

After the harrowing, the land should be properly

levelled and rolled. The ploughing is necessary only

for the first manuring ; the second year the land should

be well weeded and rolled, and the manure put down,

and the harrow passed over it ; after this, the stones

should be picked up. Every five years the land should

be thoroughly ploughed. The best manure is procured

from the cow-house.

Braining.—Grass-lands must be properly drained, and

should the drains become faulty, they must be repaired.
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Unless the lands are well drained the grass will be stunted

and destroyed.

If the lands are properly manured and drained, there

will be an abundant supply of grass all through the year.

Doob is the best grass to grow. If you find the

grass on the land is coarse and of an unnutritious kind,

then thoroughly plough up the whole land, and manure

well, and sow the dodb. The doob is very nice and soft,

and very nutritious, and all cattle, goats, and sheep eat

it very greedily. The seed of the doob can be obtained

from any of the gardens. If the seed is not obtainable,

take up a lot of the grass by the root, and cut it up into

pieces one inch long, and scatter it over the land, and

put the harrow over it. Guinea grass is also very good

for cattle.

Lucern grass or clover is bad for cows in India, as it

heats the blood and dries up the milk, and makes the

animal want to calve long before the ordinary time. It

may be given to bulls, bullocks, and horses, and also to

young heifers if you want them to calve early ; but as it

tries a cow's constitution if she calves too young, and

the calf is likely to be weakly, it is better not to hurry

nature.

Green Food.—Wheat, barley, kullia or woorid and

Indian corn, when they are green and very young,

make splendid food for cattle, and make the cow's milk

very rich.
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WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.
Measup.es of Capacity.

1 Minim Cm.)

1 Dram .

2 Drams .

4 Drams .

60 Minims (m..)

8 Drams .

20 Ounces .

4 Gills .

2 Pints .

2 Quarts .

4 Quarts .

2 Gallons .

4 Pecks .

2 Bushels

.

3 Bushels

.

8 Bushels

.

12 Sacks .

5 Quarters

10 Quarters

16 Drams .

16 Ounces

14 Pounds

.

28 Pounds .

112 Pounds .

1 Drop.

1 Teaspoonful

—

^ Chittack.

1 Dessertspoonful—J Chittaek.

1 Tablespoonful

—

\ Chittack.

: 1 Dram (3)—rV Chittack.

1 Ounce (5)—\ Chittack.

- 1 Pint—10 Chittacks.

: 1 Pint—10 Chittacks.

= 1 Quart—1J Seer.

: 1 Pottle—1\ Seers.

= 1 Gallon—5 Seers.

= 1 Peck—10 Seers.

= 1 Bushel— 1 Maund.

= 1 Strike—2 Maunds.

= 1 Sack—3 Maunds.

= 1 Quarter—8 Maunds.

= 1 Chaldron—36 Maunds.

= 1 Wey or Load—40 Maunds.

= 1 Last—80 Maunds.

Avoikdupois Weight.

= 1 Ounce (437J grains)

—

\ Chittack.

= 1 Pound (lb.)— 1 Seer.

= 1 Stone—7 Seers.

= 1 Quarter—14 Seers.

= 1 Hundredwt. (cwt.)—1 Maund, 16 Seers.

20 Hundredweights 1 Ton—28 Maunds.

Squake and Land Measup.e.

144 Inches . . . = 1 Square Foot.

9 Feet . . = 1 Square Yard.

30J Yards . . . = 1 Square Rod.

16 Poles . . . = 1 Chain.

40 Poles . . . = 1 Rood.

4 Roods . . . = 1 Acre (4840 yards).

640 Acres . . . = 1 Square Mile.
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4 Sicki .

5 Sicki .

4 Kutohas.

4 Chittacks

4 Powahs

.

5 Seers

8 Pusserees

Four bundles of straw

20 Gondas .

16 Pons .

BAZAAR WEIGHT.
= 1 Tola—1 rupee.

= 1 Kutcha—1J rupee weight.

= 1 Chittaek—5 rupees weight.

= 1 Powah—20 rupees weight.

= 1 Seer—80 rupees weight.

= 1 Pusseree—10 lbs. or 10 lbs. 10 oz.

= 1 Maund—80 or 82J lbs.

or hay make one Gonda.

= 1 Pon.

= 1 Kahon.

Bengal Square or Land Measure.

5 Haths long x 4 Broad = 1 Ohittack.

1 Chittaek = 45 sq. ft. or 5 sq. yds.

16 Chittacks = 1 Cottah = 720 „ or 80 „

20Cottahs = 1 Bigha = 14,400 „ or 1600 ,,

3i Bighas = 1 Acre.



CHAPTER XXX.

DAIEY-FAKMING.

I have often heard it said, it is impossible for a European

in this country to make a living by dairy-farming; and

I am told of several persons who have sunk large sums

of money in the attempt. On inquiry I find these

persons failed because they had no knowledge whatever

of the business, and went about the whole thing in a

way that certainly could not ensure success. Some

people seem to think all they have to do to work a

dairy is to buy a few cows and employ some gowallahs

to feed and milk the cows and sell the milk. They

know nothing about cows, so they get their servants to

buy them; they know nothing about feeding cattle, so

they allow their servants to give the cows whatever

they please ; they know nothing about the care of cattle,

so the cows are not cared for properly ; they know

nothing about milk and butter-making, so these things

are entrusted to the servants, and the milk and butter

may contain anything. These people start with a great

noise and flourish, and induce some of their friends and
169
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neighbours to patronise them, but in a short time they

are unable to supply what they agree to supply, and

what they do supply is of doubtful quality, so in a little

while their customers, one after another, withdraw and

go back to natives, or try to find a more reliable source

of supply. The cost of servants and food for the cows

exceeds the receipts for milk and- butter produced,

and the poor dairyman finds himself in debt if not

bankrupt, and in six months or a year the business is

closed. This is the disastrous experience of most of the

Europeans who have tried to dairy-farm in this country.

Now anyone with any sense will see that people of this

type will never succeed in dairy-farming.

There are certain things necessary in dairy-farming,

and without these essentials it is impossible for anyone

to succeed in the business. First, the person—be it

man or woman—must have some practical knowledge

of the business. That is, he must serve an apprentice-

ship of at least one year in some properly conducted

large dairy before he can work one himself. Second, he

must be diligent and prepared to do a large portion of

the work himself. He must know what to do and

when and how to do it, and must order and supervise

every detail of the work personally, and not allow any

servant to manage or interfere with the business. The

servants must be under absolute control. Third, he

must be absolutely honest, and not allow any of his
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servants to do anything that he himself would not do.

He must do all he can to merit the confidence the

people have placed in him in taking his milk and butter.

Fourth, he must be able to supply the demand for milk

and butter as the demand daily increases. If, even for

a short time, he is unable to do so, those whom he has

failed to supply will seek other sources for their supply,

and he will probably lose their custom permanently.

As I have said above, the four things essential to

dairy - farming are, knowledge, diligence, honesty, and

capital ; without these four combined no one can possibly

succeed for any length of time.

India is certainly one of the best countries for dairy-

farming. Land and food stuff are cheap, labour is

cheap, cattle are cheap, and the milk of the Indian cow

is just as rich as the richest milk produced in England

and America. Most of the cows in India are equal to

the Jersey cow for richness of milk. Then again, milk

and butter bring higher prices in India than in England

and America.

A few figures here will be interesting. In England

it takes from two and a half to four gallons, or twenty-

five to forty pounds, of milk to make one pound of

butter. In India it takes from twelve to twenty-four

pounds of milk to make one pound of butter. In England

good butter fetches from one shilling to one shilling

and twopence a pound ; in America the same butter
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will sell for from twelve to twenty cents a pound ; and

in India it will bring from one rupee to one rupee four

annas a pound. Then again, in England fresh milk

sells for from eightpence to one shilling a gallon ; in

America such milk will fetch from twelve to twenty

cents a gallon ; and in India you will get from thirteen

annas to a rupee for a gallon of pure fresh milk.

It costs less to produce milk and butter in India than

it does in either England or America, and milk and

butter sell for higher prices in India than they do

either in England or America. Now if the above-

mentioned facts prove anything, they prove that it is

quite possible to successfully work a dairy-farm in India.

Experience.—I would advise any person wishing to

start a dairy-farm to first spend a year in one of the

first-class dairy-farms in England or India, or in one

of the Government dairies, and study every detail of

the work. Some private dairies can be conducted

successfully by studying books and buying knowledge

from daily experience, but for dairy-farming on a large

scale a practical knowledge of the business is absolutely

necessary to start with.

Capital.— To make a dairy - farm pay enough to

enable a man to comfortably support a family, it must

be worked on a large scale. From fifty to a hundred

cows must be kept. The outlay for cattle, lands,

buildings, utensils, implements, etc., will be between
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thirty and forty thousand rupees. A small dairy with

thirty cows will cost between ten and fifteen thousand

rupees. The outlay could be considerably reduced by

renting lands and houses instead of buying and building.

But the high rents will take away a great deal from

the profits.

The Position of the Dairy-farm.—The dairy should

be situated in the suburbs of a city or town, or near a

city or town, close to a railway station. The milk and

butter must be delivered at regular hours to the con-

sumers ; the usual times are between five and six o'clock

in the morning and four and five o'clock in the evening,

and unless the dairy is so situated that this can be done

conveniently and at a small cost, it will be impossible

to conduct the business successfully.

The position of the dairy must be elevated above the

surrounding land, so as to give a natural drainage. The

ground must be perfectly dry, and even during the

heaviest rain no water must lodge on any part of it.

Attached to the farm building or immediately adjoining

it there should be a large tract of land for grazing the

dry cows and the calves, and for letting out milk-cows

for exercise. There should be two acres or seven

Triggahs of land for each cow. A dairy with one

hundred cows will need two hundred acres of land. If

it is impossible to obtain all this immediately near

the farm building, there must be sufficient land near it
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to enable the milk-cows and little calves to exercise,

and the grazing lands may be situated farther away.

The land should be divided into different lots. A
third should be allowed the cattle for grazing and

exercise, and two - thirds cultivated and sown under

barley, wheat, or kullie for cattle food. There should

be large trees on the land to give shade to the cattle.

The Class of Cattle Needed.—The success of a

dairy depends in a large measure upon the cows in the

dairy. If the cows are bad milkers they will eat much

and yield little. The dairyman must procure and pro-

duce the best milkers. By best milkers, I mean cows

that will give the largest quantity of milk, contain-

ing the largest quantity of butter-fat. No cow giving

less than 3600 lbs. of milk, yielding 180 lbs. of butter,

in ten months, is worth keeping in a dairy. A cow

that gives ten seers of milk and one and a quarter

pound of butter a day is a good cow. Some cows will

yield from twelve to fourteen seers of milk a day and

produce one and a half to two and a quarter pounds of

butter. Some cows will milk for ten or twelve months,

others again will yield only for six or eight months. It

is always more profitable to have the best. It is a

"penny -wise pound - foolish " policy to buy cheap cows

that will yield little milk, and that for only six or eight

months.

The dairyman must select his cattle with the greatest
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care, for his success or failure will depend upon these

cattle. Good cows will be found among every breed

;

some cross-bred cows are very good milkers. By cross-

breds I mean crosses between pure Hissar, Nellore,

Nagouri, Goorgaira, Guzerati, Sindi, or English cattle,

and not between the better breeds and the common

village cattle. I would advise dairymen to select their

cows from among the following pure breeds—Hissar,

Nellore, Goorgaira, Guzerati, Sindi, or crosses between

the English cow and bulls of the above-mentioned pure

Indian breeds.

Dry Cows.—It will always be found more satis-

factory to keep the best cows after they become dry

than to sell them to the butchers. If the cows are

properly managed they will milk for three or four

months after calving, and then take the bull. They will

continue to give milk for six months after taking the

bull, then remain dry three or four months, when they

will come into the dairy again in perfect condition. I

have treated this subject more fully in a previous

chapter.

Breeding for the Dairy.—It is more profitable for

a dairyman to breed his own cows than to buy them.

If the dairy is properly managed and there are good

grass-lands this can easily be done at a small cost. See

the chapter on breeding.

Bulls.—Every dairy should have a couple of really
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first-class Hissar or Nellore bulls to serve the cows as

they come into season. Unless this is done the cows

will become permanently spoiled. See previous chapter

on this subject.

Important Matters.—I have already written about

the mode of feeding cattle, the need of exercise, cleanli-

ness, regularity, kindness to the cows and calves, rearing

calves, etc., and I will refer the reader to those chapters

for information.

Buffaloes.—Most of the dairies in India keep large

numbers of buffaloes for milk. The better breeds of

buffaloes give large quantities of milk ; some have given

from five to eight gallons, that is, fifty to eighty pounds

a day. The milk is much richer than cow's milk. It

usually takes eight to twelve pounds of this milk to

make one pound of butter. Buffaloes are very large

and gross eaters ; they will consume three times the

quantity of food a cow will consume. Buffaloes are

more delicate than cows, and succumb to disease much

more quickly. The buffalo-calf is more difficult to rear

than the cow's calf.

I consider buffaloes to be altogether unsuitable for

dairy purposes. My chief reasons for coming to this

conclusion are, first, the milk of the buffalo is very

heating and unfit for human consumption until it is

first skimmed and largely diluted with water. It may

prove less injurious in the hills and colder climates, but
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is absolutely harmful in the plains. Parents who have

the welfare of their children at heart should never

allow them to have buffalo-milk. If this milk is given

to children they will suffer from liver, bowel, and other

complaints caused by biliousness and over-heating of

the blood. Mr. H. A. Howman in his report on dairy

work in India, submitted to Government in 1890, fully

corroborates my statements. He says buffalo-milk is

very likely to act prejudicially on the liver of both

children and invalids. He found that buffalo-milk was

used in the Scottish Orphanage at Bombay, and this

milk often made the children ill. Unscrupulous dairy-

men sell buffalo-milk for cow's milk, or mix the two

together and send it out as pure cow's milk.

It is a most significant fact that experienced native

horse-breeders' in India will not give buffalo-milk to

young horses, because, as they say, horses reared on

buffalo-milk succumb to heat and fatigue much sooner

than horses reared on cow's milk.

The natives make tyer and ghee from buffalo-milk, but

very few, except the hill tribes and people of the colder

parts of India, will drink the milk itself. Buffalo-milk

is considered very much inferior to cow's milk, and if

cow's milk sells at six seej-s for the rupee, buffalo-milk

will sell at nine seers.

Second, the butter made from buffalo-milk is not

nearly as good as butter made from cow's milk. Buffalo-
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butter is very white, and has not the nice flavour of

cow's butter. To remedy this a lot of colouring and

flavouring has to be used ; but notwithstanding all the

doctoring this butter has to undergo, it is very inferior

to butter made from pure cow's milk. The only thing

it is good for is ghee. If butter were made from un-

adulterated buffalo-milk and then turned into ghee, it

would serve a useful purpose, but most of the buffalo-

milk and ghee you get from the natives is adulterated

with a stuff called " tree tallow," and also with certain

oils. The better class of natives have a strong objection

to ghee made from buffalo-milk. If " Gowah ghee,"

or ghee made from cow's milk, will sell at one seer for

the rupee, " Moashar ghee "—ghee from buffalo-milk

—

will sell at one and a half to two seers for the rupee.

No dairyman can afford to make ghee for sale. It

will take about one and a quarter to one and a half

pound of butter to make one pound of ghee, and ghee

sells at from two to three pounds for the rupee. The

dairyman should let buffaloes alone, and confine his

operations to cows only.

Some Difficulties.-—-The dairyman must not think

that all before him will be smooth sailing. He may by

proper care and watchfulness keep disease away from his

cattle ; he may by proper selections and good manage-

ment make his cows yield large profits ; he may by fair

dealing and punctuality gain a large constituency ; but
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he will have to fight for the victory. The chief enemies

are the native servants. His own servants will lie,

steal, neglect the cattle, shirk their duty, and give no

end of trouble. He can never trust a single man so as

to depend upon him absolutely. He must watch them

closely, and stand over them in everything they do

;

otherwise they will soon defeat him and cause endless

loss. The servants will be in league with the people

outside The man who supplies the oilcake, grain, chaff,

or straw will find it to his advantage to give the

servants a certain percentage on the amounts consumed,

so that the consumption will increase ; and it will be

to the servants' advantage to run up the food-supply

bills as much as possible, and if they cannot do this they

will steal the food stuff and starve the cattle. It will

be to the chamar's advantage to give the servants so

much for each skin he can get, and the master will

wonder why his cattle are dying, never suspecting that

the good Hindoos have poisoned his cows and calves.

It will also be to the advantage of the native milkman

to get this dairy out of his way ; so he takes the servants

on the dairy-farm into his confidence and service to gain

his purpose, and the dairyman will find his cows do

not yield the milk or butter they should. Then again,

there are the servants of the consumers. They want

dustoori or bribes. If it is not given, the milk is

tampered with and no end of complaints are received

;
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and then, in a great many cases, the milk is rejected.

Finally, there are the ignorant and senseless masters

and mistresses who are controlled by their servants and

will believe all and do all their rascally servants tell

them. These are the chief trials and difficulties in the

way of the dairyman. If he can surmount- these, his

success is assured.



BOOK II.

CHAPTER I.

DISEASES OF CATTLE, GOATS, AND SHEEP.

Me. Hallen says,—-There are many diseases of a very

serious type that cattle are subject to. Some of them

are very contagious and most fatal.

These diseases are commonly met with in India, and

unless proper preventive and curative measures are

promptly adopted on the appearance of any contagious

disease in the district or in the herd, you must not

be surprised if most of your cattle are attacked and

destroyed by it.

Cattle, when properly cared for and fed, seldom become

ill.

When they are over-fed or badly fed, they become

unhealthy and suffer much from disease.

Some of the diseases are contracted from contagion,

while others are solely attributable to mismanagement in

the care and feeding.
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The causes of the different diseases are herein fully

explained ; and in most cases the causes can be pre-

vented by ordinary care and watchfulness, so cattle

owners will have only themselves to blame if any of

these diseases attack their stock.

Hay, straw, bhoosa, bran, etc., must be stored for

seasons of drought, inundation, heavy rains, or when

cattle plague may be prevailing. Generally, cattle are

let loose to pick up what they can as food ; and very

often they eat acrid or poisonous plants and grass. In

India, after the inundation subsides, the submerged

pastures are very injurious and cause disease.

If cattle are sent out to graze during the rains, great

care must be taken that the lands are properly drained.

Cattle cannot remain healthy if exposed to heavy

rains or kept on inundated lands, or are not sheltered

from the heat of the midday sun, and cold, damp winds

at night.

Disease is very often caused from the foul water the

cattle are allowed to drink.

Einderpest is the most contagious disease among

cattle in India, and is very fatal. From 50 to 90 per

cent, of the cattle attacked die.

Black-quarter, gloss-anthrax, aud splenic apoplexy in

cattle and braxy in sheep are undoubtedly contagious

in India, and very fatal ; an animal seldom recovers.

Braxy in sheep is, however, rarely met with in India.
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The following rules should be strictly adhered to :

—

I. When cattle, sheep, or goats are purchased at a fair

they should be always treated as having been exposed to

contagion, as cattle and sheep are brought to the fair

from all directions, and in one direction or other rinder-

pest or foot and mouth disease, or both diseases, very

probably have lately been or are prevailing.

II. When cattle, sheep, or goats are being moved from

one locality to another, they should not be allowed to

mix with others en route, and should never be kept at

night in or near any serai or bazaar, as a serai is often

contaminated by being occupied, or having lately been

occupied, by diseased animals ; they should travel in the

cool time of the day—this should be particularly observed

during the hot weather ; and they ought not to travel

more than eight or ten miles during the twenty-four

hours. They should be frequently watered and well fed.

III. When cattle, sheep, or goats are purchased in a

fair or elsewhere, they should, on being brought to the

purchaser's premises, be kept by themselves and not

allowed to mix with the old cattle of the farm at pasture

or watering time, or at any time. They should be kept

by themselves for at least one to three months, in order

to have proof whether they are affected with disease or

not.

During that time the newly purchased animals should

be carefully inspected morning and evening, and if any
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contagion appears among them, the affected animals

should be at once isolated, and the remainder separated

into small lots and picketed at some distance apart. At

the end of three months, if no disease has appeared

among them, they may be safely pastured and kept with

the other cattle.

IV. When cattle are travelling, or are moved from one

district to another, they are exposed to contagion and are

liable to contract disease ; therefore on their arrival at

home they should be carefully examined, and if they

have passed through an infected district, they should be

kept by themselves for some time.

V. When disease, supposed to be of a contagious nature,

appears among cattle, sheep, or goats, the first important

duty is to separate the sick from the healthy animals.

VI. Carefully examine all the animals, and remove to

the hospital any showing the slightest symptoms of

disease.

VII. During the prevalence of contagion, divide the

healthy cattle into several lots, making each lot as small

in number as space will permit. Picket the cattle in

such lots a good distance apart, and to windward of the

sick cattle. Frequently examine each lot, and remove

at once any animal in the least unwell. By steadily

adopting this plan, the disease will be found in a few

days to exist only among one or two lots, and by at once

removing to the hospital any becoming sick, the disease
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will speedily be arrested in spreading through the herd.

Each lot should be kept isolated from other cattle for

about two or three months after being put by themselves,

or after the last animal of the lot affected has been

removed.

VIII. The hospital should be at a good distance from

the cow-shed, enclosed by a strong fence. The attendants

and the sick cattle must not be permitted to leave the

enclosure. Food and water may be taken to the

attendants and cattle, but no forage or water, litter, or

clothing, or anything should be taken from the hospital.

Dogs should not be allowed to go to and from the hospital,

as they will carry contagion.

IX. The dry litter, etc., of the hospital should be burnt

inside the hospital area, and the moist dung and dis-

charges, etc., should be frequently removed from the

stalls, and buried in pits dug in the hospital premises.

These pits should be six feet or more deep, and should

be filled with the wet litter, dung, etc., of the hospital up

to within two feet of the surrounding ground surface, and

then quicklime and good fresh earth should be used to

fill up the remaining two feet.

X. The stalls, walls, etc., and ground of the hospital

should be scrupulously cleaned by frequent sweeping

and washing, and after every cleansing, McDougall's

disinfecting powder, or Pheuyle, lime, good ashes, or

even dry earth, should be plentifully scattered over the
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floors and ground, and the woodwork an d walls should be

first washed and then whitewashed with lime and catechu.

XT. The hospital should be well ventilated. Sulphur

fumigation should be daily carried out for an hour or so

in the hospital building; and at this time the doors and

windows should be closed, and the ventilators only kept

partly open.

XII. The sick cattle should be kept scrupulously clean,

and have thin rice, wheat, and corn gruel, and fresh green

grass as diet. The healthy cattle should also be kept

on soft and laxative food, as cattle fed on hard dry food

have the disease in a more severe form than those fed

on laxative fodder.

XIII. When these contagious diseases have prevailed

among cattle or sheep, they should not be allowed to

pasture or be kept with unaffected herds until three

months have expired after the last case of disease

occurring among the affected lot.

XIV. Animals that recover should be well washed with

warm water and soap prior to being removed from the

hospital. Phenyle should be added to the warm water,

in the proportion of one wineglassful to a gallon of water.

XV. Carcases of stock that die of rinderpest, black-

quarter, and other forms of anthrax fever, pleuro-

pneumonia and foot-and-mouth disease, should be buried

and covered with at least four feet of earth.

XVI. The hides of cattle that die of these contagious
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diseases should be well scored and slashed with a knife,

and buried with the carcases.

XVII. The surface of earth floors of stalls and ground

on which cattle affected with contagious disease have

been kept, should be removed and buried, and the earth

below should be well dug up and turned over and the

floor remade with fresh earth. Brick and stone floors

may be scraped, washed, and disinfected with quicklime

or carbolic acid.

XVIII. Poles of carts and harness, or saddlery, etc.,

used by animals affected with contagious disease, should

be washed and disinfected. The old lining and stuffing

of pack-saddles, etc., should be removed and burnt.

XIX. Half doses of medicine for calves, goats, and

sheep.

N.B.—Mange in cattle and scab in sheep are both

contagious, but are not of a fatal nature ; still, when

these diseases are found among stock, the affected animals

should be separated from the healthy and placed under

medical treatment, to prevent the spread of the diseases

and to cure the diseased animals, as mangy cattle and

scabby sheep will neither thrive nor fatten.



CHAPTER II.

SOME COMMON COMPLAINTS.

There are some complaints among cattle, goats, and

sheep that are common—that is to say, in a large herd

some of these complaints will always be present. They

are simple ailments that can be easily cured, but, even

in these simple diseases, great care and proper treatment

are absolutely necessary. The least delay or neglect may

result in something serious.

I will mention these complaints just as they come to

my mind.

1. Cough.—Sometimes cattle, goats, and sheep are

troubled with a dry, hacking cough. Give a lot of

bamboo leaves every day, and Aconite Nap. lx. ten

drops every morning, and Nux Vom. lx. ten drops every

evening, until the animal is relieved. Half the quantity

for small calves, goats, and sheep. Sometimes from ten

drops to half a dram of turpentine in some warm water

or castor oil will prove very beneficial. Give the animal

a lot of fresh tender bamboo leaves night and morning
188
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for a week, and give half an ounce of condition powder

twice a day.

2. Weak Eyes, or watering eyes.—The eye must be

well washed with one part of alum and ten parts of cold

water three or four times a day.

3. Inflammation of the Eyes, or Ophthalmia.

Causes.—Blow from a stick or whip; dirt; insect or

something in the eye ; cold, damp, or excessive heat.

Symptoms.—The eyelids are swollen ; tears flow in

abundance ; there is great sensitiveness to light ; the eye

is bloodshot and covered with scum.

Treatment.—Examine the eyes and remove all dirt and

foreign bodies. Wash with a lotion of ten parts of cold

water to one part of alum four times a day.

Give Aconite Nap. lx. aud Belladonna lx. alternately,

ten drops every four hours, or Euphrasia lx. Half the

quantity for small calves, goats, and sheep.

Keep the eye bandaged, and keep the animal out of

the sun and damp. Give nourishing and wholesome food.

4. Mange is an infectious disease.

Causes.—Parasites in the skin, caused by want of

cleanliness.

Treatment.— Give the animal four chittaclcs of salt and

four chittachs of sulphur every morning for a fortnight,

then stop the sulphur and continue the salt in two

chittack doses every morning. Smaller doses for calves,

goats, and sheep.
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Make a liniment of the following medicines and rub

into the affected parts every morning :

—

Cocoanut oil

Spirits of Turpentine

Gum Camphor

Ground Sulphur .

Phenyle

4 chittaeks

4 chittaeks

2 chittaeks

4 chittaeks

1 chittack

The affected parts must be properly washed with hot

water and soap and dried before the liniment is rubbed

in.

5. Drinking her own Milk.—If a cow or goat takes

to this habit, or a bull-calf licks its own urine or that of

another, cradles should be put on their necks. Cradles

are made of pieces of bamboo tied together.

If the animals get a sufficient supply of drinking-

water and a proper quantity of salt, they will not take

to these injurious tricks.

6. Broken Horns.—The horns of cattle, goats, and

sheep are subject to accident.

Causes.—Falls, blows, or struggles with each other in

fights. The fracture bleeds most freely and may en-

danger the animal's life.

Symptoms.—The fractures are of three kinds.

1st. The bone is broken, but the horn is not detached,

and there is no open wound.

Treatment.—Support the parts with a splint and

bandage to keep them steady and at rest, and wet the
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bandage with Phenyle and water or Arnica and water.

The fracture will soon unite.

2nd. The horn is torn away and the bone is left bare

and bleeding.

Treatment.—Bandage the part with soft cloth and

keep it wet with Phenyle and water or Arnica and

water. The horn will not grow again, but a skin will

grow and cover the bone.

3rd. Both the bone and the horn are snapped clean

off, and there is a large open bleeding wound. Inflam-

mation of the brain or lockjaw may follow, or gangrene

set in.

Treatment.—Immediately cut the broken remains of

the horn to the level of the wound and bathe it with

cold water and alum, or with Tincture of Arnica Montana

and water, until the bleeding stops ; then apply Iodoform,

and bandage up properly and apply Phenyle and water.

If the animal has any fever and is in pain, give it

Aconite Nap. lx. and Arnica Mon. lx. alternately, ten

drops every three hours. Half the quantity for goats

and sheep.

Great care and cleanliness are necessary to prevent

gangrene.

7. Leech in the Nose.—Leeches often worry cattle,

goats, and sheep by entering and fixing themselves in the

nostrils while the animals are grazing.

Treatment.—Inject a little salt water into the nostril,
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and when the leech moves, draw it out with a pair of

forceps or chimtas. Apply a little dry salt to the part

to stop the bleeding.

8. Loss of Cud, or arrest of rumination, is not so

much a disease as a symptom of disease.

Treatment.—If there is no costiveness, and if no

disease can be discovered, give a dose of one ounce of

condition powder every morning, or Nux Vom. lx. ten

drops four times a day for a week. Half the quantity

-for small calves, goats, and sheep.

9. Wounds and Bkuises on cattle, goats, or sheep

should never be neglected. They are liable to be

troublesome and get infested with maggots.

Treatment.—Wash with Arnica and water, or with

Phenyle and water, and put a bandage round, and keep

it wet with Arnica or Phenyle and water.

Give the animal ten drops of Arnica lx. every four

hours if there be much pain. Half the quantity for

calves, goats, and sheep.

10. Enlarged Papillae of the Mouth.—All ruminat-

ing animals have pointed papillae like points or thorns

on the tongue and in the lining of their cheeks.

Symptoms.—These papillae grow long and hard, and

the cheeks, lip, and tongue of the animal grow tender, so

that when the cow attempts to eat she is unable to do

so. After a few days the mouth becomes yellow and

furred and the breath smells very bad. A milking cow's
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milk will dry up. If care is not taken the animal will

die of starvation.

Treatment.—The mouth, tongue, and cheeks must be

well washed three or four times a day with a strong

solution of alum and warm water.

This disease is caused by a disordered stomach. Give

the creature Nux Vom. lx. ten drops every four hours,

or one ounce of the condition powder every morning and

evening. Half the quantity for calves, goats, and sheep.

The animal must have plenty of rice or wheat gruel

three times a day, with a chittack of salt in it each time.

If she will not drink the gruel, give it in a horn or

bamboo chonga. Cattle that have sufficient salt regularly

in their food are seldom troubled with this disease.

11. Lampas.—Horses generally get this disease, but

in India cattle often suffer from it.

Causes.—Deranged stomach or bowels, or worms.

Symptoms.—The gums of the upper jaw swell, and

often are very painful,. so much so that the animal can-

not eat its food. When you strike the place with your

finger, it sounds as if it were inflated. The animal

cannot bear to have you press it hard.

Treatment.—Some burn the swelling with a hot iron,

but this is a most barbarous and useless practice. The

common treatment adopted by natives is to fill the

cavity on the front of the upper jaw with a little Asafce-

tida and cotton.

13
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The proper treatment is to give the animal Nux Vom.

lx. ten drops every four hours, or one ounce of the con-

dition powder every morning ; and rub the swollen part

well with salt. Half quantity for calves, goats, and

sheep.

12. Wasting in Calves.—Very often calves refuse

their food or do not eat well ; if neglected, they gradually

become emaciated, and some severe illness follows. A
calf will never refuse food if it be in good health, unless

the food be dirty or otherwise unpleasant.

Loss of appetite is always a symptom of sickness. As

soon as you find a calf refuse its food, examine it care-

fully and see what is wrong. If no disease can be dis-

covered, change its food; if, even then, it will not eat,

give it two drams of the condition powder every morning

and evening, or Nux Vom. lx. and Arsenicum Alb. lx.

alternately, four drops every three hours.

If you find the symptoms continue in spite of the

medicine, continue the medicine for a week or ten

days.

If the symptoms be caused by worms in the stomach,

then adopt the treatment prescribed for worms.

13. Hide-bound.—This is not a disease but a symptom

of disease.

Causes.—Disordered stomach, poor and insufficient

food, exposure to cold and damp weather.

Symptoms.—The hair looks rough and clotted, the
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natural smoothness and gloss being absent ; the skin feels

hard, tough, and fixed to the flesh. The animal becomes

dull and listless, does not eat well, and loses flesh.

The hair begins to fall off. The creature gets

weaker every day, until it sits or falls down and cannot

rise again. Sometimes it begins to purge, and a dis-

charge comes from the mouth, and the creature dies. I

have seen many calves suffer in this way.

Treatment.—The cause of the hide-bound must be

found out, and the disease of which it is a symptom

must be treated accordingly.

If no special disease be discoverable, then give Nux

Vom. lx. and Arsenicum Alb. lx. alternately, from five to

ten drops every four hours, until improvement, or give

two drams of the condition powder every morning and

evening.

Accessory Treatment.—Eice or wheat gruel must be

given to the animal. Give salt in its food. Wherever

the cattle are properly fed and cared for, hide-bound is

never seen. Pure drinking - water must be given in

abundance.

Also, mix three chittachs of Mustard oil, one chittack of

Sulphur, one chittack of Camphor, one chittack of Spirits

of Turpentine, and quarter of a chittack of Phenyle, and

rub the animal all over the body twice a week. If no

disease prevails, and the animal is not too weak, bathe it

in warm water and with soap before applying the oint-
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ment. But be careful to thoroughly dry the animal

after its bath.

14. Cold or Catarrh.—Calves and milk-cows, sheep

and goats, are often afflicted with this disease.

Causes.—The disease is caused by exposure to draughts

or wet, over-crowding in the house, dirty, clamp house, or

not drying after bathing.

Symptoms.—The nose is dry, the eyes are watery,

there is a discharge from the nostrils, the animal stands

in one place as if stiff in the limbs, and does not chew

her cud properly. There is more or less fever, and

sometimes cough and purging.

Treatment.—It requires to be immediately attended

to, or it will end in some very dangerous illness. It is

very frequent and fatal in calves. Give Aconite Nap.

lx. and Arsenicum Alb. lx. alternately, five drops every

two hours, or Fowler's Solution of Arsenic, ten drops in

a little water three times a day.

Should the discharge become thick, and the nostrils

and the eyes swollen, give Aconite lx. and Mercurius

Sol. lx. alternately, every two hours.

Accessory Treatment.—Separate the animal from the

rest, and keep it warm and quiet. Cover it with a

blanket, and keep it in a warm but well-ventilated

place.

No liquid must be given to the creature for twenty-

four hours. Bo one or two seers of ground wheat, and
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give in a thick mash. When the animal begins to

improve, after twenty-four hours give it warm wheat or

barley gruel to drink.

I have found the homoeopathic treatment very

successful.

15. Sprains.— The muscles, or ligaments of the

joints of the legs or tendons, become ruptured or

sprained. The part swells and becomes hot and very

painful, and the animal is quite lame.

Treatment.—As soon as detected, the injured parts

should be bound up with a splint and bandage, and

kept at rest, the bandage being kept wet with a lotion

of cold water and Tincture of Arnica or Aconite. When

the swelling and pain lessen, rub the part well with

the hand.

16. Dislocation sometimes results from accident or

over-exertion, a bone being put out of joint. It is a

very painful thing, and may terminate seriously if

neglected for even a short time. A surgeon should be

called in at once.

Treatment.— If no surgeon be available, throw the

animal down gently, so as to have the dislocated joint

uppermost, and then seize the leg and pull it

downwards.

The bone will be heard to return to its socket with a

snap. After which, rest and cold water and Arnica

application is all that is necessary. If there be much
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pain and swelling, a little Tincture of Aconite instead of

Arnica may be applied to the part ; or the Belladonna

liniment applied twice a day.

17. Sore Feet.

Causes.—Foreign bodies, such as gravel, dirt, thorns,

etc., in the cleft of the foot. If cattle are kept in wet

and dirty places they will be troubled with sore feet.

Symptoms.^Lameness, swelling of the pasterns, pain.

Matter forms, and unless let out and properly treated,

ulcers form and become very troublesome and injurious.

Treatment.—Examine the feet carefully, and remove

all dirt and foreign matters that may be found.

Remove all dead hoof and pare the hoof properly.

Wash the feet with warm water and poultice with

linseed meal or bran. Let out the matter if there

be any. Wash the feet with Phenyle and water, and

bandage up the sore foot, and keep applying Phenyle

and water. The part must be kept perfectly clean.

Ten drops of Silicea 6x. should be given internally,

morning and night.

18. Costiveness in cattle may terminate very

seriously, if neglected.

Cause.—Dry, hard, and unwholesome food.

Treatment.—Give from one to two chittacks of Eno's

Fruit Salt in a quart of warm water ; or quarter of a

seer of Epsom salt in a seer of warm water
;
quarter of

an hour after, give two quarts of thin, warm rice gruel.
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Let it have no food until it is purged, and then give it

Nux Vom. lx. ten drops every three hours during that

day, and soft food in small quantities ; or give one ounce

of condition powder every morning for a week, and

feed on bran mash.

19. Ieregulak Teeth.

Symptoms.—The beast eats less food than usual, and

becomes gradually thinner and weaker ; half - chewed

food and saliva dribble from the mouth ; the animal is

hoven at times, and a bad smell issues from the mouth

;

the sides of the cheek are ulcerated, caused by the

irregular teeth.

Treatment.—The mouth must be carefully examined,

and all long or irregular teeth must be shortened and

smoothed by means of a tooth-rasp. If there be a

decayed tooth or an abscess under the tooth, the tooth

must be drawn out.

20. The Navel ill.—Occasionally calves, kids, and

lambs suffer from this disease.

Caused by the abrupt or imperfect separation of the

navel cord, which makes the navel bleed ; want of

cleanliness and proper care.

Treatment.—If the cord be of sufficient length, a

ligature might be passed around the end and tied, but

if close to the abdomen, a little burnt alum with a

piece of lint tied on to the part will suffice to stop the

bleeding, and the wound will soon heal.
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If not attended to at once, an abscess may form in

the part, and may lead to internal inflammation and

cause death, or flies may blow the sore and breed

maggots.

If an abscess form, follow the treatment prescribed for

abscess. If maggots form, use the maggot destroyer.

21. Soee Teats.

Causes.—The calf nipping the nipples ; leaving the

nipples wet after milking ; cold ; strong winds ; want of

cleanliness.

Sym/pto?ns.—The nipples get chapped and inflamed

;

sometimes little pimples and sores form on the nipples

;

the cow becomes troublesome at milking, and kicks

about ; she refuses to allow the calf to suck ; the teats

become very painful, and give forth a discharge which

mingles with the milk ; the milk lessens ; inflammation

of the udder may set in.

Treatment.—Wash the teats well with warm water,

dry. perfectly, and apply some Hydrastis Can. ointment,

or Camphor ointment, morning and evening. Great

care must be taken to gently draw out every drop of

milk ; if necessary, the teat-tube must be used. Any

rough treatment may make the cow vicious and spoil

her.

Preventive.—Keep the teats clean and dry ; rub some

butter or mustard oil on them every time the cow is

milked.



CHAPTER TIL

DANGEROUS BUT NOT CONTAGIOUS DISEASES.

1. Calving.—Some cows have great trouble at the

time of calving, and need proper medical treatment. If

it be a cross-birth, or if the trouble be caused by con-

traction or deformity in the bone of the pelvis, or from

tumours, dropsy, or the large size of the calf, the

management will require professional knowledge and

skill. Simple causes of the difficulty may be successfully

treated thus :

—

Protracted labour.—If labour pains continue long, give

Gelseminum Ix. ten drops every half - hour or twenty

minutes.

After-pains.—After labour, if there be any pains, or to

prevent any after-pains, give Mother Tincture of Arnica

Mon. ten drops every hour or two. Give four doses only.

The after-birth or placenta, unless discharged soon

after calving, may cause fever and general derangement.

Give Pulsatilla Ix. ten drops three times a day. If this

fails to effect the desired end in twelve hours, then give

Secale lx. in the same way.
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Flooding.—Allow the cow to lie down, and keep her

quiet, with the hinder parts rather higher than the

lower. A bandage must be applied tightly round the

belly, and a cloth wet in cold water must be applied to

the vagina and over the loins. Injections of cold water

must be thrown up the fundament every half-hour.

The best medicines for flooding are Sabina and Secale
;

China is also very Useful.

When the blood is black and smells bad, give Secale

Cer. (Ergot of rye) lx. ten drops every fifteen or thirty

minutes until flooding stops.

When the blood is bright red, give Sabina (Savine)

lx. ten drops every fifteen or thirty minutes.

Accessory Treatment.—Great care must be taken to

give the cow quiet and rest.

Do nothing that will excite her. Do not force her to

lie down. Do not force the medicine down her throat.

Give the medicine in a piece of bread or in her drinking-

water.

2. Slipping down of the womb is a common com-

plaint with large, loose-limbed cows, especially if they

are old, and have had many calves. This is a complaint

that the people of India do not know how to treat, and

they generally let the poor animal suffer and die ; and if

a cow is known to be liable to this trouble, they will not

buy her at any price, however low.
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Cause.—The convulsive efforts made to expel the foetus.

Symptoms.—-The womb is thrown out, and hangs

between the hind-legs of the animal.

Treatment.—This complaint only wants care. Im-

mediately the womb slips it should be carefully washed

with lukewarm water and alum, and then replaced, and

an alum and cold water injection given. No force

should be used in attempts to replace the womb, but

it should be gently and carefully pushed up by a process

of kneading till the whole is up into the pelvic cavity,

and then it should be retained by the hand for a time,

till the spasms begin to subside, when the hand may be

gently drawn away. The vagina should be supported

by a bandage of strong cloth six inches broad.

The cow must not be allowed to sit down, and she

must be watched and not allowed to strain when in pain
;

if she does, or if her eyes appear glassy, she should

receive proper medicines.

If not replaced at once, the womb may mortify and

fall out.

If the services of an experienced doctor can be obtained,

he should be immediately called.

Give the animal Mother Tincture of Arnica Mon. ten

drops every hour, or Mother Tincture of Belladonna five

drops every hour, for a day or two.

The alum lotion used for injection must be made by dis-

solving one part of alum in eight or ten parts of cold water.
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Accessory Treatment.—The cow must be kept perfectly

quiet and confined to her stall, and have some warm

rice or wheat gruel given her three times a day. No

heating food should be given to the cow for a week or

ten days.

3. Swollen Uddek in milk-cows is a very serious

symptom, and if not taken in hand at once may lead to

much distress, and dry up the cow and prevent her from

ever milking again.

Causes.—It is a tendency to gathering caused by a

chill or a bruise, or some injury to the udder before or

after calving, or by too high feeding before calving. If

the cow is bathed, or her udder washed and not dried

properly, her udder may swell. If there is a great

secretion of milk before calving, and the milk is not

extracted, it is likely to coagulate and cause inflammation.

If the cow is not properly milked, and some milk is left

in the udder, it may cause inflammation. Sometimes,

giving the cow cold water to drink after she has calved

causes it.

Symptoms.—One of the first signs of inflammation is,

the cow objecting to the bumping of the calf's nose. The

udder is somewhat swollen and painful ; there is some

difficulty in extracting the milk. Then little hard lumps

can be felt in the teats or in some part of the bag. The

pulse is full, quick, and hard ; the breathing quick and
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hard. The breathing quickens, the mouth and horns

become hot, bowels are bound, and other symptoms of

fever are present. If the disease is allowed to go on, the

fever will become more severe ; the cow will not eat or

chew her cud ; the hard swelling will become soft in

consequence of matter having formed ; the milk will

become mixed with matter and blood.

If the matter is not let out, it will spread through the

udder, at the same time making its way slowly to the

skin, through which it at last bursts, leaving deep long

ulcers. These heal with great difficulty, and in many

cases a portion of the udder or the whole is lost. If this

result is avoided by judicious treatment, some hardening

of the bag may, nevertheless, remain, which will take

some time to remove.

Treatment.—The ordinary treatment is as follows :

—

As soon as it is observed that the udder is swollen or

painful and there is difficulty in extracting the milk,

neem leaves should be boiled, and the pot put under the

udder, so that the steam may pass over the affected parts.

The affected parts should be thoroughly fomented with

the boiled neem leaves, after which the udder should be

properly wiped and gently rubbed with the Belladonna

liniment, and the calf allowed to suck in order to draw

off some of the inflammation. There is danger of the

calf becoming ill by drinking the milk of an inflamed

udder, so it is best to get the milk out of the udder by
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milking or by means of the teat-tube or a pump. Give

the cow two or three chittacks of Eno's Fruit Salt and a

quarter of a seer of common salt in warm water, or half

a seer of Epsom salt, and keep her in a warm place.

This treatment should be repeated two or three times a

day until the bowels are freely moved.

Native Treatment.—At the very commencement of the

trouble, make a paste of pounded huldee (turmeric) and

lime (such as is eaten in pan), mix and well smear the

whole udder, and give the animal from a pint to a quart

of castor oil in warm water. Foment frequently with

neem leaves.

Homoeopathic Treatment.— As soon as the least

symptom of inflammation is detected, give internally

Aconitum Nap. lx. and Bry. Alb. lx. ten drops, alternately

every three hours ; foment the affected part with boiled

neem leaves, and gently rub the part with the Belladonna

liniment.

If the inflammation increases, give, internally, Bella-

donna lx. ten drops every three hours. If no improve-

ment takes place, in order to expedite the formation of

matter give Hepar Sulp. 3x. one grain every four hours,

and bring the gathering to a head by putting on a

linseed poultice.

If the gathering softens, the matter must be let out

with a lancet, and a poultice kept to the wound until it

begins to heal up. The poultice must be renewed night
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and morning. If the wound looks or smells in the

least offensive, wash it out thoroughly with Hydrastis

and water or Phenyle and water.

Accessor!/ Treatment.—The cow must be put on simple

food, as rice gruel and doob grass. Put salt in the food.

The drinking - water must not be cold, but lukewarm.

Best and quiet are very necessary.

Preventive.—If the udder fills with milk many days

before the calf is born, extract the milk and empty the

udder every morning and evening until the calf is born,

and rub the whole udder with warm Mustard oil with a

little Camphor in it. Immediately after the birth of

the calf draw out every drop of milk and rub the udder

with Mustard oil and Camphor. Also avoid the causes

of the complaint.

4. Eheumatism.—This disease is rather common in

some districts in India.

Causes.—Exposure to wet and damp, and draughts

;

damp floors ; bad food ; bad water.

Symptoms.—The animal becomes dull and droops,

and is disinclined to move. There is loss of appetite

;

pain in the back ; one or more of the joints become

inflamed and painful ; the animal moves with difficulty.

Sometimes there is much fever. The complaint may

last for only a few days, but is liable to return with

change of weather.
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Treatment.—Give Aconite Nap. Ix. and Rhus Tox. lx.

alternately, ten drops every two hours. Pry. Alb. also

is a very good remedy for rheumatism ; it should be given

after Aconite. Apply Ehus Tox. ointment to the affected

parts. The parts must be fomented three or four times

a day with boiled neem leaves.

Accessory Treatment.—Place the animal in a warm and

dry south room, and cover it with a blanket, and bandage

the affected part with flannel. The creature should be

fed on boiled wheat or gram, and doob grass.

5. Paralysis.—Total or partial loss of sensibility and

motion in one or more parts of the animal.

Causes.—Injuries to the spine from blows ; or in pack-

bullocks, from over-loading ; sudden changes of tempera-

ture and exposure to wet and cold or excessive heat.

Some kinds of grain and herbs will cause it.

Symptoms.—The animal staggers and drops its hind-

legs ; loss of power in the limbs, and inability to move

freely. It falls and is unable to rise again
;

pulse full

and slow, and loss of appetite ; the bowels are bound, and

the urine is retained, or the urine and dung are passed

involuntarily.

Treatment.—Give Belladonna lx. and Nnx Vom. lx.

alternately, ten drops every three hours. Rub the back

and limbs with boiled neem leaves and salt.

Accessory Treatment.—Place the animal in a dry and
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warm room, with lots of straw to lie upon. Turn her

over twice a day, and give her a change of food. Great

care and patience are needed.

6. Hoven.—Distension of the first stomach or rumen

with gas or wind. It is a common disease among cattle.

Causes.— Irregular feeding ; eating food that the

animal has not been accustomed to. Animals that have

been almost starved for some time, when put into rich

pasture or given grain, over- feed themselves, and the

undissolved food undergoes chemical changes, and gas

or wind is given off. Pasturing on marshy or inundated

places, or eating fermented grass or food.

Symptoms.—The symptoms appear suddenly and run

their course rapidly. Swelling in the back portion of the

left side of the belly, which, on being tapped with the

fingers, is found to consist of wind in the first stomach
;

breathing is difficult ; the animal neither eats nor chews

the cud ; the head is poked out ; the animal grunts,

stands quite stiffly, and appears unable to move ; the

eyes become red and thrust out of their sockets ; the

mouth is filled with frothy saliva, and the tongue hangs

out of the mouth ; the back is crouched, the legs drawn

under the body ; should the animal lie down, the breath-

ing becomes more difficult ; the animal falls and struggles

violently ; sometimes sour fluid and food are discharged

from the mouth and nostrils ; lastly, death ensues.

14
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This disease is very often mistaken for other diseases,

and is sometimes thought to be the effect of poison, on

account of the very rapid way it runs its course. In

acute cases the duration of the disease may be from one

to three hours ; in more protracted cases, the symptoms

may continue for twelve hours.

Treatment.—Give the animal forty drops of Eubini's

Tincture of Camphor, in a wineglassful of water, two

doses at an interval of ten or fifteen minutes. After

fifteen minutes from the time you have given the second

dose, give Nux Vom. lx. and Bry. Alb. lx. alternately, ten

drops in water every hour or half-hour. An enema of

two seers of warm water of 103° temperature with four

ounces of Glycerine dissolved in it will relieve the

animal. Wash the mouth with clean water. If the

case is severe, and after giving the above medicines no

improvement takes place in a little while, the trocar must

be used. The trocar must be plunged inward and down-

ward into the paunch, through the left side of the stomach,

midway between the last rib and the haunch-bone.

Accessory Treatment.—Give the animal thin rice gruel

and soft green grass in small quantities, and plenty of

salt for a few days after improvement sets in. Also

give half an ounce of condition powder every day.

7. Grain-sick.—Impaction of the rumen or first

stomach with food, either of a coarse or tough and
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indigestible kind, such as over-ripe woofoo-grass, reeds,

or uncooked whole grain.

Causes.— Indigestible and coarse grass or reeds
;

unground and uncooked grain ; too large a quantity of

food; insufficient supply of drinking-water. When the

stomach is over-loaded it becomes at first torpid in action,

and from the continued pressure and distension of its

muscular coats it ceases to act on account of the latter

becoming powerless.

Symptoms.—The symptoms are somewhat like those

in hoven. In hoven the stomach is filled with gas ; the

left flank, on pressure, feels soft, elastic, and yielding

to the fingers ; on percussion, it sounds hollow and

drum - like ; frequent belching; the wind that escapes

has an offensive smell ; respiration quick, short, and

puffing; position standing, head stretched forward,

unable to move ; moans, and appears in great distress

;

eyes red and staring. In grain-sick the stomach is

packed with food. The symptoms appear gradually. The

animal is dull and does not chew the cud ; the left flank

gradually swells, and when tapped with the finger or

pressed on, is hard and pits as if pressing upon soft

earth. The bowels are inclined to be constipated ; the

animal generally keeps standing ; iluid and food arc

discharged from the mouth and nose ; the animal grinds

its teeth and grunts. As the contents of the stomach

ferment, the stomach becomes more distended ; the
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pulse becomes weak and small, the respiration becomes

more difficult. Death is caused from suffocation. The

disease lasts from one to three days.

Treatment.—Give the animal Nux Vom. lx. ten drops

every hour ; allow it to drink as much water as it will

drink. If the animal seems to be in much pain, then

before giving it Nux Vom. give it forty drops of

Eubini's Camphor in a little warm water, two doses

at an interval of fifteen minutes. An enema of

two seers of hot water and four ounces of Glycerine

should be given if the bowels continue very much bound.

If inflammation of the stomach follows, give Belladonna

lx. ten drops every hour. Inflammation is recognised

by pressure on the distended stomach giving the animal

pain.

When the medicines fail to act, and the symptoms

increase in severity, the stomach must be relieved by

cutting it open and taking out the contents. Plunge a

sharp penknife into the flanks between the last rib and

the point of the hip-bone; cut from above about two

inches from the cross-bones of the loins downwards ; make

an incision about six inches long through the walls of

the belly, and then cut through the walls of the

stomach, and remove with the hand all the food.

When all the food is removed, pour into the stomach

two or three chittiicht of Eno's Fruit Salt and a seer of

warm water. Then sew up the hole in the stomach and
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afterwards the opening in the flanks. But before doing

so, first well wash the wounds with 1'henyle and water

(one to ten parts) and afterwards dress the wound with

Iodoform. Great care must be taken that gangrene

does not set in. The wound must be washed and

redressed twice a day. This operation requires a

practised hand.

Accessory Treatment.—The animal must have nothing

but rice and wheat gruel for two or three days. After

which small quantities of fresh young doob grass should

be given in addition to the gruel. Give the animal

plenty of salt, and pure drinking-water. Also give one

ounce of the condition powder every day for a week.

Preventive.—Give the animal soft food in moderate

quantities
;
give abundance of pure drinking-water at

least three times a day. Hard and dry substances

should not be allowed. Food should not be given in

very large quantities or too frequently.

8. Fakdel-bound.—Impaction of the third stomach

with hard, dry, and indigestible food, which accumulates

and becomes so very hard, dry, and caked between the

folds or leaves of the stomach as to always arrest more

or less its functions, and in severe cases to cause total

obstruction.

Causes.—This disease occurs more frequently in the

hot season, and is common in a season when there is an
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unusual scarcity of pasture and water. Cattle and sheep

are then driven from sheer hunger to eat hard and

fibrous grasses and reeds, or branches of shrubs, and

trees, and the third stomach is unable to grind down

such hard and unwholesome fodder, and the latter

gradually accumulates, hardens, and cakes within the

stomach.

Symptoms.—The animal does not chew the cud ; there

is a loss of appetite ; respiration is quickened, and is

accompanied by a grunt, not unlike the grunt which is

heard in pleuro-pneumonia. The bowels are constipated

sometimes at the commencement; there is slight diar-

rhoea, but, as a rule, there is constipation; now and

then a small amount of liquid faeces, with very hard

and dark-coloured pieces of the caked fodder, detached

from the leaves of the third stomach, is passed ; the

urine is hij>h coloured, and not unfrequently there are

signs of hoven.

Tf relief is not afforded, inflammation of the stomach

sets in. In this case the respiration becomes increased,

and the grunting more audible. The animal grinds its

teeth, and its countenance is peculiarly expressive of

pain ; the mouth, ears, and horns become cold, the pulse

very small and thready, and numbers from eighty-five to

a hundred. Any dung passed is partly liquid and partly

in small hard cakes, and very offensive. The grunt

now becomes a moan. Sometimes, in the last stage the
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animal will be in a state of stupor ; in some cases

symptoms of great excitement occur, and these probably

depend upon the fourth stomach having become in-

flamed. The duration of the disease is from five to

fifteen days.

Treatment.—The treatment must be with the view of

relieving the over-loaded and impacted stomach of its

hard, dry, and caked contents.

Give the animal Eno's Fruit Salt, from two to four

chittacks in a seer of hot water, two doses at an interval

of fifteen minutes. Foment the stomach. Half an hour

after you have given the salt, give Nux Vom. lx. and

Belladonna lx. alternately, ten drops every hour or

two.

Accessory Treatment.—Give the creature plenty of thin

warm gruel (rice or wheat) at short intervals during the

day and night.

This will assist much in opening the bowels, and in

softening the caked food in the third stomach and

facilitating its escape. Very often many days elapse

before all the hard stuff is got rid of; therefore it is

necessary to continue giving the gruel until no hard

caked pieces are found in the dung.. After the animal

has recovered, give it soft green grass in small quan-

tities.

Preventive.—Soft and easily digestible food, abundance

of drinking-water, and regular supply of salt.
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9. Choking.—Difficulty in swallowing or inability to

swallow.

Cause.—This condition may be caused by hard and

large pieces of food, such as sugar-cane, hirly, etc., be-

coming lodged in the back part of the throat or in any

part of the gullet—the channel by which the food passes

from the mouth to the stomach.

Sometimes foreign bodies, such as pieces of leather,

iron, nails, sharp thorns, sharp pieces of wood, etc., are

taken by cattle and become lodged in the gullet, and

when very hard, with sharp edges or points, may lacerate

the lining membrane of the tube.

Symptoms.—If the obstruction is in the back part of

the mouth or throat, the animal coughs and salivates,

and when drinking, the water will be returned by the

nostrils.

If in the. gullet, after making two or three swallows,

and filling the gullet as far as the point of obstruction,

the water will be returned by the mouth and nostrils.

The animal is very uneasy ; his countenance shows

signs of pain; spasmodic or cramp-like actions of the

muscles of the neck will be observed. These are owing

to the animal endeavouring to make the lodged body go

down into the stomach, or to be returned by the mouth.

In a little time signs of hoven appear, and if the animal

be not soon relieved, the left side of the belly will

become much swollen.
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If the obstruction is in the throat, by introducing

the hand into the very back part of the mouth it will

be felt.

If it is in that part of the gullet between the back

part of the mouth and the chest, it will be felt on the

outside by carefully examining the throat with the hand,

as there will be a swelling at the point of obstruction.

If it is lodged iu that part of the gullet which passes

through the chest, then the negative evidence of its not

being found in the back part of the mouth, or any part

of the throat, will be conclusive ; and when the animal

drinks, water will be observed passing down the gullet

along the lower part of the throat without meeting with

any impediment ; but after the animal has taken two or

three swallows, the gullet, at the throat portion, will

gradually become filled with the water, until at last,

when quite filled up to its junction with the throat,

vomition of it will occur.

Treatment,—Give very carefully and gradually warm

linseed oil, half a pint, with arrack two ounces, well

mixed together.

This will lubricate the gullet and the impacted food

or foreign body, and stimulate the gullet to act, and

force it onward.

The medicine may be returned by vomition once or

oftener, but it must be perseveringly given again and

again, and only a little at a time.
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If the cause of obstruction is lodged in the back part

of the throat, 'it must be removed by the hand ; if in the

throat portion of the gullet, after giving the oil and

arrack press with the fingers all round the swelling

observed in the throat, and it will very often be thus

removed a little, then give a little more of the oil and

arrack and again apply more pressure to the swelling

;

and by so persevering the impacted body will generally

pass onwards, and the animal will be relieved.

If by the symptoms it is evident that the part of

the gullet within the chest is obstructed, and the steady

perseverance in giving the oil and arrack has failed to

remove it, then a hollow elastic tube, if at hand, may be

introduced by the mouth down the gullet to the part

obstructed, and a little gentle pressure will generally

move the cause of obstruction onwards to the stomach.

If a proper tube is not to be obtained, then a good rattan

cane, about the thickness of the forefinger, with a soft

ball of cotton or tow about the size of an egg, covered

with cloth, and securely fastened around the one end

of the cane, may, after being well soaked in oil, be

introduced by the mouth into the gullet, and pressed

gently against the impacted body. During this operation

the mouth must be kept open by an assistant.

It now and then happens that the gullet is cut or torn

by the impacted body, or by the operator using too

much force with the tube, or from the ball not being
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properly fastened on the end of the rattan cane, and thus

the gullet may become permanently injured, and in such

a case choking is very apt to recur.

Whenever choking happens, the part of the gullet

obstructed will remain weak for some days, so only soft

food, such as gruel or mashes, must be given for three or

four days, and afterwards young green grass.

Opening the throat portion of the gullet with a knife,

when the obstruction is in that part, is, in extreme cases,

practised by veterinary surgeons.

10. Bed-watek.—This is a blood disease, resulting

from imperfect digestion of the food and the consequent

faulty preparation of the blood, etc., and the blood

becomes thin and weak.

It is accompanied with much prostration and debility,

and in severe cases with emaciation. Both cattle and

sheep are liable to the disease ; more frequently cows

and ewes are attacked, especially a short time after

parturition and probably this depends upon the drain on

the system by the secretion of milk.

Causes.—Some undrained lands are known to yield

pasture which causes this disease. The pasture may be

very rank, non-nutritious, or bare, and mixed with acrid

herbage. It has been proved that when such lands are

properly drained, manured, and cultivated, cattle pasturing

on them cease to suffer from red-water.
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The disease very often attacks the cattle of poor

people, who cannot feed them properly. Foul water off

boggy lands will produce the disease. It occurs more

frequently at those seasons when the animals change

their coats.

Cattle fed on poor lands, especially when badly drained

and not manured, are very subject to the disease ; indeed,

it may be ascribed to unwholesome food and water, and

particularly to food which, though bulky, contains a

small amount of nutriment (such as paddy-straw), and

consequently the blood becomes poor and thin in quality,

and doubtless contains noxious matters, which nature

attempts to remove by the urine.

Symptoms.—At first an animal shows signs of not

thriving well, and, now and then, of being ill, by not

feeding well and not regularly chewing the cud ; and if

a milk-cow, by giving less milk. The coat stares, and

the skin is dry, unhealthy, and very often has a yellowish

tinge ; the back is arched ; the animal is found alone,

away from the rest of the stock ; diarrhoea sets in, and

may continue for two or three days, and then the bowels

become costive.

The flanks are hollow, sometimes signs of hoven appear,

or symptoms of abdominal pain may be present. The

urine, up to this time, is found slightly altered, being

perhaps only a little tinged. As long as the diarrhosa

continues, the urine remains but little affected ; but
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when constipation sets in, it at once becomes altered in

colour, being at first red, or of a claret colour, and the

animal evinces pain in passing it. Constipation generally

sets in about the fourth day, and then the urine is more

frequently passed, and becomes very dark, and sometimes

so dark as to cause the name of black-water to be given

to the disease.

The urine is also offensive in odour.

The animal becomes very weak ; the lining membranes

of the mouth and eyelids are pale in colour ; the eyes

are sunk ; the mouth, ears, and legs cold ; the pulse very

weak ; respiration rapid ; the animal lies down much,

loses condition rapidly, and soon becomes emaciated.

Signs of abdominal pain are frequent; the animal be-

comes very weak, and is unable to rise ; death ensues.

The duration of the disease is from five to twenty-

five days.

Treatment.—Give Aconite Nap. lx. and Bry. Alb. lx.,

or Nux Vom. lx. alternately, ten drops every two hours.

Accessory Treatment.—Abundance of good wheat gruel

must be given frequently, and the animal kept in a dry

and warm place.

Preventive.—-Good pasturage, regular supply of salt

and drinking-water, and proper shelter.

11. Indigestion and Diakrhcea.—This disease consists

in frequent purging, generally without fever or con-
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stitutional disturbance ; but sometimes with signs of

abdominal irritation. The frequent and inordinate

passing of watery feces results from a disordered state

of the stomach and bowels.

Causes.—It generally arises from the animal having

taken some unwholesome forage, acrid herbage, or

foul water. Indigestion is frequently the cause of

diarrhoea.

The herbage grown on certain lands produces it, and

very often such lands are marshy and badly drained.

In the Panjab it is known by the name of chooknee, and

has of late years attacked the cattle of that province in

seasons when pasturage and water were scarce, and the

animals were obliged to eat unwholesome herbage and

acrid shrubs, and drink very foul water.

An over-dose of purgative medicine may also cause

diarrhoea. Again, in cases where the stomach and bowels

become over-loaded, diarrhoea may follow.

In the last stages of pleuro-pneumonia and other blood

diseases, looseness of the bowels invariably appears.

Cold or sudden chill has been known to produce it,

specially when the bowels have been in an unhealthy

condition.

Exposure to great heat is sometimes another cause.

Diarrhoea generally attacks herds when grazing on

lands yielding the first shoots of green grass after the

first fall of the rains.
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Symptoms.—A frequent passing of watery dung with

wind ; at first with no straining or pain.

The appetite generally remains good ; the rumination

may be a little irregular, and the secretion of milk may

be less than usual ; but the general health of the animal

seems but little affected.

If the purging continue long, then there will be

straining at the time of passing feces, and the back

will be arched ; more or less pain will be shown, and

sometimes blood will be passed with the dung.

This disease in the Panjab is generally fatal, because

the original cause of the disease remains in operation.

Treatment.—Give the animal Arsenicum Alb. lx. ten

drops every two hours. If there be any pain or blood

in the motions, give Mer. Cor. lx. five drops every two

hours. Half the quantity for calves, sheep, and goats.

Do not check the diarrhoea at once ; if it continues more

than four or five hours, then give medicine.

Half to one ounce of the condition powder given twice

a day with some bail fruit dissolved in half a seer of

water will cure diarrhoea.

Accessory Treatment.— Clean water, soft, sweet, and

wholesome grass, and wheat or gram gruel. After the

diarrhcea has stopped, give the animal five drops of Nux

Vom. lx. twice a day, or half a dram of the condition

powder twice a day.
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12. Epilepsy.

Causes.—Young, well-fed, fat cattle are the most liable

to it. Exposure to the sun in the hot weather and

over-exertion on a hot day will cause it.

Symptoms.—The beast staggers and falls suddenly

;

often bellows in the most alarming manner ; every part

of the body is violently convulsed ; the tail is lashed,

the teeth are ground, the mouth closed, and the jaws

fastened together ; the breathing is quick, and attended

with heaving at the flanks ; frothy saliva dribbles from

the mouth, and the power to retain urine and dung is

lost. The convulsions become gradually less severe, then

they cease, and the animal seems as if nothing had

happened out of the usual way.

Treatment.—During the fit make the animal inhale

some musk, and bathe the face and head with cold

water. Nothing more can be done during the fit, but as

one attack is apt to be followed by others, the treatment

must aim at their prevention and cure. Give the

animal Belladonna lx. and Nux Vom. Ix. alternately, ten

drops morning and evening. Pits are apt to recur at

regular intervals or periodically. A little while before

such times the medicines should be given at intervals of

one hour.

13. Apoplexy.

Causes.—Sudden rush of blood to the head, followed
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by effusion of blood on the brain producing pressure and

terminating in some lesion of the blood-vessels, caused

by excessive heat and over-exertion or over-feeding.

Symptoms.—Sudden insensibility with loss of sensation

and motion. The attack is sudden, but the premonitory

symptoms are, general listlessness, and indisposition to

motion ; breathing low and somewhat laboured ; slight

fulness and protrusion of the eyeballs. When the

animal is struck clown, the breathing becomes stertorous,

slow, and laboured ; the pulse is full and slow ; frothy

mucus issues from the mouth ; the skin becomes cold,

eyes glassy, bowels torpid ; struggles violently for a

time, and dies.

The animal may linger for from one to twenty-four

hours.

Treatment.—Pour cold water from a height on the head

and back for some time, and give the following remedies.

If from heat, give Belladonna lx. and Aconite Nap.

lx. alternately, ten drops every half-hour until conscious-

ness returns ; then every two hours.

If from over-feeding, give Belladonna lx. and Nux Vom.

lx. alternately, ten drops in the same way as the above.

Give an enema of two seers of hot water and four

ounces of Glycerine.

Accessory Treatment.—The animal will remain weak

for some time, and must be fed only on gruel and a

little soft grass. Quiet and rest are very necessary.
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An animal once attacked will always be very suscep-

tible to the sun and heat.

14. Inflammation of the Brain.

Causes.—Fracture of the horn ; blow on the skull

;

hydatids in the brain.

Symptoms.—Dulness and heaviness ; eyes staring and

congested ; hurried respiration ; full and slow pulse

;

delirium ; the animal rushes at everyone before it, and

gallops about with raised tail and arched neck ; tears up

the soil with its horns and feet ; bellows ; at last it

tumbles down quite exhausted.

Treatment.—-It is often best to put a bullet through

the head of the beast. A cow, buffalo, or horse cannot

be approached or secured while in this state without

very great risk.

But if the animal can be secured, give it the following

remedies :—Aconite Nap. lx. and Belladonna lx. alter-

nately, ten drops every two hours. Arnica Mon. lx. and

Gelseminum lx. will also be helpful. Give the animal

four ounces of Eno's Fruit Salt in one seer of warm water.

Not many animals recover from this disease.

Accessory Treatment.—Nothing but thin gruel should

be given to the animal until the symptoms abate.

15. Colic or Gripes.

Causes.—Cold ; chill ; rotten food ; uncooked grain
;
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tough grass ; fowls' or other birds' droppings ; bad

water.

Symptoms.—Pain in the stomach, indicated by un-

easiness and restlessness
;
pawing the ground ; striking

the stomach with the hind-legs or horns ; frequent get-

ting up and lying down
;
grinding the teeth, moaning, etc.

If it arises from the presence of wind in the stomach, a

swelling will be observed in the stomach on the left side

;

the wind will pass from the fundament and the mouth.

Treatment.—Give Eubini's Camphor, forty drops every

fifteen or twenty minutes, four times, after which give

Belladonna lx. and Nux Vom. lx. alternately, ten drops

every half-hour for a couple of hours, and then every

two hours. When the attack is brought on by drinking

impure water, give Bry. Alb. lx. instead of Belladonna.

If the above remedies are not at hand, then give the

following mixture. Brandy, four chittacks ; block salt,

half a ckittack
;
powdered ginger, half a chittach ; Bishop's

seed (ujwain), two tolas ; Opium, twenty grains ; Camphor

(gum), twenty grains. Mix well and give in one dose.

From a quarter to Tialf the quantity for calves, goats,

and sheep. Ten minutes after this medicine has been

given, give the animal a quart of hot water to drink.

I got this prescription from a friend who has used it

very successfully, but I prefer the first-named remedies.

Cows seldom get colic, but half-grown bulls often do.

Accessory Treatment.—A man should be set to rub on
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each side, over the place where the pain is, unless the

cow is large with calf, when rubbing must not be

resorted to.

Give the animal only warm gruel, and no other food

for a day or two. Plenty of salt is necessary in the food.

Preventive.—Avoid the causes.

16. Warbles.—This name designates a disease which

occurs especially in warm weather, and is caused by the

gadfly piercing the skin upon the cow's back for the

purpose of depositing one or more of its eggs. The

result of this is a small swelling, which the insect of

the hatched egg occupies until the following hot weather

or rains, when it makes its escape, and in a short time

becomes a fly on its own account, propagating the

species by the same process that begot itself. There

may, of course, be numerous swellings upon the cow's

back, and each is the temporary habitation of the grub

of the gadfly.

They sometimes very seriously injure the general

health and condition of the animal, and invariably

injure the hide by riddling it with holes, and cause the

animal great irritation.

The following is an extract from an English paper :

—

" The bot-fly, or warble-fly, is a very widespread pest,

and inflicts great suffering and injury on the animals

affected by it. The parent-insect lays its eggs just in
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the upper surface of the skin, and the infant grub at

once tunnels inwards. Once well established under-

neath the hide, it makes a sort of chamber, where it

lives its course, keeping the unlucky beast in which it

dwells in a state of constant irritation and annoyance.

The result is to set up an inflammation round the cell,

which sometimes extends over a large surface on the

animal's back. Sometimes there are evident signs of

general illness, which, in very severe cases, may even

lead to death ; but, in the vast majority of instances,

the -only sign is the habit the animal indulges in of

licking the affected place. In these cases the havoc

wrought is not apparent until after slaughtering, when

thehide reveals on its underside hollow pits, which open

into holes in process of tanning. The carcase, moreover,

is injured by the inflammation, which is the true cause

of what butchers know as ' licked beef.' It is estimated

that from one-quarter to one-third of the beasts which

come to market in England are thus affected, to the

great loss of the breeder and all concerned."

An instance is quoted in which 102,877 hides were

passed through a market in twelve months, and 60,000

of them were warbled.

The loss on these hides alone is put down at £15,000.

Treatment.—Lay hold of the swelling between the

finger and the thumb and squeeze out the grub, and

inject some I'henyle and water, or Spirits of Camphor
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into the hole with a small syringe. This will thoroughly

destroy the grub, and prevent many other cows from

being affected by the insect.

17. Hydrophobia.

Causes.—Bites from dogs, jackals, or other animals.

Treatment.—There is no treatment for this disease

;

the best thing to be done is to destroy the animal at

once, but much may be done to prevent the disease.

Immediately an animal is bitten, bathe the wound

with warm vinegar and water, and when this has dried,

pour a few drops of Muriatic acid into the wound. This

will destroy the poison of the saliva. Also give the

animal the Mother Tincture of Belladonna, ten drops

every morning and evening for a month.

18. Hydatids.—Tumours in the lungs or liver, some-

times in the brain, consisting of a sac lined by a thin

bladder or cyst filled with a limpid colourless fluid ; in

this a number of cysts, from the size of a pea to an

egg, are found floating.

Causes.—In India hydatids are caused from want of

proper food and water, or starvation. The disease shows

itself generally in the hot weather, when pasturage and

water are scarce.

Symptoms.— The presence of the disease cannot be

ascertained, but may be suspected from the following
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symptoms. Loss of appetite ; suspension of rumination
;

dry muzzle, hot ears and horns, hurried breathing, rough,

staring coat, rapid emaciation ; sometimes there is no

indication of disease except loss of flesh and general

wasting.

Treatment.—Give the animal half a seer of rock salt

(Sundhub lobon) pounded and dissolved in two quarts

of warm water, "with a quarter of a seer of powdered

sulphur added to it, in the morning for a couple of days.

After that give two chittacks of the salt every morning

for a few weeks. Also give Arsenicum Alb. lx. or

Phosphorus lx. ten drops every two or four hours.

Accessory Treatment,—Give the animal plenty of good

wholesome food and pure water. The house should be

clean, dry, and sweet.

19. Inflammation of the Bowels.

Causes.— Cold, chills, bad food and water, acrid

substances, poisons.

Symptoms.— Shivering, hot skin, thirst, hard and

frequent pulse ; the pain becomes so severe that the

animal tumbles down, turns its eyes about, and throws

its head from side to side as if in great agony ; the

horns, ears, mouth, and feet become cold ; breathing

hurried ; the animal will not allow its stomach to be

touched. Mortification of the bowels sets in ; death

ensues.
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. Treatment..—At the commencement, Aconite Nap. is

indispensable
;

give lx. ten drops every hour ; then

give Belladonna lx. or Dioscorea lx. ten drops every two

hours. The stomach should be fomented with blankets,

out of which hot water has been wrung.

An enema of two seers of hot water and four ounces

of Glycerine should be given.

Accessory Treatment.— Keep the animal out of the

draught, and give it only thin warm gruel.

20. Hernia.—A large tumour protruding from the

abdomen, caused by a rupture of the intestines.

For the proper treatment of this disease you need

the services of a veterinary surgeon.

21. Jaundice is a symptom of disease generally

affecting the liver, and not a disease itself.

22. Poisoning.

Cattle die from poisons either accidentally taken with

their food, or criminally given to them.

The poison may be either vegetable or mineral.

In parts of India cattle are poisoned by chamars so

that they may obtain their hides. It is the custom

generally throughout India to throw the carcases of

cattle that die on the bhagar, and the hides are con-

sidered the perquisites of the chamars of the village.
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In some districts chamars pay a rent to the zemindar

for the right of taking the hides.

Chamars sell most of the hides to hide-merchants,

and in many districts an agreement between the chamars

and a hide-merchant is drawn up and signed, whereby

the hide-merchant agrees to give so much money for a

certain number of hides, provided they are supplied by the

chamars in a given time ; and it is customary for the hide-

merchant to give some money in advance to the chamars.

This often leads to the chamars poisoning cattle in

order to obtain a sufficient number of hides by the time

mentioned in the agreement ; and they have often been

detected, either in giving the poison by their own hands

to cattle, or employing their wives and children to

administer it.

The common mode adopted is to mix the dose of

poison with a little ghi or flour, wrap it up in a plantain

or other leaf, and put it into the mouth of the bullock,

or throw it on the ground in front of the animal when

feeding, for him to eat up.

Another plan is to scatter the poison over a sweet

bit of pasturage.

The third plan is to introduce the poison with a sharp

instrument through the skin into any part of the body,

or into the fundament or vagina.

The poison commonly used is one of the preparations

of Arsenic, either white or yellow, generally the former

;
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sometimes vegetable poisons such as Dhatitra, Aconite,

Maddr, and Nux Vomica are made use of.

It is believed that Arsenic is sometimes provided by

the hide-merchant's agents, and given to the chamars.

Poisoning is probably often extensively carried on

under the cloak of murrain, that is, when rinderpest

is prevailing in a district more hides are secured by

poisoning. Again, the chamars are well aware of the

contagious nature of rinderpest, and an instance has

been recorded of their having taken the contents of the

stomachs and bowels of cattle that had died of the disease,

to a distant village, where murrain had not prevailed,

to scatter over the pasture-lands there, in order that

the disease might be contracted by the cattle of the village,

and they might have a new source of obtaining hides.

Cattle are sometimes poisoned by eating the castor-

oil plant and seeds, and in seasons of drought, when

pasturage is scarce, from eating acrid plants and herbage.

Symptoms.—When poisons are eaten by, or given to

a bullock or cow in large doses, the symptoms are as

follows : the animal becomes suddenly ill ; seized with a

trembling fit ; most severe abdominal pain ; striking the

belly with the hind-legs or horns, and looking frequently

round to the flanks ; foams at the mouth ; has great thirst;

very often shows tetanic twitchings ; signs of hoven

;

passes dung very often ; diarrhoea sets in, and with it

more or less blood is passed; generally, in from two to
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four hours death occurs, the time depending in a great

measure upon the amount and kind of poison administered.

Treatment.—The dose of poison generally given is so

large that treatment is seldom of use, and the antidotes

are not at the hand of the cattle owners.

But if detected in time the following treatment may

save the animal. Two quarts (or seers) of sweet oil

(olive oil) or linseed oil poured down the animal's

throat. Eepeat the dose after an hour.

Accessory Treatment.— The diet should be linseed

gruel, bran mash, and boiled kullai; but no grass or

straw should be given for two or three days, after which

soft dodb grass may be allowed.

23. Abscess.—When an abscess forms on the udder,

face, foot, or any other part of the cow's body, foment

the part with boiled neem leaves and apply Belladonna

liniment. This should be done twice or three times

a day. Or else the Belladonna liniment should be

applied, and then a linseed poultice put on the part.

The poultice should be changed twice a day.

Five drops of Belladonna lx. in a little water should

be given to the animal twice a day. When ready, the

abscess should be opened and the pus let out; after

which it should be properly washed with Phenyle and

water and dressed with Iodoform. It should be properly

dressed twice a day.



CHAPTER IV.

CONTAGIOUS AND FATAL DISEASES.

1. RlNDEKPEST.

Names.— Boshonto (Bengali), gootee, matah (Hindi).

Rinderpest is a contagious fever of a typhoid type.

It is the most contagious disease known. Under

ordinary treatment, from .50 to 90 per cent, of cattle

attacked die.

Causes.—Contagion : the time that elapses before an

animal shows symptoms of the disease, after being

exposed to contagion, is generally short, being from two

to three days ; but sometimes it appears in as short a

time as twenty-four hours, and a rare instance has been

recorded of it not having appeared before the twenty-

first day.

Symptoms.—The first symptom is, increased tempera-

ture of the body ; but this can only be tested by the use

of a thermometer. The symptoms to be noticed by

ordinary observers may be divided into three stages.

First Stage.—Dulness ; shivering fit; coat staring;

mouth hot ; mucous lining of the mouth congested

;

236
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short husky cough ; ears drooping ; bowels generally

constipated, and the dung coated with mucus ; appetite

partially lost ; thirst often great ; spasmodic twitchings

of the muscles of the body, especially of the back,

shoulders, or hind quarters ; back arched, and the four

legs drawn together ; rumination slow and irregular

;

grinding of teeth
;
yawning ; tenderness of the spine

;

pulse accelerated.

Second Stage.—Mouth, ears, horns, legs, and other

parts of the body vary in temperature, being at one

time hot, at another cold ; respiration is much quickened
;

appetite lost ; rumination ceases ; slight discharge from

eyes ; increased tenderness of spine ; lies down, with

head turned back to the flank ; fever high ; thirst great

;

difficulty in swallowing ; twitchings of muscles more

marked
;
pulse very quick, but irregular ; difficulty in

moving; gums and buccal membrane and papillae

very red ; tongue furred ; bowels very costive, the

pellets of dung coated with mucus and blood ; lining

membrane of rectum and vagina very red and dry;

tenesmus ; and occasionally prolapsus of rectum and

vagina.

Third Stage.—Profuse discharge of very viscid mucus

from eyes, nostrils, and mouth ; very offensive breath,

excoriations, coated more or less with yellow aphtha?, of

gums, corners of the mouth, buccal papillae, and roof and

floor of the mouth and tongue, also sometimes inside the
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nostrils and eyelids ; incisor teeth loose. Purging now

sets in, the dung at first consisting of small hard pellets,

covered with blood and mucus, and watery fseces, and

afterwards of fluid matter only with flakes of mucus,

blood, and aphthae, and is most offensive in odour

;

occasionally emphysematous swelling under the skin.

Great prostration ; continued thirst, but greater difficulty

in swallowing, followed by coughing, coldness of skin,

horns, ears, legs, and mouth. Cows in calf generally

abort. The animal lies down, indeed has not power to

rise ; moans, breathes with difficulty, grunts ; liquid

bloody fasces are involuntarily passed, the pulse is

imperceptible, and death generally occurs in two to six

days. Sometimes an eruption of the skin is seen about

the dewlap, udder, groins, shoulders, and ribs ; but this

eruption is not by any means an invariable symptom,

and when it occurs it is generally found in animals

attacked in the hot season. This eruption is con-

sidered a favourable symptom, as, when it is profuse,

dysenteric symptoms seldom prevail, and recovery often

follows ; when no eruption on the skin occurs, and

violent dysenteric symptoms continue, death generally

ensues.

The disease is not improperly considered by some

native cattle owners a kind of small-pox. It is called

matah by them when the eruption on the skin is evident,

and is described as andar-ka-matah when the lining
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smbrane of the stomach and bowels is so much

"ected as to lead to the passing of blood, mucus, and

ihthffi.

In some cases, especially in those of rapid course,

mptoms of delirium are shown by the animal becoming

cited, and after plunging about, it will fall down, and

come insensible and die.

If a cow is in calf, unless very great care is taken, she

ill slip her calf. Sometimes even with the greatest

re this mishap cannot be prevented.

Treatment.—In India, treatment is often successful,

id this may be attributed to the disease very often

)pearing in a mild 'form. Rinderpest belongs to a

ass of diseases which must run their course, that is,

ie poisonous material contained in the system must

iin exit to allow of the patient recovering. The grand

m of the treatment should be to aid nature in ridding

ie system of the poisonous matter, and to support the

rength of the animal by good care, nursing, and proper

et.

Ordinary Treatment.—Immediately the first symptoms

>pear give the animal two chittacks of Eno's Fruit Salt,

• four chittacks of Epsom or half a seer of common salt

warm water, and repeat the dose every hour until

ie bowels are relieved.

When purging and passing of blood and mucus con-

tiue for more than twenty-four hours, give the follow-
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ing draught, which has proved successful in Mr. Thacker's

hands :

—

Camphor . f tolah

Nitre (sora) S tolah

Dhatura seeds ... i kancha

Ohiretta . . . . . | tolah

Arrack . . ... 2 chittaoks

But when the diarrhoea has existed above twenty-four

hours, the following, finely powdered, may be added to

the preceding prescription :
—

" Gall nut \ tolah." This

should be repeated every twelve hours until the purging

ceases.

For sheep and goats one-sixth of the above dose should

be given.

Native Treatment.—Fresh roots of the chirchery plant,

four tolahs ; fresh roots of the johha plant, four totalis
;

thorns of the Shimul cotton tree, four tolahs. Have the

whole pounded or ground together very fine. Give a

dose of twenty grains of this medicine three times a day

for three days.

Ten grains for a dose to a calf, and five grains to a

goat or sheep. All natives know the first and last-

mentioned plant and tree, but johha is the Santali name

for a plant that grows wild in their district. The

Bengali name of the plant is Joyabdlta, and the Hindi

name is Julchha.

Homoeopathic Treatment.—As soon as the first symptoms

are seen, give Aconitum Nap. lx. and Arsenicum Alb. Ix.
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ten drops alternately, every three hours ; when the

eruption appears, give Antimonium Tart. Ix. one grain

every three hours. If the eruption is driven in, give

Spirits of Camphor, ten to twenty drop doses, every ten

or fifteen minutes, until the skin gets warm and the

eruption reappears. Sulphur is very good when the

eruption is disappearing and there is great itching,, etc.

If possible a doctor should be called in. I have

found the native and the homoeopathic treatment very

effective.

Accessory Measures.— Immediately remove the sick

animal from the rest of the herd. Until purging sets in,

as much cold water as the animal will drink should be

allowed it ; but when purging sets in give cold water in

small quantities. The diet must consist of rice and

wheat or barley gruel, well boiled and of good con-

sistency. Cool well, and give two seers three times a

day. Nothing hot or warm must be given. Put some

salt in the gruel. When the animal begins to get well,

give it some fresh doob or soft green grass, besides the

gruel. Hard, dry, fibrous food must on no account be

given for some weeks after the creature has recovered.

It may cause serious illness.

The mouth of the animal should be washed with a

little warm water. It must be kept in a house, or room,

free from draughts, but plenty of fresh air must be

allowed the creature, and the room must be well venti-

16
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lated. Nothing is of so much importance as pure air,

and that in unlimited quantities.

If the skin seems very painful sponge the whole

surface with warm water and Carbolic acid. If the cow

is in milk and you let the calf drink the milk, the poor

little thing is sure to get the disease.

The milk must be regularly extracted and buried. If

the milk is not extracted from the cow, her udder will

become very painful, and she will be in great distress.

All the dung and soiled litter must be immediately

removed and the place kept perfectly clean.

Sprinkle some pure Carbolic acid mixed with hot water

about the room.

Preventive.—The disease arises from contagion. Never

let your cattle graze on the public roadside or run with

outside cattle.

When the disease is prevailing in the district, give all

your cattle a dose of that native remedy ; or else a dose

of Tincture of Sulphur, twenty drops every morning for

three days.

2. FOOT-AND-MOUTH DISEASE.

This disease is known by different names in different

parts of India. The most common names are, khoori and

khoorpocha.

It is a very contagious fever, accompanied with vesi-

cular eruption in the mouth and feet and on the udder.
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Sometimes the mouth only is affected, at other times the

feet. In some cases the feet become first affected, in

other cases the mouth.

It attacks cattle, sheep, goats, pigs, and fowls; and

even man has become affected from drinking the milk of

cows suffering from the disease.

It is constantly prevailing more or less in all parts of

India.

An animal may suffer several times during its life

from this disease.

Causes.—In the majority of cases the disease is caused

by contagion, but it may be spontaneous in its origin,

and then is probably due to the animal having been kept

in a stall or ground in a filthy state.

Very often it is difficult to trace the cause, but it is

scarcely ever found where cattle are kept in a clean

state and by themselves, that is, not allowed to mix with

other cattle or frequent highways ; so the cause would

generally appear to be due to contagion and want of

cleanliness.

Experience proves that the period of incubation is

from twenty-four hours to three or four days, but

generally thirty-six hours.

Symptoms.—The symptoms first noticed are a shiver-

ing fit followed by fever, hot mouth, horns, and

extremities, with smacking of lips and salivation. Then

vesicular eruptions will be noticed in the mouth and feet,
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and in cows on the udder and teats. The eruption is

like blisters of the size of a bean. These vesicles or

blisters are sometimes seen on the nasal membrane

;

they burst in eighteen or twenty-four hours, and leave

red sore spots, which either soon heal or turn into ulcers.

The tongue is chiefly affected, but the gums and roof

of the mouth and the inside of the cheeks are in some

cases also affected.

The eruption in the feet will be found at the junction

of the skin with the hoofs, and between the hoofs.

From the mouth and feet being very sore, and the

existing fever, the animal does not feed, and is very lame

on the feet affected.

If the animal be a bullock and be kept at work, the

symptoms will become more severe, the legs will swell,

and very often the hoofs will be cast, and sometimes

abscesses will form in the legs.

When the eruption is on the udder and teats, there

will be swelling and tenderness of both.

If the milk of an affected cow be drunk by the calf or

by man they will become affected.

In milk-cows, the teats often become very sore from

the blistered parts being pinched by the hands of the

milkman, and the udder sometimes swells and becomes

inflamed from the milk not being drawn away.

The hands which milk diseased udders will carry the

contagion to the udders of sound cows, if care is not
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taken to well wash the hands after milking an affected

cow.

Goats and sheep are similarly attacked, but suffer in

the feet most ; when sheep and goats are afflicted they

get much out of condition.

The disease is sometimes mistaken for rinderpest, but

in foot-and-mouth disease, as found in India, purging is

not one of its symptoms, whereas diarrhoea and dysentery

are invariable accompaniments of rinderpest. Again, in

rinderpest the feet are not affected.

It is possible for an animal to have at the same time

both rinderpest and foot-and-mouth disease, but such a

case is rarely met with.

If an affected animal is properly cared for, all symptoms

of fever will disappear in three or four days, and the

animal will be well in ten or fifteen days with little loss

of condition ; but if care is not taken of the animal, and

in the case of bullocks, if made to work, the fever will

become severe, the appetite less, and from the ulceration

extending between the hoofs and the feet, the hoofs

may drop off; the legs will become much swollen, and

abscesses will form in them, death occurring in ten or

twelve days.

When the cattle are large and heavy, they suffer more

from this disease than lighter and smaller cattle.

In some attacks the disease is mild, in others, of a

severe type.
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In India, the percentage of deaths among those

attacked ought not to exceed two or three per cent., and

with common care an animal rarely dies from this

disease.

Ordinary Treatment.—Wash out the mouth two or

three times a day with warm water, and afterwards

with

—

Alum . . . . . 1 chittack

Warm water...... \ seer

Wash and foment the feet with warm water and soap

twice a day, carefully removing all dirt, especially from

between the hoofs, and dress the sores with

—

Mustard oil . ... \ seer

Turpentine . . . . 2 chittacks

Camphor . . . .2 chittacks

Phenyle \ chittack

The udder, teats, and other parts affected with sores,

should be kept clean and dressed frequently with the

above-mentioned dressing, which will prevent flies blow-

ing the sores and breeding maggots. If the flies attack

the mouth the camphorated oil should be applied to the

mouth twice a day.

When there is much fever, give the following twice

a day :

—

Camphor \ tolah

Nitrate of Potash 3 tolahs

Arrack .... \ chittack

Water 4 chittacks
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Homoeopathic Treatment.—As soon as the least sign of

the disease is discovered, give Arsenicum Alb. lx. in ten

drop doses every three hours. Separate the animal from

others.

If the disease has properly set in, give Arsenicum

Alb. lx. and Belladonna lx. ten drops, alternately, every

two hours.

Wash the mouth first in clean warm water, then in

the following :

—

Alum . . . 1 chittack

Warm water ^ seer

Wash the feet and udder twice or thrice a day in warm

water, with soap, and apply this ointment

—

Mustard oil J seer

Turpentine . . . .2 chittaeks

Camphor . 2 chittack

Phenyle . . 4 chittack

or else the following :

—

Warm water . . • i seer

Phenyle 1 chittack

Accessory Measures.—The animal must ke kept housed

and clean, and the floor of the house must be kept

scrupulously clean, and the house or room thoroughly

ventilated. Give the animal plenty of fresh air.

Boob, or some soft green grass and rice gruel, with an
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ounce of salt and three ounces of treacle, must be given

to the creature twice or three times a clay.

Sprinkle pure Carbolic acid and water or Phenyle and

water about the room.

Preventive.— The disease, in the majority of cases,

arises from contagion. Adopt measures recommended

in Chapter I.

Give Arsenicum Alb. lx. ten drops every morning

while the disease is prevailing in the district.

3. Malignant Sore-throat.

This is a fatal and very contagious disease. Calves

are very liable to get it.

Causes.—Blood-poison, caused by impure air and water;

infection ; bad feeding ; bad housing. (See Chapter I.)

Symptoms.—The first symptoms often are those of

influenza ; loss of appetite ; suspension of rumination

;

cough ; discharge from the nose and mouth and eyes

;

fever ; inflammation of the lining of the nostrils and

eyelids ; swelling of the throat and glands below the

ears and between the jaws ; swelling of the tongue and

the back part of the mouth ; difficulty in swallowing

and breathing ; breath becomes very offensive ; diar-

rhoea ; the tongue protrudes from the mouth and is dark

in colour, ulcerated, and has purple patches on some

parts. The head is protruded, and there is great

weakness*
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The symptoms rapidly increase, and the animal dies

from suffocation in from one to two hours, or two or

three days.

Treatment.—The best thing to do is to at once

destroy the animal and have it buried far away from

the house, six feet underground. If the animal be a

very superior one, you may at once separate it from the

others, and try the following treatment. This disease is

similar in character to diphtheria. Give Belladonna (j>,

and Mercurius Iodatus lx., five to ten drops, or one

grain, alternately, every two or three hours. Wash the

mouth and nose with Condy's Fluid or a lotion of Carbolic

acid.

Baptisia <£, and Arsenicum Alb. lx., alternately, ten

drops every two hours, should be given if the above

remedies do not effect any improvement.

Accessory Treatment.— The house and everything

connected with the animal must be kept perfectly clean.

Barley, wheat, or corn gruel must be given to the

animal in small quantities frequently ; a tablespoonful,

or a small wineglassful of brandy must be given with

the gruel, if there be extreme weakness. A hot bath

may do the animal much good, but a blanket must be

kept over it after the bath. Free ventilation in the

room and cold water to drink are very necessary.

In severe cases the doctor will open the windpipe,

and thus may save the animal. The meat, skin, urine,
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and dung of the diseased animal are very poisonous, and

all should be buried.

4. Bronchitis from Cold.—This is a very dangerous

disease, and is infectious.

Causes.— Exposure to wet or cold, or to sudden

changes of temperature ; a neglected cold or catarrh

;

contagion.

Symptoms.— The symptoms at first are those of a

common cold, and afterwards seem to be similar to those

of sore throat ; the cough at firsb is very dry and has a

grating sound ; there is a mucus discharge from the nose

and the mouth ; the cough becomes very painful and

frequent ; the countenance appears anxious and dis-

tressed ; the breathing is quick and heaving and

obstructed, in consequence of accumulation of tough,

tenacious phlegm ; there is unwillingness to move ; the

breath is hot ; the cough is increased by moving about

;

no food is eaten ; the animal wastes, and the skin

becomes dry and bound to the ribs ; coat stares and

looks unhealthy ; death ensues. It may end in inflam-

mation of the lungs.

Treatment.—The animal must be kept in a warm but

well-ventilated room. Give Aconite Nap. Ix. and Bry.

Alb. Ix. alternately, ten drops every two hours.

When there is inflammation of the eyelids, and a

discharge from the eyes and nose of a watery kind,
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give Arsenicum Alb. lx. ten drops every two hours,

alternated with Aconite.

When the discharge from the eyes and nose is of a

mattery character, and the supply of milk is scanty,

give Mercurius Sol. lx. or Mercurius Iod. lx. one grain

every two hours, alternately with Aconite.

The following liniment must be well rubbed into the

throat, chest, and sides :
—

Mustard oil 4 chittacks

Spirits of Turpentine . . 4 chittacks

Camphor . . 1 chittack

In severe cases the chest must be fomented with

flannel and hot water, or a bran or linseed poultice must

be put on the chest and sides.

Accessory Treatment.— Keep the animal perfectly

clean and warm and quiet. Give it wheat, barley, or

corn gruel, in small quantities (one quart) frequently.

The gruel should be warm.

Water should be given in small quantities occasion-

ally.

No grass, straw, or leaves must be given for some

days.

5. Beonchitis fkom Worms. — This also is a very

dangerous and infectious disease. Calves and yearlings,

and young goats and sheep, are specially subject to it.

Causes.— Small worms of a silvery white colour in
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the windpipe and its branches, caused by impure water

and food, or insufficient supply of pure water ; worms in

the water, grass, or grain ; impure air.; over-crowding.

If one animal is affected, then many more of the same

herd will be attacked, if preventive measures are not

adopted.

Symptoms.—There is a slight discharge from the

nostrils, and a dry, husky cough, which becomes most

violent and comes on in fits ; the animal is dull and

drooping, and quickly loses flesh ; there is much distress

in the chest, and the animal grunts often
;

goats and

sheep cry out as if in great pain ; a thin discharge flows

from the nose ; loss of appetite
;
great weakness ; as the

disease increases, the symptoms become more severe, and

death follows in a few weeks.

Treatment.—Loss of time and neglect of the pre-

monitory symptoms will prove fatal. The only thing

to be done is to detach and expel the worms. This

may be done by one of the following remedies.

(1) Pour one teaspoonful of chloroform down each

nostril of the animal ; a less quantity must be given to

smaller animals.

This treatment has proved successful in many cases.

(2) Put from a dram and a half to two drams of

Phenyle in one ounce of water, and pour gently down

the throat. Do this twice a week until cure is effected.

Half the quantity for small calves, or goats and sheep.
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(3) Mix thoroughly, and give every second or third

day. Half the quantity for small calves, goats, and

sheep.

Turpentine 1 chittack

Spirits of Camphor . . 80 drops

Castor oil .4 chittaeks

Phenyle \ dram

Accessory Treatment.—The affected animal must have

one chittack of sulphur and four chittaeks of salt every

day in its food, or with a little gruel before its food. It

should have lots of gruel and bran mash, but dry, hard

food should not be allowed.

The affected animal must be separated from the rest,

and sulphur must be burned in the room, so that it can

inhale the fumes.

Preventive.—Cleanliness in food and drink ; regular

supply of salt and sulphur in the food ; sufficient food

and water ; separation from the affected ones.

6. Scars.—These scars are seen about the throat

or neck. They look like cancers, but they do not

kill.

As long as there is a slight discharge from the sore,

the cow keeps in good health, but as soon as the discharge

is checked, she goes off her food and gets out of sorts

;

the part where the sore is swells, and a running at the

mouth, nose, and eyes, and sometimes looseness of the

bowels set in.
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This disease is not contagious, but calves and men

drinking the milk of cows thus affected will also get the

disease.

Treatment.—Give Arsenicum Alb. lx., or Fowler's

Solution of Arsenic, ten drops every four hours for a

month. Wash the sores with Phenyle and water, but

the sores should not be allowed to close up suddenly.

Preventive.—Sufficient salt and sulphur in the food.

7. Anthrax.—Called black-quarter, congestive fever,

gloss-anthrax, splenic apoplexy, etc.

This is a blood disease, and in India is contagious,

though in cold climates it is believed not to be so ; it is

generally accompanied with a swelling under some part

of the skin, generally on the loins, or hind or fore

quarters, or throat and sometimes tongue. The swelling

is puffy and crackles when pressed upon by the hand.

The disease has been found to be communicable to

other animals and to man in the form of malignant

pustules.

Causes.—When cattle, which have been for some

time kept on very poor, bare, or reedy pasture, are put

on rich grazing grounds, they become very often affected
;

the younger cattle are specially liable to become affected,

as in them blood is more rapidly formed than in older

animals. The blood not only becomes suddenly en-

riched, but also vitiated, and escapes from its vessels in
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those soft parts of the body loosely connected. The

most thriving animals are the most susceptible, especially

those which are rapidly improving after having been

in somewhat low condition. Again, at seasons when

cattle are not sheltered at night, and the days are very

hot, and the nights cold, they are more liable to become

affected.

In certain badly drained lands in Great Britain, the

disease was wont to occur frequently ; but since the

lands have been properly drained, the disease is seldom

met with. In some parts of the continent of Europe,

the disease is always more or less present at certain

seasons, on lands where the drainage is defective.

Doubtless, in India, outbreaks of black-quarter fre-

quently depend upon cattle pasturing on marshy lands.

When one head of a herd is attacked, it is almost

certain that others will also become affected, not merely

from contagion, but also on account of having been

probably fed and cared for in a manner similar to the

one ill.

Symptoms.—The attack is generally very sudden.

An animal, seen perfectly well a short time before, may

be found in an hour or two afterwards to be dull and

stiff, and to have a difficulty in moving, and in a few

minutes a swelling will be observed under the skin in

some part of the body, generally on the loins, hind

quarters, fore quarters, or throat and tongue. Sometimes
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the disease may be located in the chest or abdomen, or

even brain.

When the swelling under the skin is examined, it is

found to crackle under the pressure of the fingers, and to

feel as if blown out with air ; but this is owing to gas

generated by the rapid decomposition of the blood. If

the throat and lungs are principally involved, then the

breathing will be distressed; if the brain is affected,

there will be symptoms of stupor, and when the spleen

and other parts of the abdomen become gorged, signs of

abdominal pain will be evident.

The disease though sudden may be preceded by dul-

ness and listlessness. The patient loathes food, but

may be thirsty at first and drink greedily; rumination

ceases ; the ears, horns, and muzzle are hot and dry

;

breathing is hurried, with expanded nostrils and open

mouth ; breath hot ; flanks heaving ; and constant moan-

ing is observed. The pulse, full and excited at first,

becomes weak and tremulous ; subsequently, the animal

is disinclined to move ; the neck and head are extended,

eyes protrude and are congested; the animal may

become unconscious or insensible; when induced to

move, it staggers and is lame in both hind quarters,

constantly drooping on either to obtain ease ; it tumbles

down and makes vain efforts to rise. These symptoms

increase in severity, and the animal dies of exhaustion

in twelve, eighteen, or twenty-four hours.
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Treatment.—In the first stage of the disease give

Ammonium Gausticum lx. and Aconite Nap. lx. alter-

nately, ten drops every half or quarter of an hour.

If the above-mentioned medicines effect no improve-

ment in an hour and a half, or only partial improvement,

then give Belladonna
(f>

and Aconite lx. alternately, ten

drops every hour.

When the hind quarters are much affected and there

is much lameness, give Bry. Alb. lx. with Aconite or Ars.

Alb. alternately, every half-hour ; when there is much

weakness give Arsenicum Alb. lx. with Bry. Alb.

Foment the parts swollen with flannel and hot water,

and if there be any sores, wash them with Arsenic and

water.

Wash the mouth with cold water constantly.

Accessory Treatment.—Keep the animal well sheltered

and give it lots of pure water to drink ; mix a quarter

of a seer of common salt, quarter of a bottle of Eno's

Fruit Salt, and one chittack of Flower of Sulphur in a

quart of warm water, and give it to the creature twice

a day. Give it no food for a day or so ; on the second

day only thin gruel should be given. Rice or barley

gruel is the best.

Preventive.—When one of a herd is attacked, others

will have a tendency to become affected ; it is therefore

advisable to adopt preventive measures. Give the

animals a quarter of a seer of salt every day, and plenty

i7
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of pure cold water to drink. Protect them from sudden

changes of weather. Keep them on bare grass, green,

soft, and fresh.

The lands must be properly drained, and dirt and

offensive matter at once removed from near the place.

Inserting a seton in the dewlap of each animal has

proved a most successful preventive measure. Also give

each animal Arsenicum Alb. lx. ten drops every

morning.

The same treatment will do for goats and sheep.

8. Dysenteky.—Inflammation of the lining membrane

of the large intestines, sometimes accompanied with

ulceration. It is contagious.

Causes.—Neglected diarrhcea ; eating unwholesome

grass or plants ; drinking bad water ; exposure to severe

cold or damp at night, or excessive heat in the day
;

feeding upon marshy or badly drained lands ; overwork

or driving ; sudden stoppage of milk ; sudden disappear-

ance of skin eruption ; want of good and sufficient food
;

contagion.

Symptoms.—Shivering fit ; skin hot ; dulness ; anxiety
;

hair slightly rough ; uneasiness
;
pain in the abdomen

;

straining
;

passing blood and pus with the dung ; the

animal wastes, and loses appetite and spirits ; sometimes

the dung is dry and in small lumps, but generally the

discharge is watery and attended with severe pain
; the
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rectum may become everted; sometimes the skin and

mouth become yellow : the animal wastes away.

Treatment.—Give Mercurius Corrosivus lx. five drops

every two hours. Keep a blanket round the stomach

and abdomen. If the purging be excessive give Arseni-

cum Alb. lx. ten drops every two hours alternately with

Mercurius.

Accessory Treatment.—Give rice gruel. It must be

given in small quantities frequently. Take a good large

ripe bail, break it, and scoop out all the inside with a

spoon. Take one and a half to two seers of water
;
put the

bail in the water and dissolve thoroughly. Eeinove the

seed and strings from the stuff. Give two bottles of this

twice a day. When ripe bail cannot be had, take an

unripe one and roast it in the fire for a few minutes.

When the dung hardens give rice and linseed gruel. No

grass or leaves must be given for some time. Keep the

animal clean and dry and in a clean, dry, and well-

ventilated house ; if the night be cold, put a blanket

over the animal.

9. Blaim.—A fatal and contagious disease.

Causes.—-Impurity of the air
;
poisonous herbs ; taking

into the body some of the discharge from the diseased

animal's mouth.

Symptoms.—The cow is low-spirited, dull, and does

not eat, nor chew the cud ; a clear fluid, without smell,
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flows constantly from the mouth ; the head and neck

gradually swell until they are much increased in size

;

difficult breathing ; the fluid from the mouth becomes

mattery or mixed with blood, and smells very disagree-

able ; the tongue swells and its sides are covered with

blisters, which at last burst and become sores. Fever

sets in ; the whole of the tongue swells and mortifies

;

death ensues. The disease runs its course sometimes

in a few hours. Cattle, goats, sheep, and even men are

liable to the contagion.

Treatment-—-Open the blisters as early as possible, and

wash the mouth with Carbolic acid and water, or Condy's

Fluid and water, three times a day.

Give Mercurius Iodatus lx. five grains, and Belladonna <j>

ten drops, alternately every hour or two.

Accessory Treatment.—Keep the animal away from the

others in a clean and well-ventilated shed ; keep the

creature's mouth and body perfectly clean.

Give it rice, linseed, barley, or gram gruel in small

quantities frequently. If the animal cannot drink, pour

the gruel down its throat through a drench-horn or

bottle. No grass or other food should be given.

Preventives.—Keep the healthy animals away from the

sick. Fumigate the shed, and everything connected

with it, with sulphur : also sprinkle and wash the place

well with Carbolic acid (pure) and water. Great care

must be taken lest the other animals or the keeper get
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any of the discharge from the diseased animal into their

mouth, nose, eyes, or upon a sore on the body.

10. Slinking or Abortion—-Bringing forth the calf

before the proper time. The cow generally slinks between

the fifth and eighth month after conceiving. Abortion

is contagious.

Causes.-—Blows, falls, strains, jumps, severe exertion,

forcible movements, and other injuries ; rinderpest, hoven,

internal inflammation ; eating certain herbs that grow on

marshy or badly drained lands ; drinking dirty water or

water impregnated with iron ; intercourse with the bull

during pregnancy ; exposure to bad smells, arising from

rotten matter, especially if it be the cleansing of a cow

that has just slinked—in this case, the cow is said to

abort from " sympathy "
; over-feeding during pregnancy,

over-heating food or insufficient food ; fright.

Symptoms.—One has to be very observant to notice the

symptoms that warn of the approach of the mishap.

Unless proper means are adopted at the first appearance

of danger, there is no chance of averting it. The

symptoms are dulness ; loss of spirits ; want of appetite
;

loss of cud ; hollow flanks ; enlargement of the lower part

of the belly ; disinclination to move ; unsteady walk ; the

calf does not move at the flanks ; breathing laboured ; a

yellowish discharge from the vagina ; the belly continues

to fall; fever sets in; the animal moans; the calf is
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expelled at last. It is either already dead or lives only

a short time.

Treatment.—If the discharge from the vagina is fetid,

then it is sure the calf is dead, and the sooner it is ex-

pelled the better. Give Pulsatilla lx. ten drops, every

hour until it is expelled.

If the calf is alive, do all you can to prevent the mis-

carriage. Give Secale Cor. lx. ten drops, or one grain,

every six hours. Pour cold water over the loins and haunch.

If the abortion is actually taking place, then give

Secale Cor. lx. ten drops every fifteen minutes.

If the discharge of blood be bright red, give Sabina lx.

the same as Secale. When the abortion is caused by

blows, falls, and injuries, give Arnica Mon. lx. ten drops,

as Secale.

Accessory Treatment.—Eemove the cow from the others,

and keep her quiet in a clean and well-ventilated room.

Give her light and sloppy food, and pure cold water.

The dead calf and the after-birth and every trace of the

abortion must be buried deep underground far from the

other cows.

11. Gonokuhoea.—A contagious disease.

Causes.—Want of cleanliness
; repeated acts of coition

;

sexual intercourse with a diseased animal ; the discharge,

or the water the diseased animal has been washed in,

touching the animal.
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Symptoms.—In the cow the disease shows itself in from

two to five days after sexual intercourse. The first

symptoms are, constant shaking and side movement of

the tail, which sometimes is kept close over the funda-

ment ; the vagina gradually becomes very sore and much

swollen, and red inside ; a mattery discharge flows ; the

urine is made in small quantities and frequently accom-

panied with much pain.

In the bull, the sheath is red and swollen, a discharge

of matter issues from it ; the urine is made in small

quantities and comes out in jerks, and is attended with

much pain.

Treatment.—Keep the parts perfectly clean. Wash

with soap and water and inject the following into the

part.

Five grains of Argentum Nitricum to a pint of distilled

water, injected three times a day, or twenty drops of

Tincture of Iodine to a pint of water, injected three times

a day.

Give internally Mercurius Sol. Ix. and Cantharis lx.

one grain or ten drops, alternately, four times a day.

Preventives.—Eemove the diseased animal from among

the healthy ones, and also all soiled straw, earth, etc., and

wash the place thoroughly with Phenyle or Carbolic acid

and water.

12. Cow-Pox.—This is a contagious disease, but is not
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fatal, except in cases of gross neglect. It is an

eruptive fever, and attacks animals only once in a

lifetime.

Cause.—Generally, infection.

Symptoms.—Eruptions about the centre and base of

the teats and sometimes on the udder itself in the form

of circular pustules, which, when fully formed, attain

the size of a four-anna bit. The disease may show itself

and run its course followed by some constitutional dis-

turbance without detection, except in the instance of

milk-cows.

The pustules are generally situated on the udder and

teats, and irritate milk-cows so that they become restless

and violent during the process of milking. The pustules

are of a circular form, with its centre depressed and

margins raised and filled with a clear fluid, which gradually

becomes opaque and purulent, and is surrounded by a

red blush of inflammation. In the course of a few days

the pustules burst and scabs form ; the scabs dry and

fall off in a fortnight or three weeks. Sometimes the

udder swells up very much and is painful ; the cow will

not allow the calf to suck, nor will she allow herself to

be milked. Unless great care is taken, the milk will dry

up and the cow will be utterly spoiled. Sometimes the

animal has small lumps all over her, and under her skin

they are so soft as not to be felt by the hand, but they

give the coat a rough, lumpy look.
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Treatment.—Separate the animal at once. Wash the

affected parts with warm water and smear with fresh

butter or ghee. Every drop of milk must be extracted.

If there be any difficulty in doing this, then tie the

cow's hind-legs together, and place a pot of hot water

under the udder and steam it, or, better still, wash the

udder with warm water and a sponge ; do not make the

water hot, or else you will injure the udder. When

the udder becomes soft, wipe it dry with a clean dry

cloth, and rub it over with butter or ghee. Then

commence to milk her, but be careful not to press the

fingers on the pustules. Thus you may extract all the

milk. The cow must be treated with great tenderness

and care.

Give the animal Aconite lx. and Arsenicum lx.

alternately, ten drops every four hours. When the

udder swells and is painful give Belladonna lx. instead

of Arsenicum.

Accessory Treatment.—Keep the animal in a clean,

dry, and thoroughly ventilated room, and feed it on

light sloppy food. Withhold everything indigestible.

13. Milk Fever.

Milk or Puerperal Fever is a very dangerous and

infectious disease. It generally attacks the best and

fattest cows. Some say that more than 75 per cent,

of the cows attacked die. This may be true under other
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methods of treatment, but I have found homoeopathy

to be very successful in the treatment of this disease,

and the death-rate is not at all great.

Causes.—Over-feeding before and immediately after

calving, in order that the cow may produce a large

quantity of milk ; sudden change of weather ; exposure

to cold or wet ; driving the cow a long journey ; con-

tagion. Some cows are more subject to it than others.

Symptoms.—The disease generally shows itself from

the third to the fifth day after calving. Sometimes the

disease begins on the first day. The cow refuses her

food, or eats very little of it; she is depressed, hangs

her head, and looks dull ; the horns are hot ; the nose

is hot and dry ; the urine is scanty ; bowels are confined,

or the dung is hard and lumpy ; the pulse is quick and

full ; the breathing is quickened, and the flanks heave.

In the second stage the milk is reduced or nearly stopped

;

the eyes glisten, and look bright and staring ; the white

of the eye is covered with red streaks, or it is of a

leaden colour ; the cow looks anxious and weak ; the

hind-legs seem weak and are set apart from each other

;

she is restless and uneasy ; she does not chew the cud

;

all discharge from the bearing is stopped ; the calf is

neglected ; the pulse becomes slow, and the breathing

more difficult ; the udder becomes hard and swollen, and

there is great difficulty in drawing out the milk. In

the third stage the cow gets startled ; the breathing
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becomes more hurried, and the flanks heave much ; the

mouth opens, and saliva flows from it ; the animal

staggers and falls, the body begins to swell, the extremi-

ties grow cold ; there is shivering, with cold perspiration
;

she struggles, as if in great pain ; death ensues.

Treatment.—At the first appearance of any of the

symptoms, give Aconite lx. and Belladonna lx. alter-

nately, ten drops every hour or half-hour. Continue the

above remedies in the second stage. In the third stage,

give Arsenicum Alb. lx. and Ammonium Causticum lx.

alternately, ten drops every fifteen or twenty minutes.

When improvement sets in and the bad symptoms

have subsided, give Nux Vom. lx. and Bry. Alb. lx.

alternately, ten drops every hour or two. In the first

stage of the disease give the animal half a bottle of

Eno's Fruit Salt, and four chittacks of common salt, in

one seer of warm water. If this does not act on the

bowels, then give the same quantity in a second dose,

an hour after the first. I have found Eno's Fruit Salt

a very beneficial remedy.

Every drop of milk must be extracted three or four

times a day. The calf should not be allowed to drink

the milk. Rub Tincture of Aconite on the udder.

Accessory Treatment.—Keep the cow in a dry, cool,

and thoroughly ventilated room ; the open air is prefer-

able to a close room. If the body is very hot, throw a

blanket over her. Give her some warm rice, wheat, or
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kullai gruel three or four times a day, also warm water

to drink.

No grass or other food should be allowed until the

symptoms subside. Keep the room and the animal

perfectly clean. Wash the vagina two or three times a

day with warm water. If the discharge from the

vagina smells bad, inject some Condy's Fluid and warm

water into it.

Preventive.—The disease is contagious.

When two or more cows calve at the same time or

within a week of each other, keep them apart. Keep

newly calved cows away from the affected animal.

Avoid the causes mentioned above. Wash the vagina

with warm water. If a cow is subject to it, give her a

dose of Eno's Fruit Salt in warm water twenty-four

hours after calving, and Aconite lx. and Belladonna lx.

alternately, ten drops every two or four hours for three

days.

14. Worms in the Intestines.

There are three principal kinds of parasites that

invade the intestines of cattle, goats, and sheep. There

may be more than the three kinds mentioned, but these

three are the principal ones.

They are (1) the small thread-worm, (2) the long

round-worm, (3) the tape-worm. The thread-worm is

from a quarter to one inch long, of a silvery white
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colour, and often exists in clusters or balls, chiefly, but

not exclusively, in the rectum.

The long round-worm is very much like the common

earth-worm, but nearly white, and measures from six to

eighteen inches or more. They never exist alone.

The tape-worm often exists alone, and measures from

three inches to many yards in length.

I have seen the thread-worm and the long round-

worm in the same animal at the same time, and once I

found the long round-worm and the tape-worm existing

in the same stomach.

Causes.—Impure water and food. Worms in the

water and food will be sure to cause the disease. Young

calves suffer from it when they are over-fed with milk

;

swallowing flies will cause it. Infection. If one animal

in the herd or flock has got worms, the rest are likely

to be infected also. The worms travel and enter the

anus, or are swallowed in the food.

Symptoins.—The only certain proof of the presence of

worms is the detection of the creatures themselves, or

their ova, in the dung, or in what is thrown out when

the animal coughs. But the following are some of the

symptoms noticed in the infected animal :—A short, dry

cough ; eating or licking of mud ; diarrhoea ; loss of

appetite ; rough, staring coat ; dropping of the ears

;

grinding the teeth
;

pain in the stomach ; wasting

;

passing of slime, and sometimes worms.
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Treatment.—The treatment I have found most effective

is the following :

—

Immediately you detect the least symptoms of worms

in the intestines, give the animal the following :

—

Spirits of Turpentine . . 2 drains

Spirits of Camphor . . 40 drops

Castor oil

.

3 ounces

Phenyle . . i dram

Sulphur ... . 5 ounce

Mix the whole thoroughly, and pour it down the

throat gently. The above dose is for a small calf or a

goat or sheep ; for a larger animal double the quantity.

The dose should be repeated every four days or week,

until the worms die, and are passed out in the dung.

When the worms are dead, stop the above medicine and

give four ounces of Eno's Fruit Salt in a pint of warm

water, early in the morning ; fifteen minutes after the

salt is given give the animal two quarts of linseed gruel,

thin and warm, and keep it tied up for half an hour or

an hour ; if during that time it is not purged, then give

it a second dose of the same quantity of gruel. Eepeat

for three or four days.

Give double the quantity to large animals. Unless

the dead worms are expelled from the stomach the

animal will die.

When you find the animal will not eat, it must be

fed by pouring rice or linseed gruel down its throat.
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After the animal has been purged and the worms

passed out, give it a dose of the condition powder (see

Recipes) every morning for a few weeks, and feed it on

soft sloppy food.

Accessory Treatment.—Keep the animal perfectly clean

and warm, free from wet and cold winds. Keep the

house and utensils perfectly clean. Eemove the dung

immediately it is dropped, and change the litter every

morning ; the soiled litter should be burned-. Give the

animal plenty of pure drinking-water, fresh, soft green

grass and bran and oilcake mash. The bran must be

steeped in boiling water first. Small calves, kids, and

lambs should be given warm skimmed milk and rice or

linseed hanji. Keep the diseased animal apart from the

rest.

Preventive.—Absolute cleanliness, and sufficient salt

and sulphur in the food, and pure drinking-water.

15. Pleuropneumonia.—This is a disease of the

lungs and the lining membrane of the chest. It is

a contagious disease; is peculiar to cattle, goats, and

sheep, affecting all breeds, at all ages, at all times, and

in all climates. It is most insidious in its attack, some-

times rapid and sometimes protracted in its course,

varying from one week to four months, or even a longer

period. It does not, as a rule, attack every head in a

herd ; indeed, it is capricious in the way it spreads.
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Causes.—It is found to exist in low, damp, ill-drained,

and badly ventilated shippens ; in swampy, damp, fenny

districts, in which various gases, the products of vegetable

decomposition, are given off, and become mixed with the

air which the cows breathe. It prevails most frequently

at certain seasons of the year, and when the weather is

undergoing some change, and is damp and chilly ; or

when a sudden change from heat to cold, or the reverse,

occurs. Some cows are more liable to be attacked than

others ; thus it is far less frequent, fatal, or difficult to

cure in country districts than in towns or large shippens

near towns, where the animals are living in a highly

artificial manner, being crowded together, highly fed,

and milked dry, in order to increase the quantity of

milk. This unnatural mode of life peculiarly fits the

cow to be acted upon by any of the exciting causes.

Many persons consider the disease to arise from some

peculiar condition of the atmosphere, akin to that which

produces cholera and influenza in human beings. It is,

moreover, contagions—that is, the disease is propagated

from diseased to healthy cows by contact or contiguity.

The best proof of it being caused, as it is now generally

believed to be, by contagion is, that in certain stocks in

Great Britain, where the disease has not occurred, all

the cattle of these herds have been home-bred and kept

isolated from other cattle—that is to say, no stock is

ever introduced, but all is home - bred. Wherever
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pleuropneumonia is met with, the affected cattle have

been so situated as to be exposed to contagion, and a

careful inquiry will prove that such has been the case.

The period of incubation of this most insidious disease

is from ten days to three or even more months.

Symptoms.—The first symptoms noticeable by a pro-

fessional man are, increased temperature of the body,

and other signs by auscultation and percussion, but the

symptoms to be recognised by cattle owners will be only

detailed.

The first symptom is that of the animal looking

perhaps better than usual ; indeed, having perhaps

improved somewhat in condition ; and this state will

continue for a few days, when perhaps the attendant

will notice the animal to have a shivering fit, and the

pulse will be found to have increased ; the mouth hot,

muzzle dry ; cough, the cough being of a peculiar husky

kind ; loss of appetite ; and, if a milch-cow, a less supply

of milk.

In a day or two symptoms of fever set in, the coat

stares, the mucous membranes are much injected, the

mouth is very hot, and the breath is no longer sweet

;

the cough becomes worse and is painful, and there is

increased difficulty of and rapidity in breathing; the

pulse is very quick and full, numbering from 80 to 100;

but after a time it becomes small and weak. The nose

is poked out, in order to render breathing as easy as
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possible, but every respiration is attended with a grunt

;

the nostrils are very much dilated, and the breathing is

rapid ; when standing the animal turns out the elbows,

and when lying down lies on the centre of the chest-

bone, so as to cause expansion of the chest ; or if only

one side of the chest is affected, the animal will generally

lie inclining to that side, so as to give every facility for

breathing with the sound lung on the other side.

Occasionally, symptoms of hoven are seen ; a slight

discharge from the eyes and nose generally occurs ; the

extremities, horns, and skin become cold, and the breath

very offensive.

The cough then becomes more frequent, but is not

given with any force ; it has been well described as a

" masked cough

"

—in other words, a cough that the

animal cannot give with force, and therefore it sounds

as if purposely checked with the view of preventing

much noise. The skin becomes very dry and hide-

bound ; the animal has gradually lost condition, but is

now becoming emaciated.

Pressing the fingers between the ribg gives pain, and

the animal grunts or moans. In the latter stage of the

disease purging sets in. After the fever (which is

invariably more or less present in all cases) subsides, the

animal recovers appetite, and throughout the disease is

found to eat fairly, or even well ; but as the disease

continues so do the lungs become more and more closed
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and heavy, the breathing more difficult, and the blood is

no longer duly purified ; so gradually emaciation follows,

and ultimately the animal dies from suffocation.

In favourable cases, the disease affects only a portion

of the lungs or only one lung, and the animal apparently

recovers, but remains in poor condition.

In many cases, the disease so runs its course as to

involve both lungs to an extent which leads to suffocation

and death.

Duration.—The duration of the disease will depend

upon the nature of the attack ; if severe and rapid in its

course, death will result in a week or ten days ; if of a

mild and protracted type, death may not occur for two,

three, or even six months.

In India, though it is often protracted in its course, it

is generally fatal, as the disease is seldom noticed until

it has firm hold of the system.

Treatment.—We cannot too strongly impress upon

every cow-owner the importance and necessity for his

own sake of noticing particularly when the Jirst symptoms

of this disease show themselves, for at this time it is

quite manageable ; and if every cow had the remedies

given as soon as she became affected, very few, if any,

would die. The timely discovery of the first symptoms

of the malady, and the administration of the appropriate

remedies, would very considerably lessen the fatality of

the disease, and be an immense saving to every. owner.
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In many cases which the author has treated, the cows

were quite well within a few hours after the disease

began ; the medicine checked it at once, and permanently.

The following are the remedies which have proved the

most efficient: Aconitum, Bryonia, Arsenicum, Ammonium

Causticum, Phosphorus, and Sulphur. Now these medi-

cines are to be chosen and used according to the following

directions.

Let us take an illustration : Supposing a person has a

cow ill of this disease, he must ascertain the state of

the pulse, its character—whether hard or soft—and its

frequency ; as to the condition of the breathing, whether

quick, panting, or difficult ; attended with pain and

grunting or not ; as to the chewing of the cud and the

giving of milk : and, in short, as to the presence of all

the other symptoms or sufferings which he can find

out in the animal as indicative of pleuro-pneumonia.

Having done so, let him read the following remarks

carefully :

—

1. If his cow is affected in the following way: Pulse

hard and quickened ; breathing short, painful, anxious,

attended with groans, and open mouth ; burning dryness

of the mouth; shivering or trembling, attended with

cold skin, especially of the legs, and followed by dry

heat of the entire surface : then he must give the cow

Aconitum lx.

Dose.—Ten drops in a wineglassful of water, given
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every one, two, or three hours, according to the violence

of the symptoms just mentioned.

2. If the cow is suffering from these evidences of the

complaint: Frequent, short, suppressed cough, which

conveys to a looker-on the idea that the action of cough-

ing causes sharp pain in the chest, and the cow tries to

lessen this by stopping or cutting short the effort of

coughing. For the same reason the breathing is short,

attended with pain and the characteristic grunt
;
pain

followed by flinching and grunt when the ribs are pressed

against ; the animal remains standing in one place, and

is unwilling to move, because the pain in the chest would

be thereby increased : then he must give the cow

Bryonia lx.

Dose.—The same as the last medicine.

3. If the cow is ailing in this way : Quick, difficult

breathing, attended with rattling sound ; the breathing

inwards is short, in consequence of pain ; cough frequent

and attended with discharge of phlegm from the wind-

pipe
;
great weakness, listlessness, and depression

;
pulse

feeble and quickened ; frequent shivering or trembling

;

skin hot and dry, afterwards moist : then choose Ammon-

ium Causticum lx., and give it in the same way as

directed for Aconitum.

4. If the symptoms are these : Wheezing, short and

difficult breathing; small, quick pulse; great weakness

and loss of appetite
;
grinding of the teeth ; cold skin
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and clammy sweats ; frequent short cough
;

purging,

either in first or last stage : then Arsenicum lx. is the

most suitable, and it must be given as directed for

Aconitum.

5. If the following symptoms exist : Breathing difficult,

oppressed, and obstructed
;
pains in the chest, which are

aggravated by taking a deep breath, by moving about,

and by coughing
;
pain between the ribs ; frequent short

cough, attended frequently with the discharge of slimy

phlegm, which is sometimes mixed with blood : then

Phosphorus lx. is required, and must be given as directed

for Aconitum.

6. Sulphur vi. exerts its beneficial action in this com-

plaint, more especially when one or other of the foregoing

remedies have subdued the more violent symptoms, and

when the cow is slowly recovering. Its chief effect seems

to be to confirm the tendency towards health, and to

guard against a relapse.

Dose.—Ten drops in water, or on a little bread, three

times a day.

Accessory Treatment. -—
• When an animal becomes

affected, it must be carefully housed and nursed ; the

house should be well ventilated and kept perfectly clean,

so as to ensure an abundant supply of pure air. Hot-

water fomentation should be applied, and the animal kept

warm.

The diet must be of green grass and other soft and
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laxative food, such as wheat and rice kanjee, and pure

water ad libitum. Bank dry grasses or straw should not

be given.

It must be remembered that the disease will often

prove to be incurable ; but when an animal does recover,

the constitution will be often found permanently

weakened. Unless the animal is taken in hand in the

first stage of the disease there is no chance of recovery.

Whenever the disease attacks an animal, it should be

at once isolated and kept apart from all other cattle, and

the persons attending the sick beast should not attend

the sound cattle. If the disease is far advanced, it is

best to destroy the animal and have it buried at a distance,

six feet under ground.

Post-mortem Appearances.—The lungs of a healthy ox

are light, and do not weigh more than five or six pounds.

When a bullock dies from pleuro-pneumonia, the lungs

will be found heavy, and when cut into, liver-like or

mottled, and containing here and there pus in cysts, and

will weigh from thirty to thirty-seven pounds ; they will

be also found more or less attached to the sides of- the

chest.

In some cases only one lung will be affected.
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1. To Destroy Maggots.—Spirits of Camphor poured

into the wound, or, custard-apple leaves and camphor

ground together and put into the wound. Close up

the mouth of the wound with lint. Wash thoroughly

every morning and evening with Phenyle and warm

water.

2. Horn-oil.—Mustard oil, half seer ; bees-wax, half

chittack ; camphor, one chittach.

3. Hoof-oil.—Tar, one chittack ; camphor, one chittack
;

bees-wax, one chittack ; mustard oil, four chittacks ; and

turpentine, one chittack.

4. Purifying Water.-—Quarter of a teaspoonful of

powdered alum in a ghara of water.

5. How to Administer Medicine.—Give the medicine

on a small piece of dry bread, or else make a bamboo

tube (chonga), or take a long-necked strong bottle, put
2S0
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the medicine in it, make a man hold the animal by the

horns, take hold of the creature by the mouth, raise its

head up to the level of its back, open the mouth, hold

down the tongue with the thumb of the left hand, intro-

duce the chonga or bottle into the mouth and pour in a

little of the medicine ; as soon as it has swallowed it, more

must be given, until the whole is taken. The drench-

horn is preferable when at hand.

Care should always be taken, especially in animals

suffering from sore throat, in giving the medicine in

small quantities at a time, and if the animal coughs, or

attempts to cough, the assistant should at once let go

the head so as to allow the animal to depress the head

and cough freely, and thereby prevent the chance of any

of the medicine passing into the windpipe. If the

assistant does not let go the head as soon as there is

any sign of the animal wishing to cough, some of the

medicine may pass into the windpipe and cause death.

6. Seton.—Make a cut three-fourths of an inch in

length through the skin with a sharp knife, and another

cut through the skin of the same size two or three inches

distant
;
pass some plaited horse-hair, or string, with a

large needle, through the one cut, along under the skin,

to and through the other cut ; then tie the two ends of

the plait in a firm knot, but so that the loop may not

press upon the skin between the two incisions.
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Dress the seton and neighbouring skin three or four

times a day, with Phenyle and water or Carbolic- acid and

water, to prevent the flies blowing the part and to increase

the action of the seton.

Passing a seton in the dewlap is simply done by

pushing a sharp needle, threaded with the plaited string,

through the dewlap.

7. Condition Powder, or tonic for horses, cattle,

sheep, and goats.

Black saltDiaun salt

Sulphur
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all properly mixed together. To be applied to the

affected part with a camel's-hair brush.

9. Gruels.—One seer of gram, wheat, rice, barley, or

linseed well ground and mixed with four or five seers of

water and properly boiled for an hour and a half, a dessert-

spoonful of salt added.

10. Poultices.—Linseed poultice—grind the linseed

into powder, mix some in hot water and place over a fire

;

stir well until it thickens
;
place on a thick piece of cloth,

and put it over the affected part.

Bran to be so mixed in hot water as to form a soft

paste
;
place on a cloth, pour a little common oil over

the upper surface, and apply. Should the wound be

very unhealthy, sprinkle powdered charcoal or sugar

over the poultice before applying it to the wound, and

change the poultice and charcoal frequently. Wash the

wound with hot water thoroughly before putting on a

fresh poultice.

11. Fumigation.

Shed.—Burn sulphur (gondhok) in an iron spoon

over fire in the cow-house with partially closed doors

for half an hour, or until the gas causes the animals

to cough.

Single Animal.—Burn sulphur or tar in an iron
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vessel over fire in front of the bullock or cow, so that

the fumes may be inhaled by the animal.

In fumigating, care is necessary so tbafc the animal

may be able to inhale air as well as the smoke of the

sulphur or tar.

The inhaling of the fumes of sulphur and tar alone,

without being mixed with a sufficiency of air, would kill

an animal.

12. Fomentation.—Apply for from a quarter to half

an hour very hot water with a flannel or kombol cloth,

taking care that the part fomented is not chilled

;

then thoroughly dry the part with dry cloths, and

rub in

—

Mustard oil 4 parts

Oil of Turpentine . . . 2 parts

well mixed together.

13. Disinfectants.— Phenyle, one part to ten of

water. Pure Carbolic acid, one part to eight of water.

Quicklime, sprinkled over the floor, and smeared over

the walls. They also destroy vermin.

14. Vekmin Destroyek.— Besides the above, the

following is very effective : Dry tobacco leaves and

catechu soaked in water, and the floor, walls, and

wood well rubbed with it.
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To apply to the bodies of animals, Plienyle and water,

and Keating's insect-powder, or the following preparation,

are the safest remedies :

—

Mustard oil



HOMCEOPATHIC MEDICINES.

Foe the convenience of the reader, I here subjoin a list

of all the remedies prescribed in this book. The

medicines can be obtained from any Homoeopathic

chemist at a small cost. The proper thing to do, is

to have all the medicines put up in two small chests,

one for internal use and the other for external

use. The medicines should be always at hand for

immediate use. There should be a third box for

ordinary remedies.

MEDICINE CHEST, No. 1.

1. Aconite Napalis lx. cf>.

2. Ammonium C. lx.

3. Antimonium Tar. lx.

4. Arnica Mon. lx.
<f>.

5. Arsenicum Alb. lx.

6. Baptisea <j>.

7. Bryonia Alb. lx.

8. Belladonna lx. </>.

9. China Off. lx.

10. Cantharis lx.

11. Dioscorea lx.

12. Euphrasia lx.

13. Gelseminum S. lx.

INTERNAL REMEDIES.

One-ounce bottles.

14. Hepar Sulp. 3x.

15. Mercurius Cor. lx.

16. Mercurius Ioda. lx.

17. Mercurius Sol. 3x.

18. Nux Vomica lx.

19. Pulsatilla Nig. lx.

20. Phosphorus lx.

21. Rhus Tox. lx.

22. Sabina lx.

23. Secale lx.

24. Silieea 6x.

25. Sulphur lx.
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1. Aconite </>.

2. Argentum N. 0.

3. Arnica M. <j>.

i. Belladonna 0.

MEDICINE CHEST, No. 2.

EXTERNAL REMEDIES.

Four-ounce bottles.

I 5. Calendula Off.

6. Hydrastis C. <p

7. Rhus Tox. 0.

' 8. Glycerine.

MEDICINE CHEST, No. 3.

1. Spirits of Camphor.

2. Condy's Fluid.

3. Euo's Fruit Salt.

4. Epsom Salt.

5. Glycerine.

6. Phenyls.

7. Spirits of Turpentine.

8. Flower of Sulphur.

One-pound bottles.

9. Tincture of Iodine.

10. Alum.

11. Iodoform.

12. Belladonna liniment.

13. Linseed oil.

14. Castor oil.

15. Condition powder.

means the strong tincture known by Homoeopathic chemists as

Mother Tincture.
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LARGE GAME SHOOTING
IN THIBET, THE HIMALAYAS, NORTHERN AND

CENTRAL INDIA.

By Brig.-General ALEX. A. A. KINLOCH.

NVAN ul< GREAT Till - Ovis Hodgsonii.

Times.— " Colonel Kinloch, who has killed most kinds of Indian game, small
and great, relates incidents of his varied sporting experiences in chapters which
are each descriptive of a different animal. The photogravures of the heads of

many of the animals, from the grand gaur, popularly miscalled the bison, down-
wards, are extremely clever and spirited."

Graphic,— " This splendidly illustrated record of sport. . . The photogravures,
especially the heads of the various antelopes, are life-like ; and the letterpress is

very pleasant reading."
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BULLET AND SHOT
IN INDIAN FOREST, PLAIN, AND HILL.

WITH HINTS TO BEGINNERS IN INDIAN SHOOTING.

By C. E. M. RUSSELL
(late Senior Deputy Conservator of Forests, Mysore Service).

List of Contents.

The Indian Bison—Bison Shooting— Hints to Beginners—The Wild Buffalo, the

Yak, and the Tsine— The Tiger— Incidents in Tiger Shooting—The Panther,

Hunting Cheetah, Clouded Leopard, Snow Leopard, and Indian Lion—The
Chief Bears of India—The Indian Elephant—The Deer of India and the

Himalayas—The Neilgherry Wild Goat—The Wild Goats of Cashmere and
Ladakh—The Wild Sheep of India—The Rhinacerotidas and Suidae of India
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Poachers and Nuisances—Camp Equipment, Outfit, Servants, etc.— Rifles,

Guns, Ammunition, etc.—Hints on Skinning and the Preservation of Trophies,
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Saturday Review,—"We have nothing but praise for his accuracy and for the

value of his practical advice. . . . Not a few of the chapters are very attractive

reading, being full of exciting anecdote and picturesque reminiscences. . . . His
chapters on forest campaigning, camp equipment, and sporting batteries deserve

careful attention."

Civil and Military Gazette (Lahore).— " . . . Cannot fail to appeal to

sportsmen of every standing, from the veriest tyro, to whom it will prove

particularly useful, to the oldest hand at the game. . . . The general excellence

and completeness of the book should ensure it the position of a standard work."

Second Edition. Post 8vo.
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SEONEE;
OR, CAMP LIFE ON THE

SATPURA RANGE.

A Tale cf Indian Adventure.

By R. A. STERNDALE,
F.R.G.S., F.Z.S.

Illustrated fry the Author.

With an Appendix containing a brief Topographical and Historical Account
of the District of Seonee, in the Central Provinces of India.
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A NATURAL HISTORY OF THE
MAMMALIA OF INDIA,

BURMAH AND CEYLON.

By R. A. STERNDALE, F.R.G.S., F.Z.S.

With 170 Illustrations by the Author and others.

The geographical limits of the present work have been ex-

tended to all territories likely to be reached by the sportsman

from India. It is copiously illustrated, not only by the author

himself, but by careful selections made by him from the works

of well-known artists.

Knowledge.— '

' It is the very model of what a popular natural history shouldjbe.

Saturday Keview.— " Full of accurate observations, brightly told."

Athenciiun.—"The results of a close and sympathetic observation."

The Times.—"The book will, no doubt, be specially useful to the sportsman,

and indeed has been extended so as to include all territories likely to be reached

by the sportsman from India."

The Daily News.— " Has contrived to hit a happy mean 'between the stiff

scientific treatise and the bosh of what may be called anecdotal zoology."
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USEFUL HINTS TO YOUNG
SHIKARIS

ON THE GUN AND RIFLE.

By the "LITTLE OLD BEAR."

Containing information on every subject necessary for the young Shikar

—

from his rifle, gun, and ammunition to his camp kit and dress.

Fcap. 8vo., cloth, 5s. net. Rs. 3.8.

THE SPORTSMAN'S MANUAL.
In Quest of Game in Kullu, Lahoul, and Ladak to the Tso Morari

Lake, with Notes on Shooting in Spiti, Bara Bagahal, Chamba,
and Kashmir, and a Detailed Description of Sport in more than

100 Nalas. With 9 Maps.

By Lt.-Col. R. H. TYACKE, late HJVL's 9Sth and 34th Regiments.

Fourth Edition. Demy 8vo. , cloth, 7J. 6</. net. Rs. 5.

THE TOURIST AND SPORTSMAN'S

GUIDE TO KASHMIR & LADAK.
By A. E. WARD
(Bengal Staff Corps).

Giving in a small compass all the principal routes in Kashmir and Ladak—
with information where sport may be obtained ; the Game Laws of the country and
useful hints as to Camp Kit required and the supplies obtainable.

Oblong folio (18 X 14), cloth, 12s. 6d. net. Rs. 10.

DENIZENS OF THE JUNGLES.
A SERIES OF SKETCHES OF WILD ANIMALS, ILLUSTRATING

THEIR FORM AND NATURAL ATTITUDE.

With Letterpress and Description of each of the 12 Plates.

By R. A, STERNDALE, F.R.G.S., F.Z.S.
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THE ROD IN INDIA.
BEING HINTS HOW TO OBTAIN SPORT, WITH

REMARKS ON THE NATURAL HISTORY OF FISH
AND THEIR CULTURE.

By H. S. THOMAS, F.L.S. (Madras Civil Service, Retired),

Author of " Tank Angling in India."

With numerous full-page and other Illustrations,

Field.— " A masterly treatise on the art of angling."

Spectator.— " A more complete guide to its subject than could be found
elsewhere."

Illustrated Sporting and Dramatic N-ews.— "His book has been for years a

standard work. Perhaps, without injustice to others, it maybe described as ike

standard work upon Indian angling."

Field.—"To the angler going oat to India, Mr, Thomas's book will be a

necessary part of his outfit."

Crown 8vo., cloth. lis. 4.

ANGLING ON THE KUMAON
LAKES.

WITH A MAP OF THE KUMAON LAKE COUNTRY
AND PLAN OF EACH LAKE.

By Deputy-Surgeon-General W. WALKER.
Hayes Sporting News.—"Written with all the tenderness and attention to

detiil which characterizes the followers of the gentle art."
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GAME, SHORE, AND WATER BIRDS
OF INDIA.

WITH ADDITIONAL REFERENCES TO THEIR ALLIED
SPECIES IN OTHER PARTS OF THE WORLD.

By Colonel A. LE MESSURIER, CLE., F.Z.S., F.G.S.

(late Royal Engineers), Author of
il Kandahar in 1879," " From London to Bokhara and a Ride through Persia."

With 180 natural size Illustrations from actual specimens.

A Vade Mecum for the Sportsman, embracing all the Birds at all

likely to be 7met with in a Shooting Excursion.

Reviews of Third Edition.

Nature.— " Colonel Le Messuricr writes as a held naturalist for field naturaliots
and sportsmen without any great pretensions to scientific knowledge, but there is

no doubt that all naturalists will gain useful hints from this little volume, which
is profusely illustrated with wood cuts giving the characteristic features of most ol

the species."

Knowledge.— " Compact in form, excellent in method and arrangement, and as
far as we have been able to test it, rigidly accurate in details, Colonel Le Messurier's
book should become the vadc mecum of every sportsman and naturalist whom duty
or pleasure may compel to visit India."

Madras Times.— " Neatly and handily bound, well printed and clearly
illustrated, the book undoubtedly fills a void in the literature of the day. The
work is well arranged, and will probably fully answer the requirements of even a
veteran sportsman."
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THE BIRDS OF CALCUTTA.
A SERIES OF SHORT

HUMOROUS BUT FAITHFUL
DESCRIPTIONS OF THE
COMMON BIRDS OF

CALCUTTA.

By FRANK FINN, F.Z.S.,

M.B.O.U.
(late Deputy Superintendent,

Calcutta Museum).

With Illustrations by II. GOODCHILD.

Field.—"There is a good deal of bird life to be observed in and around
Calcutta, to which Mr. Finn's little book will serve as a useful guide, especially as
it has some good illustrations by Mr. Herbert Goodehild."

Crown 8vo. , cloth.

GARDEN AND AVIARY BIRDS
OF INDIA.

A HANDBOOK FOR FIELD NATURALISTS AND
BIRD FANCIERS.

With Illustrations drawn from life.

By FRANK FINN, F.Z.S., M.B.O.U.
[Nearly Ready.
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HOW TO KNOW—
THE INDIAN DUCKS.
THE INDIAN WADERS.

[Nearly Ready.

By FRANK FINN, F.Z.S., M.B.O.U.
(late Deputy Superintendent, Calcutta Museum).

Nature.—"We have nothing but commendation for this excellent little volume
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THE COMMON SENSE OF RIDING.

RIDING FOR LADIES.
WITH HINTS ON THE STABLE.

By Mrs. POWER O'DONOGHUE.
With 68 Illustrations by A. Chantrey CoRBOULD,

This able and beautiful Volume forms a standard on the subject, and is one
which no lady can dispense with.

Reviews of Second Edition.

The Lady.— " Probably the best book on riding that has ever been written."
Irish Field.— " Her style is clear and convincing, and what she has to say she

savs in the simplest possible manner."
Lady's Pictorial.— " No more complete treatise on equitation could easily

be put forward."
Ladies' Field.— " Advice on all points connected with the subject is so clearly

given . . . that not only beginners but experienced riders will find it invaluable."
The Queen.—" The volume has been carefully written, and shows great

observation on the part of the writer."
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NOTES ON STABLE MANAGEMENT.
WITH GLOSSARY OF HINDUSTANI

WORDS.

By Vety. Col. J. A. NUNN,
F.R.C.V.S., CLE., D.S.O.

This little work is written specially to give

the new arrival in India some idea as to the

management ot his horses, especially those

who are getting up a stable for the first time.

It contains invaluable hints and information,

only to be learned in the ordinary way by
long and often bitter experience.

Indian Daily News.—" The notes are eminently
practical, and give sound advice on everything
pertaining to the proper care of horses, such as can be

utilized by the uninitiated to the best advantage."

Fifth Edition. Fcap. 8vo., cloth, 3^. net. Rs. 2.

INDIAN HORSE NOTES.
By Major C .

An Epitome of Useful Information arranged for ready reference on Emergencies,

and specially adapted for Officers and Mofussil Residents. All technical terms

explained and simplest remedies selected.

Crown 8vo., cloth, y. net. Rs. 2

STATION POLO.
THE TRAINING AND GENERAL TREATMENT OF POLO

PONIES, TOGETHER WITH TYPES AND
TRAITS OF PLAYERS.

By Lieut. HUGH STEWART (Lucifer).

Contents.

THE POLO PONY: The Raw Pony—Preliminary Training—First Introduction

—Stable Management — Tricks — Injuries— Shoeing. STATION POLO:
Station Polo, How shall we Play?—The Procrastinator—The Polo Scurry

—
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DOGS FOR HOT CLIMATES.
A Guide for Residents in Tropical Climates

as to suitable Breeds, their respective Uses,

Management, and Doctoring.

By VERO SHAW
[Late Kennel Editor of" Tin- Field"),

a N n

Captain M. H. HAYES.
With 24 Illustrations from Photographs and

Drawings.

Indian Planters' Gazette.—"The authors

of ' Dogs for Hot Climates' show in a concise

practical way how to treat dogs, and what
I 'reeds best stand hot climates. The book
should be on every one's table, for sensible

treatment will save the life of many a valuable

and much loved pet.

"

Seventh Edition. Fcap. 8vo., cloth, 2s. 6</. net. Re. 1.8.

INDIAN NOTES ABOUT DOGS.
THEIR DISEASES AND TREATMENT.

By Major C .

Contents.

Medical Treatment— Rules for Feeding—Prescriptions— Diseases of Dogs

—

Description of Various Breeds—Advice on the Importation of Dogs
to India—Hindustani Vocabulary.

Crown 8vo., cloth, js. bJ. net. Rs. j.

THE MANAGEMENT AND
BREEDING OF DOGS IN INDIA,

AND THE POINTS TO BREED FOR.

By KADER
(Asste, of the English Kennel Club).

Asian.— " A book of this kind, in a country where good and experienced judges
are scarce, and where reference to standard authority is often needed, was
much wanted."
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GLADIATORS. Illustrated by Harrington Bird.
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Standard.—" He made the sportiDg novel something so entirely different to what it had
been, that he must be recognised as the originator of a new species, more elevated, more
refined, and more largely imbued with the spirit of modern society."

Times.— " The edition has everything to recommend it externally."

Times.— " Good paper and type and a good serviceable binding."

Field.—" Altogether a pleasure to read."

Saturday Review.—"Fulfils every requirement of the book-lover in paper, type, illus-

trations, and binding."

Truth.—" Has every claim to be considered an edition de luxe."
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THE

PHIL

? MAY

FOLIO

OF CARICATURE DRAWINGS & SKETCHES
In Line Block, Half-Tone, and Photogravure.

The Folio includes about 250 Drawings by the late Artist,

largely selected by himself from Phil May's Annual as

representing his best efforts in various styles. A number of

Sketches are also given which have never before been published.

The Drawings are arranged in fourteen groups, as follows, each

group being preceded by a brief comment :

—

1. Personages and Celebrities—2. Costers and Cockneys—3. Brother

Brushes— 4. The Bars and the Streets—5. Character Studies

—

6. Within and Without the Ghetto—-7. Types I Have Met ; and
Things we See when we come out without Our Gun—8. Among the

Thespians—9. Studies and Sketches Abroad—10. With the Children

—11. By the Sea— 12. On the Country-side—13. Sporting Sketches

—

14. Irish and Scottish.

A Biography fay a personal friend and a full-page portrait of the Artist

in Photogravure, are important features of the book.

Graphic.—"Among the many collections of drawings by this gifted artist which

have appeared, this is one of the best we have seen, the various phases of life

which his pencil loved to depict being all well represented,"
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ASTRONOMY
WITHOUT A TELESCOPE.

By E. WALTER MAUNDER, F.R.A.S.
(Of the Royal Observatory, Greenwich).

An Introduction to the Knowledge of the Constellations, and to the

Study of the Heavens with the Unassisted Sight.

Fully Illustrated with Full-page Plates, and with Maps and Charts for Identifying

the Constellations and the principal Stars, and twelve Star Maps, forming a

COMPLETE CELESTIAL ATLAS, together with a FULL INDEX
OF STARS, PLANETS, and CONSTELLATIONS.

Standard.—"Just the book for a person of ordinary education, who wants to

be taught something of the more easily observed wonders of that science, and it

has the advantage of being written in a very clear and attractive style."

Daily News.—

'

: Mr. E. W. Maunder has done more than any other astronomer
living to show how the study of his favourite science may be pursued without the
aid of the telescope or other instruments. ... An attractive and instructive book,
which ought to make many amateur astronomers."
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THE TRIBES ON MY FRONTIER
AN INDIAN NATURALISTS FOREIGN POLICY.

By EHA.
With Fifty Illustrations by F. C. MACRAE.

In this remarkably clever v, ork there are most graphically and humorously
described the surroundings of a Mofussil bungalow. The twenty chapters embrace
a year's experiences, and provide endless sources of amusement and suggestion.

Knowledge.— " This is a delightful book, irresistibly funny in description and
illustration, but full of genuine science too. . . . There is not a dull or uninstrnctive

page in the whole book.

"

Second Edition. Crown Svo., cloth, 6w Rs. 4.8.

A NATURALIST ON THE PROWL.
Bv EHA.

With Eighty Illustrations by

R. A. STERNDALE, F.R.G.S., I-./..S.

In this volume the Author conducts his
readers to the Jungles and Country round the
Home, and with genial humour and practised
science teaches the interesting art of "How to
observe " the structure and habits of Birds,
Beasts, and Insects.

Daily Chronicle.— " It is one of the most
interesting books upon Natural History that
we have read for a long time. It is never dull,
and yet solid information is conveyed by nearly
every page."
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BEHIND THE BUNGALOW.
By EHA*

"With Fifty-three Illustrations by F. C. MACRAE.
As The Tribes on My Frontier graphically and humorously described the

Animal Surroundings of an Indian Bungalow, the present work portrays with
much pleasantry the Human Officials

thereof, with their peculiarities,

idiosyncrasies, and, to the European,
strange methods of duty.

The World.—"These sketches may
have an educational purpose beyond
that of mere amusement

;
they show

through all their fun a keen observa-
tion of native character and a just

appreciation of it."

The Graphic*—"Anglo - Indians
will see how truthful are these
sketches. People who know nothing
about India will delight in the clever
drawings and the truly humorous
descriptions."A LITTLE ISLOf'E.

Seventh Edition. Crown 3vo., cloth gilt, 6s. Rs.

TWENTY-ONE DAYS
IN INDIA.

BEING THE TOUR OF SIR
ALI BABA, K.C.B.

By GEORGE ABERIGH
MACKAY.

"With Thirteen full-page Illustrations.

Land and Water.—"The scores of letters

to ' Vanity Fair,' which created such a sensa-

tion in India some years ago, have maintained
their popularity in a fashion which their clever-

ness thoroughly deserves."

This latest edition of the most famous Satire ever written on
Indian Society and Social Life is absolutely complete The
Illustrations specially drawn for the expensive edition all appear
in this impression.
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LAYS OF IND.
COMIC, SATIRICAL, AND

DESCRIPTIVE.

Poems Illustrative of Anglo-Indian Life.

By ALIPH CHEEM.
Illustrated by the Author, Lionel
Inglis, R. A. Sterndale, and others.

The World.—" This is a remarkably bright little

book. In a few of the poems the jokes, turning on
local names and customs, are somewhat esoteric ;

but taken throughout, the verses are characterised

by high animal spirits, great cleverness, and most
excellent fooling."

Liverpool Mercury.—" One can readily imagine
the merriment created round the camp fire by the

recitation of the 'Two Thumpers,' which is irre-

sistibly droll."

Scotsman.—"The * Lays ' are not only Anglo-
Indian in origin, but out-and-out Anglo-Indian in

subject and colour."

Fifth Edition. 121110, , sewed, is. 6d. net. Re, 1.

ONOOCOOL CHUNDER MOOKERJEE.
A MEMOIR OF THE LATE JUSTICE ONOOCOOL

CHUNDER MOOKERJEE.
By ]VL MOOKERJEE.

T/ie Tribes on my Frontier.—" The reader is earnestly advised to procure the life of this

gentleman, written by his nephew, and read it."

Fcap. 8vo., 1 j. 6d. net. Re. 1,

INDIA IN 1983.
This little book was originally written at the time of the Ilbert Bill agita-

tion ; it gives a farcical account of an imaginary evacuation of India by the

British and the subsequent Government by a Babu Raj.

Indian Daily News.—" Instructive as well as amusing."
Times of India.—" There is not a dull page in the hundred and thirty-seven pages of

which it consists."

Demy 8vo., cloth, 6s. net. Rs. 4.8.

ANIMALS OF NO IMPORTANCE.
A SERIES OF HUMOROUS ESSAYS ON SOME OF THE

COMMON BIRDS, BEASTS, AND INSECTS OF INDIA.

By D. DEWAR, I.C.S.

Nature.—"We may commend the work as an excellent practical example of 'Nature
Teaching.'

"

Indian Daily News.—"The sketches are brightly and cleverly written, and there is a ripple

of humour running throughout them which makes them pleasant and amusing reading."
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iVAL.
Invaluable to all who take an interest in Naval Matters.

Published Annually.

THE NAVAL POCKET BOOK.
Edited by GEOFFREY S. LAIRD CLOWES.

Cloth i6mo.,5£X4X I'm., 7s. 6d. net. Rs. 6.10.

975 Pages > on tmn paper, weighing 10 oz,

ALL THE NAVIES OF THE WORLD AT
A GLANCE.

Containing complete information regarding
all the Navies of the World.

An indispensable Companion to the Naval
Officer—Active and Reserve.

CONTENTS. —The Navies of all
Nations, Classified and Analytical

List : Battleships, Ironclads, Gunboats
;

Cruisers, Torpedo Boats, and Destroyers
;

Hospital, Harbour, Training Ships, etc.,

etc.

—

Dry Docks—Guns and Small
Arms—Submarines—Tables for Con-
version of Measures, etc.—Plans of
Ships : Showing Armours, Decks, etc.

—

Complete Index of Ships by Name.

Lord Charles Beresfokd, in a letter, says:— "It is one of the most
useful and handy works of reference on naval matters that I know of, and
invaluable to all who take an interest in naval matters."

ROYALi SOVEREIGN
CLASS.

(As Altered.)

Armour, comp.

a. 13*5 in. B.

b. 6 in. Q.

SPECIMEN ILLUSTRATION.

Pall Mall Gazette.—"The information contained upon the navies of the
world is most complete and comprehensive, and the 900 pages of printed matter
are remarkable for containing so much in so small a compass."

Naval and Military Record.—"A handy volume for use anywhere and
everywhere Surprisingly accurate.
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Royal 8vo., cloth, 400 pages, 2it net. Rs. 18.6.

(Uniform with "The Imperial Russian Navy.")

THE IMPERIAL JAPANESE NAVY.
By FRED T. JANE,

Author of "All the World's Fighting Ships."

ITS HISTORY FROM THE EARLIEST TIMES TO THE PRESENT DAY.

Plans, Photographs, and full descriptions of all Ships in the Japanese Navy,
Dockyards, and Arsenals.

The China-Japanese War, with official reports and hitherto unpublished
details, furnished in each case by officers who actually participated in the events
described.

The Far Eastern Problem—from the Japanese Standpoint.

With over 80 Illustrations from Sketches and Drawings by Japanese Artists and
from Photographs.

Naval and Military Record.—"This is a most excellent book, useful not
alone as a handbook to the fleet, but as a complete guide to the whole of the sea
service, and should prove of unmistakable value to professional men of any
nationality."

The Spectator.—"Our readers had better study Mr. Jane's book, it is the
best account extant of the Japanese Navy, and its possibilities as indicated by the
Japanese officer."

The Morning Post.— " The work is in all other respects an excellent one and
on a topic of world-wide importance

; tersely written, splendidly illustrated by
photographs and drawings.

"

C 2
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Royal 8vo., cloth, 730 pp., 25s. net. Rs. 22.

Uniform with "The Imperial Japanese Navy."

THE IMPERIAL RUSSIAN NAVY.
By FRED T. JANE.

With over 150 Illustrations from Sketches and Drawings by the Author and from
Photographs.

The First Edition appeared 5 years ago. Since then the Russian Navy has
been revolutionised. The book has now been almost re-written, and stands as the
only work dealing with the Russian Navy as it is in these early days of 1904.

Some of the Principal Contents.

The Germ of the Russian Navy, 865-1645—Peter the Great's founding of the
Russian Navy—Its Battles—Its History—Detailed Descriptions (with photo-
graphs and plans) of all the Ships at present on the Russian Navy List ; of all

the Russian Dockyards—Russia's Shipbuilding Programme—Projected Ship
Canals—The Personnel of the Fleet—Anglo-Russian Relations—Biographies
and Services of British Officers who have served in the Russian Navy—Plans
of Battles—A Complete List of Russian War Ships, built and building.

The Times.—"Full of information compiled with laudable skill and industry,
not the least instructive part of it being that which deals with the personnel of the
Russian Navy, about which the average English reader knows, as a rule, little or
nothing."

Daily News.—" Mr. Jane's volume of more than 700 pages may be described
as an up-to-date, well-arranged, and concise encyclopaedia of its subject."

Oblong folio, cloth, 5-y. net. Rs. 4.8.

A NEW AND CHEAPER EDITION OF

THE TORPEDO IN PEACE & WAR.
By FRED T. JANE.

With 30 full-page and numerous smaller Illustrations, the greater part of which
are reproductions of actual sketches by the Author made at Sea on board Torpedo

Craft.

The book deals, as its title implies, with Torpedoes and Torpedo Craft
generally, and should be in the hands—especially at the present time—of all who
interest themselves in naval affairs.

Naval and Military Review.—"Altogether a handy and comprehensive work,
and those interested in the subject will learn a good deal from it."

Marine Engineer.—"As a description of naval life as it is at this time we can
cordially recommend it."

Large crown 8vo., cloth gilt, 2s- °W. Rs. 3.

BLAKE OF THE « RATTLESNAKE''
OR, THE MAN WHO SAVED ENGLAND.

A most Thrilling Tale of Life on board a Torpedo Destroyer in time of War.

By FRED T. JANE.
With 16 Illustrations by the Author.
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MILITARY.
Demy 8vo., cloth, oj. net. Rs. 7.

FORTIFICATION AS APPLIED TO
SCHEMES.

SPECIALLY PREPARED FOR PROMOTION
EXAMINATIONS.

By Major L. J. SHADWELL, P.S.C., and

Major W. EWBANK, R.E., D.A.A.G. for Instruction.

Broad Arrow.—"This work is designed to assist officers in preparing for
examinations, and, unlike many works we could name, it serves its purpose exactly.

. . . The authors are almost visibly present reading over the books with their

pupils and explaining their difficulties. . . . Particularly excellent is the way in

which they thoroughly insist upon the truth that fortification is the handmaid of
tactics."

Second Edition. Six Maps. Demy 8vo., cloth, 6s. net. Rs. 4.8.

Much enlarged and brought up to date by Major L. J. Shadwell, P.S.C.,
late D.A.A.G. for Instruction.

NORTH-WEST FRONTIER
WARFARE.

BEING A SUPPLEMENT TO "TACTICS AS
APPLIED TO SCHEMES."

By Colonel J. SHERSTON.
Army and Navy Gazette.—"The treatment of this subject is most practical.

... Its author is an officer of great experience who knows exactly what are the
essentials of the work,

"

Demy 8vo., cloth, 8s. 6d. net. Rs. 6.8.

NOTES, QUESTIONS, AND ANSWERS ON
MILITARY LAW.

THE MANUAL OF MILITARY LAW AND INDIAN
ARTICLES OF WAR SPECIALLY PREPARED

FOR PROMOTION EXAMINATION.

By Major L. J. SHADWELL, P.S.C., Suffolk Regiment,
late D.A.A.G. for Instruction.

Broad Arrow.— " We have before referred to the advantage of this system of
instruction. . . . Both the questions and answers are written in a concise and
easily-remembered form, which will be found of great assistance to the student,"
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Crown 8vo., cloth, 3s. Rs. 2.4.

FORTIFICATION AND
TOPOGRAPHY.

MEMORANDA AND FORMULAE.

By Lt.-Col. H. M. S. BRUNKER, P.S.C. Honours,
Author of " Notes on Organisation and Equipment," etc.

These notes do not pretend to teach ; it is intended they should be committed
to memory while working up the text books and attending lectures. This will

give a sure foundation on which to complete the study.

Broad Arrow.—:
" This is a useful contribution to the candidate's side of the

struggle between examiner and examinee."

Second Edition. i8mo., cloth, 3J. 6d. net. Rs. 2.8.

ISSUE OF ORDERS IN THE FIELD.

By Capt. IVOR PHILLIPS, P.S.C.

This book has been written to fill a want which must have been ieit by those

who have been suddenly called upon to write orders, either on active service or

peace manoeuvres, without any previous training and without any special book to

turn to for assistance.

Fcap. 8vo., cloth, zs. 6d. Rs. 1.8.

TRANSPORT.
By Major W. H. ALLEN

{late Assistant Commissary General in India).

Pioneer.—" The work of condensation seems to have been admirably done,

and the book is arranged on a plan which makes it a very simple matter to find the
regulations relating to a particular subject.

"

Fcap. 8vo., cloth, 2s. 6rt. net. Rs. 2.

TRANSPORT OF HORSES BY SEA.
By E. E. MARTIN, A.V.D.

Hints for the Management and Treatment of Horses on Shipboard from actual
experience gained on Active Service,
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Crown 8vo., cloth, js. 6d. net. Rs. 5.

THE FIGHTING RACES OF INDIA.
By P. D. BONARJEE

(Assistant in the Military Department, Government of India).

An account of the Sikhs, Gurkhas, Pathans, Baluchis, Punjabis, Dogras,
Rajputs, Mahrattas, and other tribes from whom the Indian Army is recruited.

HISTORY, CUSTOM, TRAVEL, &c.

With 19 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. , sewed, 6s. Rs. 4.

THE PARISH OF BENGAL,
1678 to 1788.

By H. B. HYDE, M.A.
(A Senior Chaplain on H.M.'s Indian Ecclesiastical Establishment).

Englishman.—" Upon every page is something of interest and of charm . . .

there has seldom been a book better worth buying, better worth reading, and better

worth keeping than Mr. Hyde's latest contribution to the history of old Calcutta."

Crown 8vo. Illustrated, paper wrapper, 4s, 6d, net. Rs, 3.

THE LIFE OF CLAUD MARTIN,
MAJOR-GENERAL IN THE ARMY OF THE

HON'BLE EAST INDIA COMPANY.

By S. C. HILL, B.A., B.S.C.
(Officer in charge of the Records of the Government of India).

! Crown 8vo., cloth.

'

HARTLY HOUSE, CALCUTTA.
Reprinted from the Edition of 1789, with Notes and a Map.

By JOHN MACFARLANE
(Librarian of the Imperial Library, Calcutta), \Shortly.
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Third Edition. With numerous Illustrations. Post 8vo., js. 6d. Rs. 6.

ECHOES FROM OLD CALCUTTA.
CHIEFLY REMINISCENCES OF THE DAYS OF WARREN

HASTINGS, FRANCIS, AND IMPEY.

By H. E. BUSTEED, CLE.

rrFP"
1

b;.i.ih«'|«!

%Wfiyj*.v<*

Daily Telegraph.—"Dr. Busteed has unearthed some astonishing revelations of what
European Life in India resembled a century back."

Saturday Review.—" It is a pleasure to reiterate the warm commendation of this

instructive and lively volume which its appearance called forth some years since. It would
be lamentable if a book so fraught with interest to all Englishmen should be restricted to

Anglo-Indian circles. A fresh instalment of letters from Warren Hastings to his wife must be
noted as extremely interesting, while the papers on Sir Philip Francis, Nuncomar, and the

romantic career of Mrs. Grand, who became Princess Eenevento and the wife of Talleyrand,
ought by now to be widely known."

Demy 8vc, paper, is. 6d. net. Re. i,

THE SERAMPORE PORTRAIT.

IS IT MADAME GRAND?
By H. E. BUSTEED, M.D., CLE.

Being a Supplement to " Echoes from Old Calcutta."
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Crown 8vo. , cloth, ys, net. Rs. 6,

CALCUTTA

:

PAST AND PRESENT.
By KATHLEEN BLECHYNDEN.

With Illustrations from Portraits and [Engravings, and a Coloured Frontispiece

*&**;&*:+" *-'*- "?£*:<? -J - v . .
. ,.. ., ;.

,u..;.
^^< \ ,\£: :;..

:
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Being an outline Sketch of the principal events which have made a small

trading Settlement into the premier City of India, and containing much interesting

information regarding the old-time Buildings, Inhabitants, Customs, and Life in

general in Old Calcutta.

Royal i2mo, , cloth, 4s. 6d. net. Rs. 3.8.

A JAUNT IN JAPAN
OR, NINETY DAYS' LEAVE IN THE FAR EAST.

By Capt. Si G F. JACKSON, D.S.O.

Pioneer.— " To those in India who may be contemplating a trip to Japan, we can
confidently recommend a little book by Capt, S. C. F. Jackson .... is very readable,
and moreover it contains detailed information as to steamers, places en route, cost of travel-

ling and living in Japan itself, what to see, and what to avoid . . . Captain Jackson is a
good guide."
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Demy 8vo., cloth, 334 pp., ray. 6d. net. Rs. 6.

THE EXPLORATION OF TIBET.
ITS HISTORY AND PARTICULARS, FROM 1623 to 1904.

By Revd. GRAHAM SANDBERG, BA.

With Maps of Tibet and Plan of the Sacred City of Lhasa.

Athen&um.—" This is a timely and valuable record of the process of exploration by
which Tibet has been gradually revealed to Western ken. ... As a chronicle of travel
and review of exploraiion, Mr. Sandberg's work merits praise for the cautious care and
industry with which it has been compiled."

Two Vols. Demy 8vo., cloth, 24J. Rs. 18.

THE HISTORY OF CHINA.
By DEMETRIUS C. BOULGER,

Author of " Chinese Gordon," " Sir Stamford Raffles," etc., etc.

Illustrated with Portraits and Maps.

The Second Volume contains a full History of China and her connection
with European Nations, and detailed accounts of all events, including the

China-Japan War, and its Diplomatic consequences.

Saturday Review.—" One cannot read this admirable history without feeling how much
Mr. Boulger's sympathies have been enlisted by the wonderful record of Chinese achievement
and Chinese character which he has collected with so much charm and ability."

Pall Mall Gazette.—" Regarded as history pure and simple, Mr. Boulger's latest effort

is all that such a work should be."

Royal 8vo. , cloth.

A SKETCH OF THE

ETHNOLOGY
OF INDIA.

By
H. H. RISLEY, I.C.S., C.S.I., CLE.

Secretary to the Government of
India in the Home Department,
Officier of the French Academy,
Corresponding Member of the Berlin
Anthropological Society and of the
Anthropological Institute of Great

Britain and Ireland, &c.

[In preparation.
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Ornamental cloth (10 X 7), 18.J. net.

Rs. 13.

SIMLA

:

Past & Present
By E. J. BUCK.

Dedicated to His Excellency
Lord Curzon, G.M.S.I., G.C.I.E.

Being a complete account of the

Origin, Early History, and Develop-
ment of Simla, the Summer Resi-

dence of the Government of India,

with descriptions of interesting Per-

sonages and their Residences, and
an account of the Social Functions
and Amusements of the Station.

Pioneer.—" Residents and Visitors will

be both instructed and amused by the
stories of social life in the old days, and the
illustrations will add to their enjoyment of
the letterpress. Nothing has been forgotten.

It should be read by everyone.'*

Indian Daily Telegraph.—" The publication was first suggested to Mr. Buck by the
Viceroy. It was a happy thought on the part of Lord Curzon, for it has been the means of
giving to the literary public a well-written and informative volume."

Crown 8vo., cloth, y. 6d. Rs. *.io.

TALES FROM INDIAN HISTORY.
BEING THE ANNALS OF INDIA RE-TOLD IN NARRATIVES.

By J. TALBOYS WHEELER.
Broad Arrow.—"The history of our great dependency made extremely attractive

reading. Altogether, this work is of rare merit."

Daily Chronicle.—"Will absorb the attention of all who delight in thrilling records of
adventure and daring. It is no mere.complication, but an earnest and brightly written book."

Demy 8vo., cloth gilt, ys. 6d. net. Rs. 6.

SELECTED SPEECHES BY
H.E.The Right Hon. LORD CURZON,

G.M.S.I., G.C.I.E., Viceroy and Governor-General of India.

From 1898-1901.

This volume contains the principal speeches delivered by Lord Curzon from
the date of his appointment as Viceroy up to the beginning of 1901. They deal

with a great variety of subjects connected with the administration of India,
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Second Edition, Revised. Crown 8vo.,

js. 6d. Rs. 5. 10.

HINDU

MYTHOLOGY :

VEDIC AND PURANIC.

By Rev. W.J.WILKINS
(late of the London Missionary Society)

Calcutta).

Illustrated by 100 Engravings, chiefly

from Drawings by Native Artists,

Home News.— " The author has attempted a work of no little ambition and has

succeeded in his attempt, the volume being one of great interest and usefulness
;

and not the less so because he has strictly refrained from diluting his facts with

comments of his own. It has numerous illustrations."

Indian Daily News.— "In Mr. Wilkins' book we have an illustrated manual,
the study of which will lay a solid foundation for more advanced knowledge,
while it will furnish those who may have the desire without having the time or

opportunity to go further into the subject, with a really extensive stock of accurate

information."

Second Edition, Revised. Crown Svo.
,
js. 6d. Rs. 5.10.

MODERN HINDUISM.
AN ACCOUNT OF THE RELIGION AND LIFE OF

THE HINDUS IN NORTHERN INDIA.

By Rev. W. J. WILKINS.

Contents.

Life and Worship — Morals — Woman—Caste— Sects — Death —
Shradha—Future Life.

Saturday Review.— " He writes with a liberal nnrl comprehensive spirit,'
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Crown 8vo., cloth, 16s. net. Rs. 12.

HINDU CASTES AND SECTS.
An Exposition of the Origin of the Hindu Caste System and the bearing of

the Sects towards each other and towards other Religious Systems.

By Pandit JOGENDRA NATH BHATTACHARYA,
M.A., D.L.

Madras Mail.—"A valuable work The Author has the courage of

his convictions."

Second Edition. Crown 8vo., cloth, js. 6d. net. Rs. 5.

THE HINDOOS AS THEY ARE.
A DESCRIPTION OF THE MANNERS, CUSTOMS,
AND INNER LIFE OF HINDOO SOCIETY, BENGAL.

By SHIB CHUNDER BOSE.

Westminster Gazette.—"Shib Chunder Bose is an enlightened Bengali of

matured conviction and character, and his extended and varied experience eminently

qualify him for lifting the veil from the inner life of his countrymen."

Crown 8vo., cloth gilt, y. 6d. net. Rs. 2.8.

THE ETHICS OF ISLAM.
A LECTURE BY

SYED AMIR ALI, CLE., M.A.,
Author of " The Spirit of Islam," "The Personal Law of the Mahomedans," etc.

An attempt towards the exposition of Islamic Ethics in the English language.

Besides most of the Koranic ordinances, a number of the precepts and sayings of

the Prophet, the Caliph Ali, and "Our Lady " are translated and given.

Second Edition. 8vo., cloth, 6s. net. Rs. 4.

REPRESENTATIVE INDIANS.
By G. P. PILLAL B.A.

Forty Biographies, with Portraits.

Short Biographies of the best representatives of the new type of men who have
been brought into existence in India since the growth of British power in that land.

Statesmen : philanthropists : jurists : educationists : archaeologists : scholars :

religious, social, and politica Ireformers : journalists, and those who have promoted
industries.
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DOMESTIC.
Second Edition Crown Svo., 6s. net. Rs. 4.0.

COW KEEPING IN INDIA.
By ISA TWEED.

A Simple and Practical Book on their Care and Treat-

ment, their various Breeds, and the means of rendering
them profitable.

With 39 Illustrations of the various Breeds of Cattle,

drawnfrom Photographs by R. A. Stekndale.

Home Ncius. — " By the aid of this volume anyone
of ordinary intelligence and industry could keep cows
certainly with advantage, possibly even with profit to

themselves."
Madras Mail.—" A most useful contribution to a

very important subject, and we can strongly recom-
mend it."

Second Edition. Crown 8vo., boards. Rs. 2.

COWS IN INDIA AND POULTRY.
THEIR CARE AND MANAGEMENT.

By Mrs. JAMES.
Civil and Military Gazette.—" A simple and practical book, the result of personal obser-

vation and experience."

Second Edition. Crown 3vo., 6s. net. Rs. 4.8.

POULTRY KEEPING IN INDIA.
By ISA TWEED.

S-1 A Simple and Practical Book on the Care and Treat-
's/ ment of Poultry, their various Breeds, and the means

of rendering them profitable.

Fully Illustrated.

Madras Mail.—" A book which will be found of

great use by all those who keep a poultry-yard."

Crown 8vo., cloth, 5^. net. Rs. 3.S.

HANDBOOK ON DUCKS,
GEESE, TURKEYS,

GUINEA-FOWLS,
PEA-HENS, PIGEONS,

AND RABBITS.

By ISA TWEED.
Fully Illustrated.

A Simple and Practical Book on their Care

and Treatment, their various Breeds, and the

means of rendering them profitable.
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Crown 8vo., cloth, 4s. 6d. net. Rs. 3.

THE INDIAN COOKERY BOOK.
By a Thirty Years'

Resident.

A PRACTICAL HAND-
BOOK to the KITCHEN
IN INDIA, ADAPTED

TO THE
THREE PRESIDENCIES.

Containing original and Approved
Recipes in every Department ot

Indian Cookery—Recipes for Slim-
mer Beverages and Home-made
Liqueurs — Medicinal and other
Recipes, together with a variety ol

things worth knowing.

Pioneer.— '

' The oldest but still

the best cooker}' book,"

Second Edition. Crown 8vo., boards, 3s. 6d. net. Rs. 2.8.

BAKER AND COOK.
A DOMESTIC MANUAL FOR INDIA.

By Mrs. R. TEMPLE WRIGHT.
Pioneer.— " The outcome of long experience and many patient experiments."

Englishman.—"No better authority on matters relating to the Kitchen and
all that penains to cuisine is to be found than Mrs. Temple Wright."

Crown 8vo,, paper boards, 3.5". net. Rs. 2.

"WHAT" AND "HOW/'

WHAT SHALL WE HAVE? and

HOW SHALL WE HAVE IT?

By Miss E. S. POYNTER.
This book does not aim at being an Instructor in the Art of Cookery. It has

been written to meet a long felt need, a cheap handbook, giving a variety of dishes
made of materials readily obtained in any part of India.
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Third Edition. Crown 8vo., cloth, 600 pages, 7s. 6d. net. Rs. 6.

THE MEMSAHIB'S

BOOK OF COOKERY.
By CARRIE CUTCREWE.

Times of India.—" Itcontains much useful information and cannot fail to be
of assistance to all."

i8mo., cloth, 3-r. net. Rs. z.

THE MEMSAHIB'S

BOOK OF CAKES, BISCUITS, &c.

WITH REMARKS ON OVENS, A HINDUSTANI
VOCABULARY, WEIGHTS AND MEASURES, &c.

By CARRIE CUTCREWE.

Crown 8vo., paper boards, 4-r. net. Rs. 3.

SIMPLE MENUS AND RECIPES.
FOR CAMP, HOME, AND NURSERY.

By LUCY CARNE.
Containing Menus and Recipes for Meals in Camp—Afternoon Teas—Station

Dinners—Meals for Children, and many useful Hints for Housewives in India.

Long i2mo., paper boards, 3.;. net. Rs. *.

EVERYDAY MENUS FOR INDIA.

By W. S. BURKE, Editor " Indian Field."

These Everyday Menus are such as any average Native Cook can undertake,
and have been selected with special regard to the moderate purse.

Contents.

Every Day Menus : March to June, July to October, November to February
Kitchen Calendar—Hot and Cold Weather Dinners—Special Breakfasts—
Recipes.
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BOTANIC.
Fifth Edition. Imperial i6mo. , cloth

, 700 pages, 15J, net. Rs. 10.

A MANUAL OF GARDENING
FOR BENGAL, UPPER AND SOUTHERN INDIA.

By Rev. T. A. C. FIRMINGER, M.A.
"With Portrait and Biography.

Thoroughly revised and brought
up to date by J. Cameron, F.L.S.,

Supt. Mysore Government Gar-
dens, Bangalore.

CONTENTS

:

Part I.

Gardening Operations,
Chap. I. Climate—Soil—Manures.
Chap. II. Laying Out a Garden—Lawns

— Hedges— Hoeing and Digging—
Irrigation — Drainage — Conserva-
tories— Betel Houses—Decorations—

•

Implements — Shades — Labels —
Vermin—Weeds.

Chap. III. Seeds — Seed Sowing — Pot
Culture—Planting and Transplanting
— Cuttings—Layers— Gootee-Graft-
ing and Arching—Budding—Pruning
and Root-Pruning— Conveyance —
Calendar of Operations.

Part II.

The Vegetable Garden.
Part III.

The Fruit Garden and Fernery.
Part IV.

The Flower Garden—Index.

Indian Field.— " From beginning to end this revision of the Fifth Edition of
an old popular work which past generations have regarded as a vade mecum, teems.
with the minutest instructions, all being brought up to date by the reviser, who must
have devoted an enormous amount of time, labour and observation to the compila-
tion. . . . Freely embellished with woodcuts, the work forms a regular epitome
for the student, while to those of experience the copious index in which the-

botanical, common and native names of the plants are given, will prove of service
as a ready reference.

Second Edition. Crown 3vo., cloth, 35. 6d. net. Rs. 2.8.

THE AMATEUR GARDENER IN
THE HILLS.

Hints from various authorities on Garden Management adapted to the Hills
;

also a few Hints on Fowls, Pigeons, and Rabbits, and various Recipes con-
nected with the above subjects which are not commonly found in recipe books

By AN AMATEUR.
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Fourth Edition. Post 8vo., boards, 3s. bd. net. Rs. 2.8.

FLOWERS AND GARDENS IN INDIA.
A MANUAL FOR BEGINNERS.

By Mrs. R. TEMPLE WRIGHT,
Civil and Military Gazette.—"A most useful little book which we cannot

too strongly recommend. We can recommend it to our readers with the utmost
confidence, as being not only instructive, but extremely interesting, and written in

a delightfully easy, chatty strain."

Pioneer.— " Very practical throughout. There could not be better advice than
this, and the way it is given shows the enthusiasm of Mrs. Temple Wright."

Imperial 161110. , cloth, 12s. 6d. Rs. 9.6.

A HANDBOOK TO
THE FERNS OF INDIA, CEYLON,
AND THE MALAY PENINSULA.

By Colonel R. H. BEDDOME, F.S.I.

(late Conservator of Forests, Madras).

With 300 Illustrations.

Nature.— "It is the first special book
of portable size and moderate price which
has been devoted to Indian Ferns, and is

in every way deserving of the extensive

circulation it is sure to obtain."

Indian Daily News.— " I have just

seen a new work on Indian Ferns which
will prove vastly interesting, not only to

the Indian people, but to the botanist of

this country."
Gardeners' Chronicle.— " The ' Ferns

of India.' This is a good book, being of

a useful and trustworthy character. The
species are familiarly described, and most
of them illustrated by small figures."

Free Press. — "Those interested in

botany will do well to procure a new work
on the 'Ferns of British India.' The
work will prove a first-class text-book."

Crown 8vo., paper, 3.' 6d. Rs. 2.

SUPPLEMENT TO THE

FERNS OF INDIA, CEYLON, &c.
By Colonel R. BEDDOME, FJ.S.

Containing Ferns which have been discovered since the publication of " A Hand-"°
book to the Ferns of British India."
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Deray Svo., cloth gilt, 700 pages, 15.F. net. Rs. 10.

FLORA SIMLENSIS.
A HANDBOOK OF THE FLOWERING PLANTS OF SIMLA

AND NEIGHBOURHOOD.
By the late Col. Sir HENRY COLLETT, K.C.B., F.L.S., Bengal Army.

With an Introduction by W. Butting Hemsley, F.R.S., F.L.S., of the

Royal Gardens, Kew ; and 200 Illustrations in the text drawn by Miss M. Smith,
Artist at the Herbarium, Kew Gardens ;

and a Map.

Royal 8vo., cloth, 800 pages, 75. td. net. Rs. 5.

ROXBURGH'S FLORA INDICA.
By the late W. ROXBURGH, M.D., F;R.S.E., &c;

BEING A COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OF INDIAN PLANTS.

Reprinted literatim from Car/s Edition of 1832, and being the only

complete handbook of Indian Plants obtainable.

Crown 8vo. , boards, 3*. 6d. net. Rs. 3.

FOOD FOR THE TROPICS.
This Book describes. the Cereals, Vegetables, Root Crops and Fruits, usually

cultivated in the Tropics for domestic use
;
and also their mode of preparation

for consumption.
By T. M. MACKNIGHT.

Late Tropical Produce Merchant, North Australia.

Lancet.— '

' This is a valuable book, and, as Mr. Macknight implies in his

preface, fills a gap. . . . The book is a useful addition to the cuisine of a house-

hold in the tropics."

Canada Lancet.—"This is a most useful and instructive little work."

Food and Cookery.—" The work contains a fairly full description of native

produce suitable for food in tropical climates, which should prove of great value to

students of cookery and others who may be interested in these foods."

D 2
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DNOMIC. Demy 8vo., cloth, 300 pp., js, 6d. net. Rs. 6,

INDIAN TEA:
ITS CULTURE AND MANUFACTURE..

Being a Text-Book on the Cultivation and Manufacture of Tea.

By CLAUD BALD W Lebong Tea Company, Ltd.).

Illustrated from Photographs and Drawings.

CONTENTS.— Cultivation—Drainage— Pruning—Extension—Tea Seed—Prepara-

tion of Land and Planting—Roads—Landslips—Manuring— Renovation of

Deteriorated Areas—Blights— Forestry—Manufacture—Plucking—Withering
—Rolling—Fermentation—Firing or Drying—Sifting and Sorting—Packing

—

Quality — Green Tea— Buildings— Machinery—Railways and Tramways

—

Accounts—The Cooly—Appendix.

Madras Mail.—"As a record of the experience of a successful planter it is sure of a wide
circle of readers."

Englishman.—" It is fitted to become from the date of publication the book upon tea

cultivation and manufacture."
Extract of Letter from a leading firm in Calcutta.—We have found it very interesting,

and have ordered several copies for the use of our various assistants; and it onl}r requires to

become better known to be more widely circulated."

Crown 8vo., cloth, $s. net. Rs. 4.

ON INDIGO MANUFACTURE.
A Practical and Theoretical Guide to the Production of the Dye, with numerous.

Illustrative Experiments.

By J. BRIDGES LEE, M.A., F.G.S.
Pioneer.—" Instructive and useful alike to planter and proprietor. ... A very clear and'

undoubtedly vahubie treatise for the use of practical planters."
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MEDICAL & MATERIA MEDICA.
Complete in One Volume. Royal 8vo., cloth, 720 pages, 25.5. net. Rs. 18.

MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE
FOR INDIA.

By I. B. LYON, CLE., F.C.S., F.I.C., Brigade Surgeon, I.M.S.

(late Professor of Medical Jurisprudence, Grant Medical College, Bombay).

New Edition. Thoroughly revised, and brought up-to-date by

Lie«t.-Col. L. A. WADDELL, M.B., C.I.E., LL.D„ FX.S., I.M.S.

With Numerous Illustrations.

Contents—Part I.

Identification of the Living and Dead — Examination of Living Persons —
Examination of the Dead—Examination of Blood, &c.

Part H.
Kinds of Violent Death—Wounds, Blows, &c.—Asphyxial Deaths— Burns and

Scalds—Death from Extremes of Temperature, &c.—Death from Starvation

—

Sexual Defects—Rape and Unnatural Sexual Offences—Pregnancy—Birth in
Relation to Civil Law (Legitimacy and Inheritance)—Foeticide or Criminal
Abortion—Infanticide—Medical Responsibility and Malpraxis.

Lancet.—"The work forms a trustworthy guide to the subjects of which it

treats ... the new edition will be found on examination to merit fully the
favourable review which it received on its first appearance."

Fourth Edition, Revised. Being the Tenth Edition of '

' Goodeve's Hints for the
Management of Children in India."

Crown 8vo., cloth, ioj. 6d. Rs. 7.14.

HINTS FOR THE MANAGEMENT AND
MEDICAL TREATMENT OF CHILDREN

IN INDIA.
By EDWARD A. BIRCH, 1VLD.

(late Principal, Medical College, Calcutta).

The Medical Times and Gazette, in an article upon this work and Moore's
" Family Medicine for India," says :

" The two works before us are in themselves
probably about the best examples of medical works written for non-professional
readers. The style of each is simple, and as free as possible from technical
expressions."

Pioneer.—" It is a book which ought to be found in every household."

Indian Medical Gazette.—" It has become more and more valuable and useful
as well to the anxious mother in India as to the practitioner.

"
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Fcap. 8vo., with diagrams, cloth, 3s. 6d. Rs. 2.10.

MEDICAL HINTS FOR HOT CLIMATES.
AND FOR THOSE OUT OF REACH OF PROFESSIONAL AID.

By CHARLES HEATON, M.R.C.S.

Hospital Gazette.—" We can recommend this book to those who are in the
Colonies as a useful, handy guide to health."

i6mo., cloth, is. 6d. net. Re. j..

PRACTICAL HINTS ON THE
PRESERVATION OF HEALTH IN INDIA.
By Lieut.-Col. G. S. A. RANKING, B.A., M.D., M-R^CS., I.M.S*

Pioneer.—" Most useful and practical."

Madras Mail.—" Ranking's Practical Hints will come as a boon ; and there is

much in the book which should be read by all.

"

Second Edition, with Illustrations. Crown 8vo., cloth, 6s. Rs. 4.8.

THE CARLSBAD TREATMENT
FOR TROPICAL AND DIGESTIVE AILMENTS

AND HOW TO CARRY IT OUT ANYWHERE.

By LOUIS TARLETON YOUNG, M.D.

Irish Times.—"The book is of a most useful nature, and inspires confidence

by the candour and fulness of its information and points of guidance."

Home News.—" The book contains the result of six years' practical experience

and should be of as much advantage to medical men as to sufferers."

Crown 8vo., cloth, -js. 6d. net. Rs. 5.

INFANTS:
THEIR AILMENTS AND MANAGEMENT IN INDIA.

By Major D. SIMPSON, I.M.S.

Indian Medical Gazette.—"Will be read with interest by medical men,
though mainly intended for mothers."

Indian Medical Gazette.—" We recommend it to our readers, who would do
no harm by reading it themselves and much good by recommending it to their

patients."

Colonel Blandford, I.M.S. (Retired).—"An excellent and useful guide to
mothers and those in charge of infants. . . . Not only is it a sound work,
but the advice is put in such a readable form that it appeals directly to the

mother."
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Second Edition. Demy 8vo., cloth, ior. 6d. net. Rs. 6.

THE INDIGENOUS DRUGS OF INDIA
SHORT DESCRIPTIVE NOTICES OF THE PRINCIPAL

MEDICINAL PRODUCTS MET WITH IN
BRITISH INDIA.

By RAI BAHADUR KANNY LALL DEY, CLE.
Indian Daily News.—"It shows an immense amount of careful work upon

the part of the compilers . . . and will be useful to students and to that very large
class of people who are interested in developing the resources of the country . . .

above all, the work contains a really good index of 4,000 references, and a complete
glossary to the vernacular names."

Englishman.—" His work is a compendium of forty years' experience, and
deserves to be widelj popular and carefully studied."

Pharmaceutical Journal.—"A work on Indian drugs which is thoroughly
up to date, and as reliable as any book can be made, even with the help of
experts."

Demy 8vo., cloth, 8s. 6d. net. Rs. 6.

MATERIA MEDICA FOR INDIA.
Giving the Official Drugs and Preparations according to the British Pharmacopoeia
of 1898, with details of over 300 of the most important Indian Drugs, and practical

statements of their Pharmacology, Therapeutics, and Pharmacy.

By C. F. PONDER, M.B., &D. HOOPER, F.C.S., F.L.S.

Journal of Tropical Medicine.—" We commend this book to Students of

Medicine in India. It is carefully and accurately written, and the descriptions of

the properties of drugs can be readily followed and understood."

Third Edition. Fcap. 8vo., cloth. Re. 1.8.

BANTING IN INDIA.
WITH SOME REMARKS ON DIET AND THINGS IN GENERAL.

By Surgn.-Lieut.-CoI.JOSHUA DUKE, LM.S. Retired.

Crown 8vo., paper boards. Rs. a.

BANTING UP-TO-DATE.
By the Author of "A Bobbery Pack in India."

Pioneer.—" It may be heartily commended to all who really want to improve
health and figure alike by getting rid of what our doctors call ' superfluous adipose
deposit ' and our horrid friends call ' fat.

'

"
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Second Edition in the Press.

A MONOGRAPH OF

THE ANOPHELES MOSQUITOES
OF INDIA.

By Capt. S. P. JAMES, M.B. (Lond.), I.M.S., and

Capt. W. GLEN LISTON, I.M.S.

With if Full-page Coloured Plates, 6f Illustrations in Half- Tone (on ij PlatesJ,
u Map, and 30 Diagrams and Illustrations in the Text,

Contents

:

Part I.

—

General : A General account of Mosquitoes—The Collection, Mount-
ing, Examination, and Identification of ' 'Anopheles" Mosquitoes and their Larvas.
—The Habits of Indian "Anopheles "—The Classification of "Anopheles."

P^RT II.

—

Systematic : Giving a Detailed Description of the Ten different Groups
of "Anopheles" Mosquitoes.

Indian Medical Gazette.— "Will be of the greatest value and interest to all

who are working at the subject of Mosquito Malaria . . . the most valuable
monograph we have yet seen on the mosquitoes of India.

Second Edition. Demy 8vo., cloth, js. 6d. net. Rs. 6.

MALARIAL FEVER
AND MALARIAL PARASITES

IN INDIA.

By Major ANDREW BUCHANAN, I.M.S., M.D.
(Offg. Civil Surgeon, Nagpur, C. India).

Profusely Illustrated with Coloured Plates and Charts.

Indian Medical Gazette.— ' 'It is a book that should be introduced into every
Medical College in India, and it is of especial value as being the work of an observer
in India contending with the same difficulties as any other worker in India."

izmo. boards. Re. 1.

AN ELEMENTARY MANUAL OF
MIDWIFERY.

FOR THE USE OF INDIAN MIDWIVES IN RECEIPT
OF SCHOLARSHIPS FROM THE VICTORIA

MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND.

By C. P. LUKIS, M.B., F.R.C.S., Lt.-CoL, I.M.S.
(Principal, Agra Medical School).
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LANGUAGES.
Fourth Edition. Crown 8vo., cloth, js. 6d. net. Rs. 6.

A GUIDE TO HINDUSTANI.
Containing Colloquial Sentences in Persian and Roman Character, and
in English ; also a Series of Arzis in Urdu written character with their

transliteration in Roman-Urdu, and English translations. By Geo. S.

Ranking, B.A., M.D., Lieut.-Col. I.M.S., Secretary to the Board of

Examiners, Fort William.

Demy 8vo. , cloth, 30J. net. Rs. 20.

CONCISE ENGLISH-HINDUSTANI DICTIONARY.
Containing about 12,000 words carefully selected. Compiled accord-

ing to the most approved modern idiom in the Persian and Roman
characters. By G. S. A. Ranking, B.A., M.D.

Crown 8vo., cloth, 6s. 6d. net. Rs. 5.

INTRODUCTORY EXERCISES IN URDU PROSE
COMPOSITION.

A Collection of 50 Exercises with Idiomatic Phrases and Grammatical
Notes, accompanied by a full Vocabulary and Translation of each
passage. By G. S. A. Ranking, B.A., M.D., Lieut.-Col. I. M.S.

Small 4to., boards, 6s. net. Rs. 6.

SPECIMEN PAPERS (English and Vernacular).

For the Lower and Higher Standard Examinations in Hindustani,

together with a Resume of the Regulation for these Examinations.
Compiled by G. S. A. Ranking, B.A., M.D., Lieut.-Col. I.M.S.

i6mo., cloth, 3.J. net. Rs. ^.

A POCKET BOOK OF COLLOQUIAL HINDU-
STANI.

By G. S. A. Ranking, B.A., M.D., Lieut.-Col. I.M.S.

In two parts, each 6s. net. Rs. 4.

ANNOTATED GLOSSARY TO THE BAGH-O-
BAHAR.

By Lieut.-Col. Ranking, M.D., I.M.S. Containing a full glossary of

the words, page by page, in the Hindustani and Roman Characters,

forming a complete Lexicon to the book. With full Grammatical and
Explanatory Notes. Part I.—The portion prescribed for the Lower
Standard. Part II.—The additional portions prescribed for the

Higher Standard.

Third Edition. Revised. Crown 8vo., cloth, 6s. net. Rs. 4.8.

HINDUSTANI AS IT OUGHT TO BE SPOKEN.
By J. Tweedie, Bengal Civil Service.

Supplement, containing Key to the Exercises and Translation of the

Reader, with Notes, is. 6d. net. Rs. 2.
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Royal 8vo., cloth, 7s. 6d. net. Rs. 6.8.

URDU READER FOR BEGINNERS.
By Major F. Chapman, Royal Military College, Camberley. Con-

taining Classified Lists of useful words with transliteration in Roman
Urdu ; Elementary Grammatical Exercises with transliteration ; Easy
Selections from various authors ; Selections from Indian History

;

Selections from the " Bagh-o-Bahar " ; together with a complete

Vocabulary.

KEY TO ABOVE. 2s. net. Rs. 1.12.

Crown 8vo., cloth limp, 6s. Rs. 5.

GRAMMAR OF THE URDU OR HINDUSTANI
LANGUAGE IN ITS ROMANIZED CHAR-
ACTER.

By Rev. George Small, M.A.
Indian Churchman.— " We recommend it to those who wish to gain a more

scientific knowledge of Urdu than the ordinary primers afford."

Crown 8vo., cloth limp, 6s. Rs. 5.

ANGLO-URDU MEDICAL HANDBOOK.
Or Hindustani Guide. For the use of Medical Practitioners (male

and female) in Northern India. By Rev. George Small, M.A.
With the aid of Surgeon-General C. R. Francis, M.B., and of Mrs.
Fraser Nash, L.R.C.P.

Home News.— " This handbook should prove invaluable for use in schools and
colleges where surgeons, missionaries, and nurses are being trained for work in

the East."
Second Edition. Crown 8vo., cloth. Rs. 2.8.

COMMERCIAL HINDUSTANI.
A Collection of Practical Phrases and a Vocabulary of Useful Terms in

every-day use in business circles. English and Hindustani. By
MUNSHI JWALA NATH PANDIT.

Second Edition. 4to., cloth. Rs. 6.

A HANDBOOK TO THE KAITHI CHARACTER.
By G. A. Grierson, C.I.E., I.C.S., Ph.D., of H.M. Indian Civil

Service. With Lithograph Facsimilies, Transliteration and Translation..

Crown 8vo., cloth, gs. Rs. 6.12.

THE RUSSIAN CONVERSATION GRAMMAR.
By Alex. Kinloch, late Interpreter to H.B.M. Consulate and British

Consul in the Russian Law Courts ; Instructor for Official Examinations.

With Key to the Exercises.

This work is constructed on the excellent system ot Otto in his '

' German
Conversation Grammar," with illustrations accompanying every rule.

Second Edition. Crown 8vo. , cloth, gs. Rs. 6.12.

A GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY OF THE
PUSHTU LANGUAGE.

As spoken in the Trans-Indus Territories under British Rule, &c.
By General Sir John L. Vaughan, K.C.B., late 21st Regiment,
Bengal Native Infantry ; Commandant, 5th Punjab Infantry.
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UIDE BOOKS.

AGRA, DELHI, ALLAHABAD, CAWNPORE, LUCKNOW, AND
BENARES. By H. G. Keene, C.S. With Maps and Plans. In

one Fcap. 8vo. volume, Js. 6d. net. Rs. 5.

AGRA —HANDBOOK TO AGRA AND ITS NEIGHBOURHOOD.
By H. G. Keene, C.S. Sixth Edition, Revised, Maps, Plans, &c.

Fcap. 8vo., cloth, 3^. 6d. net. Rs. 2.8.

ALLAHABAD, LUCKNOW, CAWNPORE, AND BENARES. By
A. G. Keene, C.S. Second Edition. Revised. With 4 Maps
and a Plan. Fcap. 8vo., cloth, y. 6d. net. Rs. 2.8.

CACHAR AND SYLHET, ROUTES TO. A Map Revised and
Corrected from the Sheets of the Indian Atlas, 4 miles = I inch.

Showing Rail, Road, and Steamer Routes, Tea Gardens, &c. With a
Handbook. By James Peter. Four Sheets, folded in case, Rs. 3.

Mounted on linen, in one Sheet, folded in cloth case, book form, Rs. 6.

Mounted on linen and rollers, varnished, Rs. 9.

CALCUTTA—GUIDE TO CALCUTTA. By Edmund Mitchell.
Fcap. 8vo., sewed, is. 6d. net. Re. I.

CALCUTTA ILLUSTRATED. A Series of Photo Reproductions 01

upwards of 30 Views of the City, including the Government Offices,

Public Buildings, Gardens, Native Temples, Views on the Hooghly,
and other Places of Interest, with descriptive Letterpress. Oblong 4to.,

paper, 2s. 6d. net. ; Rs. 4 ; cloth, 4y. net. ; Rs. 5.

CALCUTTA ROYAL BOTANIC GARDEN, A GUIDE TO
THE. By Sir George King, M.B., LL.D., C.I.E., F.R.S. With
a Map. 8vo., sewed, is, net. As. 8.

DARJEELING.—GUIDE TO DARJEELING AND ITS NEIGH-
BOURHOOD. By Edmund Mitchell, M.A. Second Edition.

By G. Hutton Taylor. With 13 Illustrations and three Maps.
Fcap. 8vo., sewed, 3J. net. Rs. 2.

DELHI.-HANDBOOK TO DELHI AND ITS NEIGHBOURHOOD.
By H. G. Keene, C.S. Sixth Edition. Revised and brought up to

date by E. A. Duncan. Fcap. 8vo., cloth. [Niarly ready.

INDIA.—GUIDE TO INDIA AND INDIAN HOTELS. By G.
Hutton Taylor. With 90 Half-tone Illustrations of celebrated

places from Photographs. Coloured Map of India. Crown 8vo., stiff

wrapper, is, 6d. net. Rs. 2.

KASHMIR AND JAMMO.-A GUIDE FOR VISITORS TO
KASHMIR AND JAMMO. By Lieut-Col. Duke, I.M.S. Second
Edition. Being the Sixth Edition of Ince's Handbook, enlarged and
brought up to date. With Map of Kashmir and Plans. Fcap 8vo.,

cloth, 10s. 6d. net. Rs. 8.
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KASHMIR, A TRIP TO. By James Arbuthnot. With 64 Illus-

trations. Crown 4to., cloth, gilt, ioj. 6d. net. Rs. 8.

KASHMIR AND JUMMU, ROUTES IN. A Tabulated Description

of over Eighty Routes, showing Distance, Marches, Natural Character-

istics, Altitudes, Nature of Supplies, Transport, etc. By Major-
General Marquis de Bourbel. Royal 8vo., cloth, Js. 6d. net.

Rs. 6.

KASHMIR EN FAMILLE. A Narrative of the Experiences of a Lady
with Children ; with useful Hints as to how the Journey may be
comfortably made. By M. C. B. With a Preface by Major E. A.
Burrows. 12 mo., cloth, 3s. net. Rs. 2.

KASHMIR.-THACKER'S MAP OF JUMMOO AND KASHMIR.
Prepared to Illustrate Duke's Kashmir Handbook. 16 miles = I inch.

On Sheet unmounted, Rs. 2. Mounted on Linen and folded in book
form, 4J. 6d. net. Rs. 3.

MASURL-GUIDE TO MASURL LANDAUR, DEHRA DUN
AND THE HILLS NORTH OF DEHRA, including Routes
to the Snows and other places of note ; with chapter on Garhwal
(Tehri), Hardwar, Rurki and Chakrata. By John Northam. Fcap.
8vo., cloth, 3J-. (id. net. Ks. 2.8.

PINDARI GLACIER, TOUR TO THE. By Major St. John Gore.
With Map. Crown 8vo., sewed, 4s. 6d. net. Rs. 3.

SIMLA.-GUIDE TO SIMLA AND ROUTES INTO THE
INTERIOR. Based on Towelle's Handbook and Guide to Simla.

Revised with Map of Station and Index to all Houses ; also Map of

Hill States. i2mo., cloth, 6s. net. Rs. 4.

SIMLA.—HILLS BEYOND SIMLA. Three Months' Tour from Simla,

through Bussahir, Kunowar, and Spiti to Lahoul. ("In the Footsteps

of the Few.") By Mrs. J. C. Murray-Aynsley. Crown 8vo., cloth,

4s. 6d. net. Rs. 3.

SIMLA ILLUSTRATED. A Series of 21 Photographic Views of the

Summer Capital of India. Oblong 4to., paper, 3^. 6d. net. ; Rs. 2.8 ;

cloth, 5-r. net. Rs. 3.8.

SIMLA.—THACKER'S MAP OF SIMLA. 6 inches = 1 mile. Showing
every house. Folded in Wrapper, is. 6d. net. Re. 1.

SIMLA TO SHIPKI EST CHINESE THIBET. An Itinerary of
the Roads and various minor Routes, with a few Hints to Travellers,

and Sketch Map. By Major W. F. Gordon-Forbes, Rifle Brigade.
Fcap. 8vo., cloth, 3J. net. Rs. 2.

Itineraries.—Simla to Shipki, " Charting " Pass, " Saharan to
Narkunda," Forest Road, Simla to the "Chor," Pooi to Dankar,
Chini to Landour, and the " Sballe."

•CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE HISTORY OF ISLAMIC CIVILI-
SATION. By S. Khuda Bukhsh, M.A., B.C.L., including a
translation of Von Kremer's "Culturgeschichtliche Steifzuge." Demy
8vo., 15J. net. Rs. 10.
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NEW BOOKS AND NEW EDITIONS IN PREPARATION.

CANARY KEEPING IN INDIA. By Isa Tweed, Author of " Poultry~

keeping in India," "Cowkeeping in India," and "Handbook on
Ducks, Geese, Turkeys, Guinea-Fowl," etc. Crown 8vo.

ENTERIC FEVER. By Major A. E. Roberts, M.B., I.M.S.

Imperial 8vo.

THE PEOPLE OF INDIA. By H. H. Risley, CLE., C.S.I., I.C.S.

Illustrated. Royal 8vo.

A HISTORY OF FREEMASONRY IN BENGAL. By Andrew
D'Cruz. Revised and, for the greater part, re-written by Walter
Kelly Firminger, M.A., F.R.G.S., D. G. Chaplain, Bengal,,

1902-1903.

GUIDE TO CALCUTTA. Profusely Illustrated. By the Rev. W. K.
Firminger.

THE INDIAN LAW EXAMINATION MANUAL. By Fendall
Currie, of Lincoln's Inn, Barrister-at-Law. Fifth Edition, revised.

Demy 8vo.

THE LAW OF CONCESSIONS. By E. H. Monnier, B.A., Barrister-

at-Law.

ASEPTIC SURGERY. By Captain E. A. R. Newman, I.M.S.

Crown 8vo.

THE JOURNAL OF TROPICAL VETERINARY SCIENCE. A
Quarterly Review. Annual Subscription : India, Rs. 12.8 ; Foreign,

17s. 6d.

THE LAW OF INJUNCTIONS AND RECEIVERS IN BRITISH
INDIA ; being the Tagore Law Lectures, 1897. By John George
Woodroffe, Barrister-at-Law and Advocate of the High Court at

Calcutta. Vol. I. The Law of Injunctions. Royal 8vo., cloth.

1

THE LAW OF TRANSFER IN BRITISH INDIA, being an

Analytical Commentary on the Transfer of Property Act (Act IV. of

1882 as amended up to 1904). By H. S. Gour, M.A., D.C.L.,

LL.D., Barrister-at-Law. Vol. II. is now ready.
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In thick royal 8vc, half, leather, 2100 pp., 36.J. net. Rs. 25.

THACKER'S INDIAN DIRECTORY.
Official, Legal, Educational, Professional, and Commercial.

BRITISH INDIA and BURMA, and the NATIVE
STATES of INDIA,

with complete and detailed information of the cities of

CALCUTTA, MADRAS, BOMBAY, ALLAHABAD, LAHORE,
SIMLA, AND RANGOON, &c.

Almanac and General Information, Holidays, &c, Household Tables, Stamp
Duties, Customs Tariff, Tonnage Schedules ; Post Offices in India, forming a

Gazetteer ; Orders of the Star of India, Indian Empire, &c. ; Warrant of

Precedence, Table of Salutes, &c, &c.

Detailed and Classified Lists of all Commercial and Trading Firms,

Railways, Municipalities, Harbour Trusts, &c
Complete Army List,

Civil Service List for all India.

Railway Directory.

Newspaper and Periodical Directory.

Conveyance Directory.

Directory of the Chief Industries
of India, with Five Special Maps.

List of Clubs in India.

Alphabetical List of Residents,
European and Native.

A List of British and Foreign Manufacturers with their Indian Agents.

With Railway Map of India. Two large plans of Calcutta, with houses in

principal streets numbered, and references to Offices and Public Buildings.

.Maps of Calcutta and Environs ; Bombay and Environs ; Madras and Environs.
Five Maps of the Products of India.

Royal 8va , boards, 330 pp., gs. net. Rs. 7.8.

THACKER'S DIRECTORY OF THE
CHIEF INDUSTRIES OF INDIA.
Tea, Indigo, Coffee Concerns, Cotton Mills, Jute Mills, Jute Presses,

Colleries, Mines, Sugar Factories, Rice Mills, Flour Mills, Paper Mills, Dis-
tilleries, Breweries, Carpet Manufactories, Dairies, Fruit Gardens, Saw Mills,

&c, &c, with their Capital, Directors, Proprietors, Agents, Managers, Details
of Acreage, Extent of Mills, Trade Marks, &c, &c—including

A SEPARATE DIRECTORY OF ESTATES IN CEYLON.

Coloured Map of TEA DISTRICTS of INDIA : Assam, Cachar, Sylhet,
Darjeeling, the Dooars, Dehra, Kumaon, Hazaribagh, Chittagong, Nilgiris,
Travancore, Ceylon. Five Coloured Maps of PRODUCTS of INDIA.—
Indigo, Coffee, Sugar, Wheat, Rice, Cotton, Jute, Coal, Iron, Oil, Distribu-

tion of principal Trees, Cultivated and Uncultivated Areas.
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